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INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
l he growth oi' feminist scholarship has led to several detailed and 
%vcll-researched studies on the position of women in India. Feminist 
scholars have unravelled the social, cultural and economic basis of 
women's subordinate position in various regions of the Indian 
subcontinent. Unlortunately, the region of Kashmir has not received 
the attention it deserves, and the preoccupation with the insurgency in 
the state has peripheralized issues concerning women and gender 
relations. The chief objective of my proposed theme of research is to 
fulfil the lacunae and construct a picture of' changing position of 
women and gender relations in the region of Kashmir, since 1947. It 
is. of course. well-known that the region is disrupted by continuing 
cycles of violence, but in the shaping of women's lives and 
experience; violence is only one, if indeed a dominant, factor. [)espite 
violence, women have developed social ties and affect social capital 
that have transcended its constraints and restrictions. At the same 
time, in studying the lives of women in Kashmir, the role of violence 
cannot be ignored either, and one of the concerns of my study is to 
examine the effects of the culture' of' violence' on women's 
development In the region. 
1 
My study broadly looks into five major issues; they are; 
1. 
 
10 compare the position of women under the Dogra rule with 
their position in Post-independence period. 
2. To examine the issue of women's development since post-
independence period, considering that there has been scarcely 
any work done on the issue. 
1. To study changes in the position of the women since the 
resurgence of the militancy alter 1980's. 
4. To examine the impact of violence on the lives of women. 
5. lo examine the role of the State in women's development. 
6. lo examine the role of the women's movement in Kashmir. 
Literature Review: 
Kashmir is indeed a neglected region, and if it has suffered from the 
neglect of politicians, it has also suffered from the neglect of scholars. 
('ompared to the kind of sophisticated studies on the position of 
women and gender that we have for the other regions of' India, the 
\\ orks on Kashmir are few and far between. One scholar who has 
extensively worked on women in Kashmir, within a sociological 
framework, is Bashir Ahmed l)abla. He has written several books on 
women in Kashmir, but the more important ones are: Gendei- 
2 
discrimination in the Valley', multidimensional problems of women in 
Kashmir', Domestic Violence Against Women In Kashmir Valley', 
Widows and Orphan.; In Kashmira, Sociological Papers on Kashmir 
Vol 1 & 2. A sociologist, Dabla primarily relies on field work for the 
collection of data, and since no other scholar has made such an effort, 
his work remains an pioneering one. His study reveals the existence of 
discrimination against women in education, availability of jobs, 
nutrition, health etc. 	All his studies are based on empirical 
investigation and detailed sample surveys. The data collected by 
Dabla on the organization of family in Kashmir reveals the deeply 
structured presence of domestic violence and wife-beating in Kashmir. 
While one would want to compare the incidence of domestic violence 
in Kashmir with other Indian states, his findings suggest that it was 
still relatively lower than the Indian average. Dabla's works are 
incredibly useful for the present study also because they cover a wide 
range of issues and through empirical data's his work has credited the 
Dabla Bashir Ahmad, Sandeep.K.Nayak, Khurshid —UI-IsIam(ed.). Gender Discnmrnouon In she 
Kmhrnir Valley, u survey of Budgum and Bururnully Districts Gyari Publicdiuru, Delhi, 2000 
' Dabla Bashir Ahmad, Maltidmensional Problems of'Noman In Kashmir, Gyan Publishing House, 
Delhi, 2007 
' Uabla,6ashir Ahmad, Domestic Violence Against Women In Kashmir Volley, JAYKAY Publications, 
5rinagar,2009 
I Dabla, Bashir Ahmad, A Sociological Study of Widows and Orphans in Koshmn, JAYKAY 
Publications, Srinagar, 2010 
' Dablu Bashir Ahmad, Sodologlcol Papers on Kosfnnir, Volume I aad2, JAYKAY publications, 
Srinagar, 2010 
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other data generated by non-governmental organizations. his works 
give insights, to issues of gender conflated with militancy, 
modernization, culture and the politics and becomes an important 
starting point for carrying forward the further research. There are, 
ho ever, two difficulties with Dabla's method. For one, his samples 
are extremely modest. His research is narrowly empiricist, and fails to 
develop theoretical insights from the raw data collected by him. His 
work Multidimensional problem of women in Kashmir dealt with the 
questions over social (such as dowry), economic, educational, health 
and discrimination problems. Ilis study suggests discrimination 
working at various levels such as work places and there is lesser 
authority than men in day to day life. One of his recent works 
I)oiies tic Violence Against Women in Kashmir Valle.i% Dabla has 
attempted to identit}, major acts of violence against women in the 
Kashmir Valley in the domestic framework: and the extent to which 
they are experienced. The empirical data, based on 200 women 
respondents from all the districts of Kashmir, covers post-marital 
situations like the separation of a wife from husband and the 
consequent sul'fcrings for women. Issues of wife-heating, 
torture/l larrassment, Dowry, Divorce (threats) have also been studied 
with the support of relevant empirical data. The study reveals that the 
4 
practice of wife-heating was not carried out by husbands only. In 
man` cases it was done by the members of in-laws family too, and 
also the practice was carried out by both men and women. 
Aneesa Shafi's work on Working Women in Kash,ni/' deals with the 
problems and prospects of employment of women in Kashmir. One of 
her important findings is that women are attracted to specific 
professions. in particular, school and college teaching. l'he title is 
misleading, for even though the book purports to be about 'working 
\Vonlcn'. it is very vague about 'hat she means by a working woman. 
She is actually only concerned with women serving in the service 
sector. and ignore from her study the waged women workers and 
wOfllen in the Unort. anized economy. 
In II omen. JJ'ar and Peace in South .-lsia , a pioneering work in the 
field. Rita Manchanda examines Kashmiri women's different 
experiences of conflict. The article titled Guns and Burga-Women in 
the Kashmir conflict, shifts the focus away from the victimhood 
discourse (such as The Grieving Mother) and explores women's 
agency for both peace and conflict. The book explores the ways in 
which women negotiate violent politics in their everyday lives. 
Aneesa Shafi, Working Women In Kashmir, Problems and Prospects, APH publications, 
Delhi,2002 
' Manchanda Rita(ed.), Women, War and Peace in South Asia; Beyond Victimhood to Agency, 
Sage Publications, New Delhi,2001 
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Manchanda maps the women in the Kashmir conflict in two 
narratives. The first derives from a human Rights discourse where 
women figure as victims of' Direct (state) and indirect violence that 
transforms them into widows and half-widows of disappeared or 
bereaved mothers of lost sons and children. The second centres on the 
conventional patriarchal ideology of the Kashmiri struggle in which 
women symbolise the grieving mother, the Martyr's mother and the 
Raped woman. As she points out, women have innovated forms of 
resistance grounded in the cultural space of women, especially around 
mourning for example Association of Parents of Disappeared Persons 
(API)P). which politicises traditional •motherist' role by taking the 
private act of mourning into public space. Women's ways of acting 
are increasingly challenging the notion of what political activity can 
be. Manchanda argues that while the dominant militant discourse is 
4 
organised to direct community/individuals to violence, women have a 
more ambivalent and shifting understanding of the legitimacy or 
illegitimacy of' violence according to the evolution of armed struggle. 
Urvashi I3utalia, in her study, Speaking Peace: Womens Voices Iron, 
KasInnh-'. communicates the voices of all the major communities that 
constitute the troubled State of Kashmir. Perhaps the first of its kind in 
8 Urvashi Bataha(ed.), Women's Voices from Kashmir, Kati for Women, New De{hi,2002 
Kashmir, it documents the testimonies of ordinate and extraordinary 
women. It brings Iorth the complexities of a situation where women of 
Kashmir become victims of all the 'others'. f3atalia has shown in her 
\~ ork how women of Kashmir are targeted by the state agents, 
militants and also unfortunately by their own community, most of the 
times lr none of their faults. Her works is an important departure for 
my work as one gets acquainted with the kinds of dilemmas for 
women and my work strives to find how they cope under such 
complexities and how dynamic these complexities remain over a 
period of time? It narrates the perspectives of women in Kashmir who 
reject the discourses of violence on women through moral policing. 
And also puts forward the dilemma's of women who conform to these 
prescribed rules unwillingly. 
Between Democracy & Nation; Gender and Militai-isation in 
Aush!)zir' by Seema Kazi, contextualises the past two decades of 
militarisation in Jammu & Kashmir, exploring the involvement of 
both Kashmiri militants and Indian military forces. In addition, 
ho\\e\cr. it also critically highlights the conflict but largely 
overlooked gender dimensions. Based on personal narratives of 
Kazi Seema, Between Democracy and Notion-Gender and Militarization in Kashmir, Women 
Unlimited, New Delhi, 2009 
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people, Kazi had met and interviewed, the author explores Kashmiri 
women's political experience of militarisation, demonstrating how the 
struggle for freedom "centres on women's conventional role as 
mothers, wives and sisters". While Kashmiri women activvel\ 
participated in the movement Ibr Azadi through public protests and as 
couriers, supporters and nurses, while also providing other logistical 
and moral backup, there have been no women in the decision-making 
bodies of the separatist parties to date. 
In Women /slum and violence in Kashmir'", Nyla Ali Khan, 
investigates the effects of nationalist, militant, and religious discourses 
and praxes on a gender-based hierarch\ , . The book analyzes the 
development of the Kashmiri crisis through literature. history, and 
ethnography while foregrounding the status of women. 
My effort here is to explore the impact of' violence on women's 
development, and the complex entanglement of the culture of violence 
with the disempowerment of women. Under this broad theme, my 
study makes an attempt to make a qualitative estimate of the scale of 
violence in Kashmir, and the extent to which violence constrains 
women, and prevents their development in the region. l'he study 
attempts to uncover women's voices that have experienced violence, 
and to develop a framework to analyse the culture of violence within a 
" Khan Nyla Ali, Islam, Women and Violence in Kahsmir; Between India and Pakistan, Palgrave 
Macmillan, New York, 2010 
E 
gendered, sociological framework. It has been argued by historians 
working on partition violence, that violence against women is always 
met with silence. Women who are victims of violence are never allowed 
to express their grief and suffering, and one of the efforts of my study is 
to lend a voice to their silence, to provide, as it were, spaces for the 
articulation ol'their experiences and agency. 
9 
Method: 
the present study is a sociological and a feminist study. which has been carried 
out by combination of both qualitative as well as quantitative approaches. In my-
tiled survey I have followed the methodology of field work laid down by Aan 
()aklay who argues that there is a feminist way of conducting interviews which 
is superior to a more dominant masculine model of such research''. Oaklay 
points out. 
'feminist methodology requires further, that the methodology of 
'hygiene' research with its accompanying mystification of the researcher 
and the researched as objective instincts of data production be replaced 
by the recognition that personal involvement is more than dangerous bais 
-it is the condition under which people conic to know each other and to 
admit others into their lives'. 
Confirming to the method prescribed for a feminist Researcher. I have 
kept in view the Standpoint epistemology, and refused to see the 'facts' 
or 'data' as separated from the realm of experience''. 	Standpoint 
epistemology being an innovative approach of knowledge building breaks 
down boundaries between academia and activism, between theory and 
I I 
Oakley A, interviewing women: Contradiction in Terms, IN Roberts, H. (ed.). Doing Feminist Research, 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, London 1981,p- 30-61. 
I, - See Maithre Wickramasinghe, Feminist Research Methodology-Making Meanings of Meaning Making, 
Routledge, USA, 2010, p- 55-71 
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practice''. This approach has been followed throughout the work. 
4 
Feminist Standpoint Scholars such as Abigail Brooks, argue that women, 
as members of an oppressed group, have cultivated a double 
consciousness- a heightened awareness not only of their own lives but of 
the lives of the dominant group (men) as well"'. She has further argued 
that Women are tuned in to men's activities, attitudes and behaviours and 
to their own' ` 
This approach, as viewed by Abigail Brooks, not only takes women 
seriously as kno\vers but also attempts to translate women's knowledge 	' 
into practice, so that apply what is learned from women's experience be 
applied towards social change and towards the elimination of the 
oppression not only of women but of all marginalized'6 
Indeed, in collecting information, it was assumed that there is no 
single/unilateral version of truth, and our subjective experiences and 
social locations determine our perception of truth or falsehood. At the 
same time, it is understood that certain experiences of women are gender 
specific; emerging from their exclusions they suffer by virtue of their sex. 
"Abigail Brooks, 'Feminist Standpoint Epistemology: Building Knowledge and Empowerment Through 
Women's Lived Experience', IN Sharlene Nagy Hesse-Biber, Patricia Lina Leavy(ed.), Feminist Research 
Practice, Sage Publications, London, New Delhi, 2007,p-77 
' 1 Ibid p-63 
15 Ibid p-66 
1 ~ Ibid p-76 
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1.3 l °/o of the total area of Jammu and Kashmir State. As per 2001 
Census, the population of the districts is 7.34 lacs with 3.851acs males 
and 3.491acs females l '. The distribution of population between rural 
and urban stands in the ration of 80:20. The district consists of 393 
X itlager, 0l Muncipal Council and 10 Municpal committees. There are 
six fehsils. viz; Anantnag, Bijbchara, Dooru, Shangus, Kokernag and 
Pahalgam'2. Srinagar district is situated in the centre of Kashmir 
Valley. As per 2001 census the district has a population of around 
10.94 lacs with 6.4 lacs males and 5.5 lacs females. Srinagar district 
is spread over an area of 294sd.Km14 . This study was carried out 
through interview Schedules, supplemented by official/unofficial data, 
archival records and also secondary works done in the relevant field. 
A detailed interview schedule composing 22 set of questions was 
framed (Appendix A). Since my respondents included illiterate 
persons. as well, their responses were communicated to me orally, and 
were then entered hN- me in the data sheet. The total number of 
respondents was 200 selected on the basis of the total number of 
population of women in the Valley. The sampling was done randomly 
'" Census of India, J&K, 2001, Government of India, www.censusoflndio.com 
" http://anontnog.nic.in/official website of District Anantnag, Government of J&K 
1  Census of India, J&K, 2001, Government of India, www.censusofindia.com 
1`  http://Srinagar.nic.in/districtprofile/districtprofile.htm official website of District Srinagar, 
Government of 1&K 
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and constituted only women respondents. Respondents were 
categorized on the basis of 
I) Income i 
a) . 'pper class (60 Respondents) 
b) Middle class (80 Respondents) 
c) Lower class (60 Respondents) 
11) Residence: 
a) Rural and b) urban. 
As against a synchronic study, my work adopts a diachronic 
framework, and studies issues of vomen's development in the context 
of changing political, social and economic developments. In other 
words, issues in women's development are examined in their changing 
socio-economic and political contexts. 
Over-view of Chapters: 
While I do not wish to make comparisons with other Indian states 
here, my 	research would, hopefully, allow for such a comparative 
study, and enable interested researchers in comparing the position of 
women in Kashmir with their position in other states of India. 
'% Annual Family Income; Upper Class : 5,00000-10,00000 and Above, Middle Class: 1,50000 to 
5,00000, Lower Class: Below 1,50000 
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The present study contains four chapters. Chapter I is entitled, 
`Women in Kashmir; A Historical Background'. I have attempted to 
examine the position of women under the Dogra rule. I have studied 
the position of women in general and the marginalized women in 
particular focusing all along the nature of their relations with the state. 
I have delineated the state's alliance with the patriarchy though 
archival reports and other historical documents. One of the issues that 
I highlight is the appropriation of women's bodies by the state. I have 
also looked at the nature of the participation of Kashmiri women in 
the struggle for independence against Dogra rule. 
Chapter II, entitled Women in the family and community life' 
attempts to examine the issue of women's development in the post-
independent period. I have charted the Women's development in 
Kashmir along the following main indices: family, education, property 
and health. 
To study the matter I have made an effort to look at the lives and 
experiences of women in their families and community units. While 
the chapter is mainly based on my .`field work, I have tried to apply 
theoretical perspectives based on my understanding of the certain 
selected studies in the analysis of the data. 
13 
The chapter entitled. 'Women and the armed conflict in Kashmir' 
deals with the effects of insurgency on the lives of women in Kashmir. 
l'he chapter attempts to explore women's agency in Kashmir when 
faced with regular, routine violence. In ethnic conflicts, women are 
treated as markers of community identity, and are targeted to 
humiliate the community. The patriarchal forces within the 
community are no less severe on their own women, and control and 
discipline them in the name of the honor of the community. In 
Kashmir, one of the important consequences of the long decades of 
iolence has been the emergence of female headed households. I also 
examine the nature of these households, in particular, their 
organization, distribution of affect and power. Violence, death and 
disappearances abruptly thrust upon these women positions of 
responslblllt\, lorcing them to reorganise the household destroyed b) 
the death of' the bread earner. I have attempted to examine the 
consequence of the violence on the bodies of women during the 
conflict era in Kashmir, which still remains unabated. While one looks 
upon the violence as male dominated and male oriented, it becomes 
significant to study the social effects of such dreadful violence on 
women's lives so as to see how women situate themselves when their 
male breadwinners die or disappear. I have also looked into the issues 
14 
of women as cultural markers of their community identity, which 
makes them vulnerable to various kinds of policing. Further I have 
tried to see how women in Kashmir retained the fabric of the family 
and community despite repeated violence, deaths and encounters. 
In Chapter four my purpose has been mainly to find out the motives 
behind women's organization's support to the ideologies of militant 
organizations. I Jere, I have noticed that women's movements have had 
'complex and contradictory' roles to play in Kashmir. While there 
have been women's political organizations that have, supported 
militant organizations, there have been several others who have 
courageously confronted them, as well. Looking at the activities of 
wtiomen's movements in Kashmir, one is visibly struck by the level of 
their political consciousness, and wide social support. 
is 
APPENDIX-A 
Interview Schedule 
Date: 
Place: 
Name of the respondent: 
Religion: 
Ap-e: 
Status: 
a) Earning 
b) Non-earning 
(optional) 
If* \ our answer to the above question is (a), Specify-' your means of 
earning 
a) Full time employment 
b) Seasonal / part time employment 
C) Domestic handicraft employment 
d) :,\ny other (specify') 
Family income (annual): 
a) 10, 00000 and above b) 500000-100000 
c) 150000-500000 	d) Less than 150000 
Place of residence: Rural/urban 
Size of the family: 
16 
a) total members: 	b) no. of children: Boys ____Girls 
c) Other members (speci 1~ ): 
Nature of Family: Joint Family / Nuclear family 
1. Do you take help ofa maid in your household chores" Specify 
the type of labor. 
a) Always 
b) Never 
C) Sometimes 
2. Does your spouse help you in your domestic chores? Specify the 
lireduenc,,v and the type of work? 
3. As a woman, were you discriminated against in matters of: 
(a) Education 	 Yes/No 
(h) I Iealth 	 Yes/No 
(c) Choice of Career 	 Yes/No 
(d) Sports and Outdoor activities 	Yes/No 
(e) Food and nutrition 	 Yes/No 
(f1 Love and affection 	 Yes/No 
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4. I lo 	often do you take part in the discussions in the family 
concerning property, finance and the future of the children? 
a) Never 
b) Frequently 
C) Sometimes 
5. 1)oes your spouse beat you 
.a) Never 
b) Frequently 
c) Sometimes 
d) In the past (but not in the present) 
6. Does your famil1 restrict 'our movement 
a) Never 
h) Very often 
c) occasionally 
d) always 
7. You see your spouse as a: 
a) friend 
h) partner 
c) master 
d) guardian 
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8. Do Iernale members in your natal family have a share in property? 
Y1:S.`NO 
9. Did you inherit property from your parents? 	YES/NO 
I I your answer to the above question is positive, then what is the 
proportion of your share to inherited property? ---------------------------- 
10. Which profession does your family favour for your daughters? 
a) Teaching 
h) Medical doctor 
c) I .a~vyer 
c1) Any profession 
c) Nurses 
1) none 
11. Did your spouse and/or in laws torture you for not bringing a 
handsome dowry? 
a) physically 
b) emotionally 
c) both 
(1) none 
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1-'. I lave your husband or in laws derided you for giving birth to a 
female child? 	 YES/NO 
13. Specil\ your kind of marriage: 
a) Arranged 
b) Self selection approved by family 
c) Self selection without the approval of your family 
d) Forcible 
14. 1)o \ ou observe fmrclah: 
a) Yes 
bl No 
15. l f your answer to the above question is (a), what is your perception 
of Ewrclah: 
(a) Co\ eying of head (with chilmuai, 
(b) Veiling of face (burga) 
(c) Covering the body with a sheet (chadar) 
16. Didyou observe Purdah before marriage? 
(a) Always 
(b)sonletimes 
(c) never 
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17. What has been the impact of the militant dicktats on pin•clah? 
(a) Prn•c/uh has become almost mandatory, and more and more 
vv omen are forced to practice it. 
(h) There has been no impact of the militant orders on purdah 
(c) Covering of heads in public spaces has almost become 
mandatory. 
18. Did your spouse instruct you to observe Purdah? 	Yes/No 
19. l low has the militanc\ in Kashmir changed the dress of women 
(a) Increasingly, women have discarded western dresses. Yes/No 
(h) Increasingly, women have discarded surees. 	Yes/No 
(c) Women cannot wear clothes that reveal their bodies. Yes/No 
(d) \Women are forced to cover their heads and wear abatva in public 
places. 	 Yes/No 
19. have you ever suffered sexual harassment at the hands of armed 
forces'' 
	
Yes/No 
20. l)id you ever suffer eve teasing by armed forces" 	Yes /No 
1. 1)o you know of any instance of sexual harassment by military or 
militant outfits in your neighborhood? 
21 
I WOMEN IN KASHMIR; 
A HISTORICAL 
BACKGROUND 
CHAPTER I 
WO\1I N IN KASII\IIR: A HISTORICAL 13ACKGROl'NI) 
\%omen's Resistance Against the Uogra Rule in Kashmir. 
As is well-known. Kashmir was under the oppressive rule of the 
Uogras during the colonial period. In the people's struggle against the 
I)ogra rule, it is often not recognized that women played an extremely 
important role. This chapter highlights the contribution of women in 
the struggle against the I)ogra rule in Kashmir, focusing, in particular, 
on the period from 1930 to 1947. Indeed, women fought shoulder to 
shoulder with men, and even took up arms against the I)ogra rulers. 
\1'omen's active participation certainly makes the event a glorious 
chapter in the long history of popular resistance in Kashmir. 
[he Jammu and Kashmir State is composed of three main cultural 
units and geographical divisions: Jammu. Kashmir and Ladakh. The 
state came into existence as a result of the conquest of the Punjab by 
the British in 1845' . The state with its present boundaries was founded 
by Maharaja Gulab Singh. In 1820, the Maharaja had obtained the 
principality of Jammu as a Jagir from Maharaja Ranjit Singh of the 
Punjab in recognition of his loyal services. Ranjit Singh authorized 
'Khan G.) I. Freedom .11utr,n.,:t in Kashmir 1V31-1V40, Light and Life Publications. New Delhi. 
Jammu. I ri'. andrunt. 1980. pp. ix 
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him to rule over Jammu as the Raja of the place`. The Anglo-Sikh war 
was concluded with the treaty of Lahore on 9 March 1846; the treaty 
recognized the independent sovereignty of Raja Gulab Singh in hills 
as "may be made over to him by a separate treaty";. It created a new 
and separate territorial entity- Kashmir out of the Sikh territory which 
was placed under the sovereign authority of Raja Gulab Singh. A 
separate agreement was concluded by East India Company with Raja 
Gulab Singh at Amritsar on l6`" March 1846. This agreement is 
popularly known as the 'treaty of Amritsar'. Under this treaty Kashmir 
was sold to Gulab Singh in lieu of a cash payment of Rupees seventy 
live lakhs. The same treaty recognized Gulab Singh as the Maharaja 
of the J&K state. Under the treaty the British promised aid and 
assistance to the maharaja for defending and protecting his territories 
from external enemies.` The innocent people of Kashmir were 
subjected to double tyranny. Being a protected state under British 
crown, they were tyrannized by both the British state and the Dogra 
rulers. 
Under the Dogras. the people of Kashmir suffered untold miseries. 
The peasants suffered from inexorably high taxation, and the cruel and 
Ibid p. I 
i' w Irealy of Lahore. article .ii. cited from Khan (1. Fl. Freedom Movement in Kashmir, p.3 
Treaty of .lmsrisar article iii cited from Khan.G.I1., Frecedoat Movement iii Kashmir. p. 3 
Ibid 
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harsh methods of tax collection. The ordinary people were faced with 
a corrupt administration, looking for pretexts to impoverish them. 
Debt bondage was rampant, and according to one estimate, about 80% 
of the rural population was under debt`'. The merchant-moneylenders 
made fortunes by usury and rack-renting, and lives for ordinary 
villagers were utterly miserable. True to its oppressive, feudal 
character, the state claimed to be the proprietor of all land, and while 
the producing classes were its tenants, land, and all its produce, 
belonged to the state.' 
the most pernicious method of oppression was the system of begat' or 
forced labor. The officials enli►rced be'ur not only to meet their 
personal gains, but also to secure free labor in agricultural fields. In 
other Urds, vast masses of' Kashmiri people suffered from servitude 
during, the l)ogra regime. 
'l'he people of Kashmir launched several important movements of 
resistance against the oppression of the Dogras, and in all these efforts 
the presence of women was conspicuous. Perhaps, the first armed 
engagement occurred in Gilgit when Maharaja Gulab Singh invaded 
Khan.G.I I. b're dum .11nrr,nnt in K'c'lunir. p. 
J&K State Archives. Letter from Maharaja I'ratab Singh to his Prime Minister, December 14 
19I S. file no. 191 'h-75, Kashmir Government Records. 
q Khan.G.I f. hve(lom AIin eni ',zi in Kashmir. a -1 i 
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the place. ['he glorious struggle by the people of Gilgit repulsed the 
invading Maharaja's forces, and inflicted on them a convincing defeat. 
The people of Gilgit, supported by women, provided stiff resistance 
\Ohen Maharaja Gulab Singh launched a military expedition against 
Gilgit. The Dogra forces were defeated by the valiant heroes of' Gilgit 
under the command of Gowhar Rehman. Similarly the people of 
I larara Rampur and the gun makers of Srinagar offered stiff resistance 
\O hcn Gulab Singh sent troops under Wazir Lakhpat to takeover the 
charge of the Kashmir valley from the then Governor, sheikh Imam-
ud-din who had already declared his independence. In the encounter 
the sheikh defeated the Dogra forces with the popular support. In the 
victor, an important role was played by the wife of Sheikh Imam-ud-
din. (She was "a Women ofdetermined courage and character, revered 
by her subjects as .11udar-i-:feherhun who took up arms and took the 
vok\ not to allow the sheikh enter her chambers until lie repulsed the 
invaders. With the help of British Soldiers the people's resistance was 
however, crushed as in the case of Gilgit.`' 
Ihidp78 
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It is often not recognized that Kashmir was politically active during 
the Khilatat movement'", and the people of Kashmir joined the 
Khilatat and non-cooperation movement in large numbers. In May 
1920. (handhi-ji gave the call for non- cooperation movement, and the 
impact of his call was felt in Kashmir, as well. The Kashmir people 
suffering under the oppressive Uogra rule, identified their immediate 
oppressors- the 1)ogra rule, identified their immediate oppressors- the 
l)ogras-With the colonial state, and joined the national movement and 
strongly supported Gandhiji's cell for non-cooperation against the 
British rule in India. The movement did not, indeed, last long, but it 
did. for the first time, enable the Kashmiri people, in particular the 
Muslims, to identify themselves with the movement for anti-colonial 
resistance and nationalism''. 
An important event in the freedom struggle in the state was the 
memorandum presented to the Viceroy and Governor General of 
India. lord Reading in 1924 by freedom fighters of Kashmir.'2 The 
Memorandum proved costly and the government took severe action 
against the authors of the memorandum. Government took severe 
Foe details see I lasan Mushirul,.Valionalis,n and Communal Politics in India, 1855-1930. 
Manohar Publications 1991 and Gail \tinault. The Khila i,! ,1/urcmenr : Religious Svmholiam and 
lhohili_anon in India Columbia University Press. 1982 
Khan. (i. II.. hreeclun, MovementIn Kashmir.. p.82 
Ra.hid fasir, 7urikh-e //eoeHot i-Kushn,i,. Srinagar Muhaffiz Publication I968),p. 71 
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action against the authors of the memorandum. The leading 
mcmorialist Saad-ud-din shawl was banished from the state and one 
Khwwaja Shah Naqashbandi was deprived of his Jugir.' The impact of 
the Indian Nationalist movement was strongly felt by the educated 
youth of the state`4. The non-cooperation movement and the 
JUIllana'alla Thigh tragedy were closely watched by them. Many 
students from the state participated in the non-cooperation campaigns. 
By 1930 the influence of the Indian nationalism was quite visible in 
the Kashmir province. The arrest of' Mahatma Gandhi on May 19 30 
was protested by the students in Srinagar. With the advent of the 
English Resident in Kashmir the Christian missionaries arrived as 
well.'' The Christian missionaries established schools in Kashmir, and 
while they did not succeed in converting the Kashmiri's, they did 
succeed in spreading modern education among them. The spread of' 
modern education made them even more conscious of the oppressive 
nature of the Dogra Rule, and the support it received from the colonial 
Khan. G.H.. I-reedom Movement in Kashmir. p. 95 
' ibid p.99 
Ibid p.100 
'Mohammed Yasin. \'tadhavi Yasin(ed.), :%I 1eries and Glimpses of Kashmir, Raj Publications. 
'"e\% Delhi. 1996.p.195-196 
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state. It a1SO enabled them to acquire more modern and sophisticated 
methods of organizations. mobilization and resistance.'' 
The year 1931 saN\ the beginning of an organized freedom struggle 
initiated h\ the Kashmiris against the autocratic rule of the Douras in 
which they had been suffering untold miseries for more than eight 
decades. The Muslims in Kashmir played an active role in the struggle 
against the Dogra rule. There were many causes of Muslim unrest. 
More than 80% of the Muslim population lived on agriculture, but 
they enjoyed no propriety rights in land. A peasant in Kashmir could 
he ejected any time by the state". The institution of kw '-.sarkur was 
introduced as a substitute for the hegar which had been abolished in 
1920. l!nder kow-surkur the villagers were required to render services 
ir the state whenever demanded. Further the policy of provincialism 
and racial discrimination followed by the Dogra rulers was bound to 
create the atmosphere of apathy amongst those against whom such 
policy was directed."' The immediate causes which led to the political 
disturbances of July 193 1  can be attributed to the emergence of a 
group ol educated Muslims with modern outlook. They were deeply 
concerned with the pathetic condition of the peasants and workers, and 
KIian.Ci.11.. 1 reedoin Movement in Kashmir. p. 101 
' Ibid 
Ibid. p. 118 
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the lack of employment opportunities for the educated youths in the 
state. 
Role of women: 
[he women of Kashmir played a conspicuous role in the struggle 
against the llogra rule- '. In a meeting at Khanqa-he-Nfaula, one Abdul 
Qadeer. a non-Kashmiri Muslim who was in Srinagar came on the 
stage and said "we do not have guns. but we have plenty of stones and 
brickbats.",2 On June 25. 1931 he was arrested. The trial of Abdul 
Qadeer started on July6, 1931 at session's high court, Srinagar. ,' On 
Jul\ 13, 1931. the judgment was pronounced at the central jail. 
Srinagar. According to an estimate a mob of 4 to five thousand people 
had ;cone to witness the trial. The shouted the slogans "Allaho-
ukhat " "Qucleet ,  Z ndahaacl " and in a short while the police started 
tiring the protestors. killing a large number among them. Remarkably, 
the women of the working classes of the Muslim society fought 
shoulder to shoulder with their counterpart against the injustice and 
misrule of the I)ogra despots. Clearly, then during its first phase of the 
freedom struggle, the women participants came from the lower 
2" Ibid. p. 122-123 
-' I3acaz.P.N1.. Daughters n! I iiasta Pamposh Publications New Delhi 1959 reprint. Gulshan 
Publications Srinagar 2005 p. 246. 261.263. 
Cited from. Khan. G.FI.. I•reedain ,t /creme nt in Kashmrr.p.130 
Ibid p.131 
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sections of society, illiterate and uneducated. l'hese women of' the 
lo\\ er orders were not led and organized by educated women but it 
was their movement that educated women joined later in the period.24 
With the imposition of martial law, a reign of terror was let loose in 
the city of Srinagar. "I'he Kashmiris were forced to kiss the Dogra flag 
and lick the shoes of the soldiers and salute every soldier with the 
l)ogra salutation. "Jeri Dev Maharci '. Hand written revolutionary 
posters appeared in Srinagar after the arrest of Sheikh Vlohanimed 
Ahdullah. During this period \\omen processionists, many of' them 
with suckllni. babies in their arms, passed through the streets raising 
slogans against the oppressive Dogra regime and demanding the 
release of their imprisoned leaders and for the establishment of a 
democracy in Kashmir. The protesting women were surrounded by the 
armed police and were ordered to disperse. On their refusal, they \\ere 
abused, molested, and then killed in large numbers by the agents of 
the state. Their bodies were recovered from the river in the Srinagar. 
where they have been dumped by the police. Women came out in 
procession on Jul), 27 again, carrying black flags. In 1931 when the 
government handed over the military administration to the command 
on September 6, a crowd of' women agitators was Lathi charged and 
" Mohammed Yasin and !%4adhvi Yasin (ed.l..tfr eries and Glimpses of Kashruir. p. (9'7- 
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their modesty outraged; 10 women received injuries. Addressing the 
procession on 211 1` Autust 1931, a Kashmiri women speaker said; 
(fur Wren .should Sit in their- homes and wear Bu -gas.' We are proud of 
our /'un/abi hits/in brethren but Sc) far they have coifunecl themselves 
to r11er-e/i issuing Statements. Ire request the members of British 
1)ai•licanent to take our grievances to the League of Nations. We 
appeal to the ai•nri' not to oppress women as it was no chivalry. But if 
that hate (1171,  Sue/i instructions. they 't'ill find us ready to meet the 
civa( (en ec,-- 
In the city the processions oC \ omen and children had become a 
common sight and every minute. news of' these processions were 
coming from diI•fcrcnt parts ot- the cite-". It was a common sight to see 
a Lich .Shah" performing a ballad against the state, watched, 
sympathized and encouraged by large groups of women. Most of the 
ballads had the ti>Ilowing refrain line each stanza; 
"karr them- beh it anai slrcr i-hu.clunir  
I' ran slat ion : 
I.isten I am going to unfurl the story of Sheri-Kashmir. 
Sarat'Muhamnted Yusuf, l:ashntiris Fight- For Freedom vol. 1(I S79-19461, Pero:ons Ltd. 
Lahore. Pakistan. 1977 p. 382-384 
2" Ibid p.388 
' one who recites popular ballads to street crowds 
`` Ibid p.393 
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In response to an appeal issued by the All India Kashmir Committee. 
Kashmir Day was observed all over the state on 14`'' August 1931. Its 
aim was to bring pressure upon the government of India to help the 
Kashmiris secure the basic rights denied to them. A complete lim-ta! 
vas observed and processions were taken out. Meetings were held at 
~/a:ar-c-shohacIU which were attended by about thirty thousand 
women. It was addressed by Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah, Chaudhri 
(ihulam Abbas Khan and Mistri Yaqub Ali. It was followed by 
another mass meeting at Jamia Masjid. At the end of the meeting, the 
blood-stained clothes of the martyrs were displaced to the audience.29 
I'he Muslims of Delhi celebrated the Kashmir day for two consecutive 
days". September 24 1 93 1 saw the first armed resistance of the 
Kashnllrl Muslims against the excesses of the government. On 
September 24 the city of Srinagar was pasted with notices to the effect 
that the "Mohammedans have no quarrel with the Hindus but have 
declared Jihad against his highness governmental ." Armed with axes, 
spades, hoes, scythes, pick-axes, knives, harpoons. swords and sticks, 
about li fteen thousand people had assembled by l pill'. 
Sara) Muhammed Yusuf. Kushimo's l igh! /or Freedom, p.397 
:u Khan. G II. / r.''dn,n Movement in Kashmir, p.139 
Telegram ti-urn resident in Kashmir- No. 60-c dated sep 24 931. file no. 423(2) of 1931 
home political secret. 
Khan. (.I I.. Freedom •%Ioteme» 1 in Kashmir p.155 
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One of the heroines of 1931 upheaval Fazli died on September 24 
1931. when the military opened fire on a procession of women which 
was parading through the MaISLI na bazaar Srinagar. In Shopian, 
Sajida l3ano, aged 25 years, who had recently lost her husband. 
received a bullet wound in military firing, she was pregnant and died 
along with the child on the spot.'; Jan begum, widow of Abel lone, 
Srinagar, was killed in a police firing.'. These women. illiterate and 
socially interior, anticipated the movement led by the educated 
\\ omen in the later phase of the freedom struggle. j5 Another heroine 
of the upheaval was Jan Ded. Jan Ded was illiterate and came from the 
lower sections in society and this is why her sacrifice has been ignored 
in the discourse of the freedom struggle in Kashmir. Iler natural 
talents were not exploited, even though she fought well against the 
injustices. She was pragmatist and was poles apart from many of the 
male political leaders of Kashmir in that she advocated secularism and 
shunned narrow communal loyalties. She was ebullient, outspoken 
''Madhvi Yasin. Role of Women in freedom struggle of Kashmir'. IN Mohd Yasin and QaNum 
1'asin(ed.) //i'<<, -v u/ the Jr''dom .Strule' in Jwnmu & Kashmir, light and life Publishers. Ne\% 
Delhi. 1980 p. 203 
Ibid 
ibid 
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and demanding. She incurred wrath of the top Muslim leaders, and 
had to retire from the active politics after 1934.3' 
.A memorandum was presented to the maharaja, which said: 
Some constables of the training school who iver•e coming towards the 
cur in a lots . attacked innocent and peaceful Muslim passersbl• 
irr/lictin l death on some and injuries on some others..... with 
J)•c)rmdgatror Of martial law. crrm't trought havoc on the VIuslun 
passers- hr here murdered; peaceful citizens were _1orcibli brought 
otrt n> their /10 flies and tortured and arrested: nothing r'as left undone 
to disgrace, dishonor and dcstrot Muslim homes : women were 
assaulted and outraged................wherever  it was possible poor men 
and t•omen 1vere either drowned or strangulated 
On ' September people again collected in the Jamia Niasjid and came 
out in a procession. The army fired several rounds and three protestors 
'sere killed on the spot and more than a dozen injured. On the same 
day the military also opened fire on another procession at Maisuina 
Which included women, killing two men and wounding three, 
including a voman.' Processions of women were a common feature 
of the agitation in various localities of Srinagar and the towns of 
bid 
Saraf Mohammed Yuwf'. Kasha,iris Fi,~hl For Freedom- I I. p.399 
X Ibid. p. 403 
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13aramulla. Sopore. Islamabad (Anantnag) and Shopian. It goes to the 
credit of the daughters of the valley that although illiterate and 
unaware of their rights and traditionally confined to their homes, they 
braved hardships smilingly and fought shoulder to shoulder with men 
folk for the emancipation of their country from Dogra rule.'`' 
On 18 x`' of August, a Muslim women carrying vegetables for sale was 
way laid by Pandit boys near Khankah-e-Sokhta. Her clothes were 
torn and she was lelt almost naked. Soon a dead body of a Muslim 
Women was recovered from a river she was allegedly drowned by 
soldiers presumably after rape. 
on 28 Jan 1932 a number of women took out a procession. When they 
reached near the right bank of Jhelum, in the midst of the town, the 
police blocked their passage and the sub-inspector used abusive 
language against political leaders. Begum Bohru. a widow from 
Baramulla was carrying a Kungi-i (tire-pot) tilled with burning 
charcoal. She hurled it at the sub-inspector. It crashed straight into his 
face which was permanently disfigured - the gallant woman was shot 
dead on the Spot s  .one :door C3ujr1, a milkman's daughter, plagued the 
military and police though her vituperative utterance and pugnacious 
Ibid. p. 404 
Ibid. p 414 
"Ibid. p436-437 
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pranks. She was repeatedly arrested, clamped in prison for a few days 
and released. The National leaders boosted her and denounced the 
authorities for imprisoning her . In 1939 the Muslim conference was 
translornmed into National Conference 3'. In 1942 Indian National 
Congress launched quit India movement, many congress leaders were 
arrested in connection .\:ith the movement. In the middle of 1943 
congress leaders were released and these leaders visited Srinagar in 
the summers of 1944 and 1945. They were in close contact with 
Sheikh Abdullah. That is \\,h\, despite sheikh Abdullah's non-
participation in the Quit India movement and national conference 
policy of extending verbal support in war efforts of the allies which 
ran counter to Congress policy, the far sighted congressman chose to 
ignore it and made every effort to cement their personal and political 
bonds with sheikh Abdullah.0 The annual session of the party was 
held in Srinagar on the 2-5"', 29 and 30'1' September, 1944 in Pudic,• 
Ilasjid. The session is important in that it adopted a political 
economic and social Programme for Kashmir known as "New 
Kashmir". l'he historic new Kashmir manifesto granted women the 
right to vote and contest elections. Women were guaranteed equal 
Baia, I'. N.. Oaughrr►: of l'itusla. p. 262 
1vliani d Yasin and Madlwi Yasin. AIv.sr~ries and Glimpses of Kusfnniir. p.1 t 
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rights with men in all fields of national life; political, economic, 
cultural as also in the state services45. 
Although the freedom movement did not take any agitational shape, in 
the sense understood by the term between 1939 to May 1944. The 
movement for reforms and the demand for a responsible government 
for the setting up of a responsible government continued unabated46. 
Soon after the results of elections in the subcontinent were out the 
British Government sent a cabinet mission for talks with leaders of 
political parties for evolving an agreed basis for the transfer of power. 
Sheikh Abdullah sent them a memorandum known as the Quit 
Kashmir Memorandum, the Memorandum said;- 
Today the national demand of the people of Kashmir is not merely the 
establishment of a system of responsible government, but the right to 
absolute freedom from autocratic rule of the Dogra........... Kashmir 
is not merely a geographical expression, in the north west of the vast 
sub-continent of India, famed for its beauty and natural wealth, but it 
is a land strategically situated, the meeting point of India, China and 
Russia, and as such has an international significance. Our home land 
is the cradle of Kashmiri nation which by virtue of the homogeneity of 
mid p.643-644 
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it., language, eoItiru and tradition and its common history of 
.suffering, is loclui• one of  the rare placesin India it'hc'rc' all 
eomn nunities are backing up u unitecl notional c1ema id. ' 
Sheikh Ahdullah launched the "Quit Kashmir" movement with a 
highl\ anti government speech at Srinagar on 15'`' ma,, 19464% 
Muslim women not only took out processions in defiance of 
prohibitoryorders but also participated in large numbers in the public 
meetings held at hhangahe-:Ilau/a and I lazratbal. The women of 
Kashmir from all walks of life came forward with redoubled 
enthusiasm and ever v in support of their beloved leader. One Zoni 
gujjri was put behind bars as many as nine times. Several times she 
-\vas attacked by the armed police. She was at that time in her teens, 
and her husband was dead against her political activities. Wife of' a 
poor workin Iran, politics was no luxury for her, home was to be 
looked alter. 11cr magnetic oratory drew large throngs of women 
agitators. Gujri lost her only son aged 12 years when a bullet struck 
the boy in an assault made by the military police. Another woman, 
l: atima a Peasant woman was shot dead at Anantnag by the Dogra 
forces in N'lay 1946, while leading a procession to Voice against the 
cited from Sarat Mohammed. Aushmirt *. /ight for Freedom. p.669-670 
Ibid p.672 
Ihid,p. 676 
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repressive policy of the Maharaja. The Dogra forces had occupied the 
to\ n and armed soldiers were parading through the streets with 
pointed bayonets fixed on their guns. Some people took a procession 
in defiance to the military orders. Fatima, also joined at the head of the 
\~ omen processionists and was attacked by the armed soldiers.'" 
It has often been argued that Sheikh Abdullah launched the "Quit 
Kashmir Movement" on the advice and inspiration of the congress. 
'['his does not, however, seem to be entirely correct, because the 
official congress newspapers attacked the movement in no uncertain 
terns. i ` It needs to be admitted still that Jawaharlal Nehru was 
personally involved on the side of Sheikh Abdulah in the Quit 
Kashmir Movement. 
Belum zainab discarded purclah led anti govt. demonstrations and 
delivered speeches to the NC workers. Collecting donations from 
charitable sympathizers, she arranged relief for victims of' I)ogra 
aggression.' Begun Akbar Jahan, wife of Abdullah threw herself in 
the freedom struggle after sheikh Abdullah and his colleagues were 
arrested during "Quit Kashmir movement". She led anti-govt. 
demonstrations and kept the morals of the freedom fighters alive. She 
\ladh\ i Y isin. * Role of \V omen in I•reedom Struggle in Kashmir' p. 204-206 
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not onl,, !ought against the Dogra oppression but also collected 
donations from the people for the victims of the l)ogra persecution. In 
FFehruar\ 1947 the cost of living registered an alarming increase in the 
state. The national conference set up a food committee with begum 
Abdullah as chairwomen distributing food on subsidized cost. She 
started a mass campaign against the rising cost of living.'' 
In 1947, India and Pakistan had come into existence. Sheikh Abdullah 
as released on September 1947, but lie refuse to accept the two 
nation theory. The decision to accede to either India or Pakistan placed 
Maharaja f Ian i Singh in a dilemma. On the one hand, if the State 
acceded to Pakistan, the maharaja's Dogra Hindu community would 
find itself in a position of subservience. He nourished hopes of an 
independent state. In August 1947, Maharaja's regime ratified an 
agreement with the government of Pakistan. This agreement stipulated 
that the Pakistan government assume charge of the state's post and 
telegraph system and supply the state with essential commodities'', 
but India refused to sign on it unless the political prisoners were freed. 
I he maharaja refused and the agreement was, thus inconclusive." The 
Ibid p.687 
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National Conference firmly placed its bet on India, and supported the 
accession of Kashmir to India. 5G The National Conference asked 
people to collectively donate their weapons and their vehicles. 
Trainin. session for volunteers were organized. This was the 
beginning of the people's militia of Kashmir. Girls also joined the 
militia. %oni Grj'ari, joined women's Defence force and received 
militia training at a place, where now stands the New Secretariat 
building. l)uring this period she vigorously struggled to topple the 
1)ogra Regime, and to have a democracy in Kashmir. She was 
awarded with title ' Zoni .tlujahikT' in grateful acknowledgement for 
her Services. Under the leadership of sheikh Mohammed Abdullah 
National Militia and women's Defense corps-volunteer forces of men 
and women were organized to ward off the onslaught by the tribal 
raiders. \\ ith its Multifaceted and radical activities, women's self 
Defence corps (W SDC) was harbinger of social change. Attired in 
traditional Kashmiri clothes and carrying a gun around her shoulders. 
coon (iujjari symbolized the WDSC„'. Begum Ahdullah was also 
loremost in the women's wing of peace brigade, which fought the 
Pakistani invaders. Begun Abdullah was a very intelligent woman 
t)agupta. J\oti I3husan..Jmtmu and Kashmir, The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff. 1968 p.95 
Abdullah 1- h,»ies u/ c hmar, ,p. 94 
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and devout Musliiu.~' In 1947 when the country was under the grip of 
communal frenzy. she carried the torch of love and peace to far flung 
areas of the state. She helped the victims of partition in rehabilitation 
ith a motherly care and love. It was only due to her tireless efforts 
that the state of Jammu and Kashmir was saved from the communal 
riots. She was awarded the title of ".Vacler--e-Meherhan ' (kind mother) 
by the people of' Kashmir`' . Miss Mehmuda Ahamd Shah, a 
pioneering: educationist and champion of' women's empowerment. 
along with other leader women, was in the forefront of WSDC. During 
her student days in Lahore she joined the 'Punjab Students federation', 
x~hich was fighting against the British imperialism. In Kashmir she 
founded Tree thinkers society' which gathered under it the 
intellectuals of the state. Meanwhile she joined the freedom 
Movement under the leadership of sheikh Abdullah. She did great 
ser\ ice in bringing normalcy to the state, when the sub-continent 
gripped in communal frenzy. 13egum Zainab was a grass root level 
leader. She Iffnught against the 1)ogra rule under the auspices of' the 
IBC'. She took charge of the political dimensions of WSDC and 
shouldering a gun she was in the forefront, leading women's 
Sarat' M ihammcd yus tt. Kushmiri's fight for Freedom, p.495 
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continuents"-. Sajida Zameer Ahmad was also associated with the 
Quit Kashmir Movement in its later stage. She joined the WSDC in 
1947 and worked actively in various refugee camps. 
l() conclude, women in Kashmir played a conspicuous role in the 
freedom struggle. 'l'hey left the comfort of their homes and joined the 
movement for liberation in Kashmir, in large numbers. history has 
ignored their contribution. One important feature that comes out from 
my study is that women fought Dogras and the colonial state, 
alongside men, as their equal partners. Secondly, women's 
participation was not constrained by class, and women of all classes 
were seen in the nationalist struggle in Kashmir. 
Marginalised \ omen and the State, in Kashmir: (19 x`' -20 h` 
centuries) 
Scholars working on Kashmir have largely focused on its political 
processes, and the nature of its relations with the central government. 
l'hc recurring and ever increasing cycles of violence and political 
conflicts have actually inhibited scholars from studying the social and 
cultural developments in the state. There has scarcely been any effort 
to examine the lives of women, in particular marginalized Women, in 
the state. This work seeks to study the lives of one such group of 
li  Ibid I I' 
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marginalized women- the prostitutes-in relation to the social and 
political developments in the state. 
In colonial India. Jammu and Kashmir was the only" state \\,here 
Prostitution was let alined under la\,, and was not a punishable offense. 
there could have many reasons for this, and while the role of the 
culture \\ as certainly important, the pecuniary benefit to state was 
crucial in its tolerance, even encouragement, under the Dogra rule. 
I'he ill-famed trade came to the notice of British Government after the 
devastated famine in 1877-78. According to the British Official 
reports, about 15 to 25 percent of the revenues of the state came from 
taxing the prostitutes, who were for this reason provided licenses by 
the state. In 1880, there were in Kashmir, according to the Report, 
18.715 registered prostitutes' who gave away a share of their 
'income' to the state in the form of taxes. The registered prostitutes, it 
appears, belonged to the lower sections of society, and a significant 
number of' them actually came from the untouchable classes, such as 
the 13hun,gis (scavengers) and Han is (fishermen).63  
We come to know from the official British records that the prostitutes 
in Kashmir were usually sold at a tender age by their parents to 
Nallonal Archives of India. (hereinalter NAI). File no. 86, Foreign Department.. Secret-E. 
Hutch 1883. p.10. 
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brothel-keepers for a price that varied from rupees 100 to 200. Child 
trafficking was officially recognized by the state and the purchase of 
the girl-child by pimps and brothel-keepers was registered and sealed 
on stamped paper. The children sold for prostitution were usually 
cajoled into believing that they would be married off. For most poor 
parents marriage was not an option. for the Dogra state taxed 
marriages as well, and the tax on marriage was usually so high as to be 
he and the reach of' the poor parents. Our records inform us that the 
tax on marriage amounted to as much as Rupees 3 to 
f he prostitutes were divided into three classes according to, what the 
records term as 'gratification', which, of course, included 
considerations of the age, income, looks and caste of the prostitutes 
and \\ere taxed accordinglyci5: 
Class-I Prostitute: Rs 40 per annum 
Class- II Prostitute: Rs. 20 per annum 
Class- III Prostitute: Rs. 10 per annum 
The Uoitra rule was characterized by an oppressive tax regime, and 
subjects were taxed under one pretense upon another. Even the dead 
couldn't be buried save by licensed and privileged grave-diggers. 
Ibid p.10 
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('oulics who were engaged to carry the baggage of travelers 
surrendered half their earnings to the agents of the state. Under such 
a coercive regime, the prostitutes could not be spared either. Most 
parents were driven to selling their daughters under extreme poverty 
for which, of course, the Uo`ora regime, and its oppressive tax 
structure, were crucially responsible''. 
the young girls, once sold for prostitution, had no hopes of release, 
and were destined to work as 'sex slaves' all their lives. It Was of' 
course well-nigh impossible for them to save enough money to buy 
themselves hack, as it were. 'These unfortunate girls were denied 
permission to get married and settle down in life. Nor were they 
allowed to change 'profession', and earn their livelihood through other 
means. In one instance, a woman who entreated the officers to be 
allowed to marry and lead a settled life was refused permission to do 
so. She attempted to tl\ with a man she wished to marry, but was 
prevented from doing so and was forced to remain in prostitution-" 
Ibid p.12 
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l'he sale of girls and the traffic in women has been described by 
Arthur Brinkman, the author of Wrongs in Kasinnitr in the following 
\~ cards: 
The classes engaged/ in it f pl'ostitutionj are owned as slcwe.1 and 
()thei•s. who were forinerlt , in their position. The authority of the latter 
i.s hacked by the itthole power of the Dogra Maharaja. to whom reverts 
at their- death all the wealth gathered by the prostitutes, during their 
iit/umous life. Should one of their bondtit'o,nen or dancing girl attempt 
to leave her degrading profession. she is driven hack with the lash and 
the r'oc( into her mistress 's power. These facts are certain 
According. to Robert Thorp, there were nuueh (dancing) girls in the 
scry ice of the Maharaja. The state charged 103 'chilkee' Rupees for 
giving the license to purchase a dancing girl, and once the girl entered 
the procession, as it were, she had to shell out money to the state, as 
\sell-, 
According to an ol'hcial British report, the prostitutes were also used 
as spies by the Dogra rulers. Citing the testimony O(' one Malik 
Outubuddin, the source, tells us that the Maharaja was even using the 
prostitutes to spy on the English visiting Kashmir. It is said on the 
'Cited from Ibid. p.71  
Ibid. p 71 
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authority ol Malik kutub-ud-in, that the prostitutes were used as spies 
on kn.Iish visitors7 ' 
I'he famine of 1877-78 seriously affected the prostitution as well as 
other trades: and the number of brothels in Kashmir declined to just 
30. and the registered prostitutes were reduced to 70 or 80 alone. 
Accordingly. the tax on the prostitutes was also reduced, as well. In 
March 1880 it was Rs 2 per woman per Month, or Rs 24 per annum as 
against Rs 10 to Rs 40 per annum.~ l 
I'lw prostitution racket, however. was not just regional, but had by the 
twentieth center spread to all over India. Kashmiri girls were found 
in the brothels of other parts of India '. According to the census 1921, 
out of the 2995 prostitutes in the brothels of Bombay. 41 were the 
natives of Kashmir ' 
The Rajput landlords, who had been assigned huge Jugii•s by the 
Maharaja. informs Thorp. perpetuated the practice of women 
trattickinu. lie claims that the Rajput Dogras kept a large number of 
concubines, some acquired through purchase, others by capture^ 
l'horp is. interestingly corroborated by IF.M I-Iassnain vho recounts 
\;1I. File no.86. Foreign Department., Secret-E. March 1883,p.I I 
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that during recovery of abducted Muslim girls in the Jammu region 
during 1947-48. it transpired that these Rajput landlords had kept 
Ilindu girls coming from peasant families as concubines in their 
households-"' 
The contemporary sources bring to light the sad plight of these 
prostitutes. Sexually transmitted diseases were rampant among them, 
and there were scarcely any hospitals where they could receive proper 
treatment. In 1877-79, a total of 12, 977 patients reported for 
treatment at the Srinagar Mission Hospital. Among them. 2.516 
patients were suffering from venereal diseases, most of them 
prostitutes t'. The Government of India records report that syphilis and 
other sexually transmitted diseases were quite widespread among the 
prostitutes in Kashmir." According, to the I-lenvey's Report, the young 
English residents were involved in helping prostitution to flourish, and 
the authorities made no efforts to suppress it, since it was a source of 
revenues Ur the state` l  . In an interesting case of the same period, a 
procurers approached the local court to prevent one of her victims 
from leaving Kashmir. on the ostensible ground that the girl was in 
debt, but, as Ilenvey points out, in reality the owner was merely 
's ibid 
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asserting her right to title to the girl. In a rare departure, the court ruled 
against the plaintiff, but. Ilcnvey believes, this was owing to the 
pressure of the British rulers",  
To legalize the institution of prostitution, the Dogra rulers, sanctioned 
the Public Prostitutes rules 1921', whereby, a prostitute desirous of 
enuawlng. in prostitution could do so, by registering herself as a public 
prostitute. 'l he chief clauses of the rules are as follows:- 
1. The Rules were applicable to any part of the Jammu and 
Kashmir if declared applicable thereto by the minister- in-
charge of municipalities";  
2. fly "Public Prostitute" was meant any woman who earned her 
livelihood by offering her person to lewdness for hire` 
3. Every prostitute starting already in 'business' was required to 
have her name entered in the register of the place and obtain a 
certificate of• registrationx 
4. Ever\ prostitute was required to make an application in person 
for registration to the officer charged with preparation of the 
86 register. 
a' Ihid.p26 
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.Any registered public prostitute might, at any time apply to 
have her name removed from the register on the ground that she 
intended to cease the business for which her name was 
registered and if the officer, in whose register she was entered, 
was satisfied with her intention, her name would be removed 
from the register~~. 
6. A minister- in- charge of municipalities was empowered to 
prohibit the keeping of a brothel or the residence of a public 
prostitute in any specified part of the place to which the rules 
applied 
7. Prostitutes acting in contravention of these rules or any notice 
or order issued there under would, on conviction before a 
(judicial magistrate) be liable to be sentenced to a tine not 
exceeding Ks 100 or simple imprisonment not exceeding a 
period of one month89  
Thus, according to public prostitution rules, a prostitute could carry on 
her trade legally if she registered herself with the district Magistrate. 
'l'he rules also accepted the role of a brothel keeper and defined him or 
her as the occupier of any house, room, tent, boat or place resorted to 
Ibid. I, (3() 
ibid 
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by person of both sexes for the purpose of prostitution. However the 
brothel keeper had to ensure that he did not keep prostitutes who were 
not registered with the government"'. 
In 1930's a barber of Srinagar initiated a campaign against prostitution 
in Maisuma. lie was popularly known as Muhammad Subhan 
(hajam)91 . Subhan, assisted by his friends and several English 
officials1' wrote pamphlets highlighting the plight of prostitutes in 
Kashmir. lie would stand up in the streets and preach, and at night, 
with some of his friends, would stand outside the brothels, preventing 
the customers from entering them.13 Through his street shows, Subhan 
campaigned for returning to prostitutes a normal life94. In his bid to 
close down the brothels, Subhan would stand in front of them with his 
dholak, sing songs and recite self-composed poems, using everyone to 
refrain from visiting them. In one of his pamphlets, titled Hajam ki 
Fariyad, Subhan says that the state was not co-operating with him and 
Prostitition legal in J&K. government plans to scrap old law, Indian Express. 13 May 2006 
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vested elements were creating problems all around. In another 
pamphlet he gives some insight into the trade. Due to his persuasion, 
700 people, including man\- Kashmiri Pandits and Sikhs supported 
him and submitted a memorandum seeking a ban on prostitution to the 
then district magistrate in Srinagar. After this intense public pressure 
generated by Subhan, the state Assembly passed the Suppression of 
Immoral Traffic Act inl934.`'~ It provided penalties for persons who 
kept, managed or allowed the use of any place or a brothel or procured 
\\ onion or girls for prostitution or lived upon the earnings of 
prostitutes or traffic in 'vomen and children. Those who solicited in 
public places encouraged or abetted seduction or prostitution of minor 
girls were also penalized."" The suppression of immoral Traffic Act 
of' 1934 had a disastrous effect on the lives of the prostitutes, bringing 
man\- of them to destitution. It now became difficult for them to eke 
out their living while some prostitutes made good their escape to 
places outside Kashmir, there were many who took to charkha 
(spinning vheel) on Subhan's advice. Sources also refer some that 
some prostitutes earning a decent living by working in a silk factory.' 
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Alter the end of' the Dogra rule, the prostitution rules stood in place, 
but since 1947 no prostitute has actually registered herself. 	Clearly 
then, the state no longer derives resources by taxing prostitution. 
I lowever the marginalized women in particular the prostitutes are still 
under state's surveillance. After Independence, in pursuance of 
international convention the state In India passed the immoral 
trafficking (prevention) Act 1956. The Act defines the "prostitution" 
as sexual exploitation or abuse of persons for commercial purposes.qq 
I'he section2-A of the act " held that any reference in this Act to a law 
which was not in force in the state of J&K would in relation to that 
state", he construed as a reference to the corresponding law, ii' any, in 
force in that state'"". The state tried its sex offenders under the 
pre\ ention of immoral trafficking Act 1956 but the rules of 1921 were 
not repealed. 
'l'he resurgence of violence in the last couple of decades has led to an 
increase in prostitution, with more and more female victims of 
violence, poverty and unemployment, taking recourse to prostitution 
to eke out their living. In the recent decades, the 'Maryiam Squad' of 
I)eM (Dukh/ur•ane-a'liIIat). have launched a campaign against the sex 
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\v corkers whose numbers, it claimed, has grown alarmingly in the 
state r "t . Certain sociologists working on Kashmir have argued that 
prostitution in Kashmir has fed on the resurgence of violence and 
conflict in the recent decades. Prof. Bashir Ahmad Dabla, Kashmiri 
sociologist, terns prostitution in Kashmir as a 'digenerativc inferno' 
and links it to the conflict and violence that has prevailed in Kashmir 
for more than two decades now1°2. Faced with recurring violence and 
frequent deaths in the families. Kashmiri women find no protection 
from the state, and some of' them are indeed drawn to prostitution to 
sustain their families. A notable example for this come from 
l)ardpora, in Kup ara district, where widowed have either resorted to 
heui.inu or flesh trade to fulfill their needs'°3  
In the debates between mainstream political parties and the separatist 
leaders, trafficking of women has become a non-issue. On 12 May 
2UU611 ', the then law Minister, Muzai'far Hussain Beigh, who was also 
the Deputy Chief Minister, created a furor when he declared that 
prostitution was legal in Kashmir. He admitted that though the state 
tries its sex offenders under the prevention of immoral trafficking Act 
Suit Ka%ita, /nz,'ac1 of I ro(cnce on II'omen's Leha•atron in Kushnur. WISCOMP. New Delhi. 
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(PITA) but the sections of its own Ranbir Panel Code have not been 
repealed l ~'5 . l Ie said that the Rules of 1921 are still published in J&K 
law books and were still in force" )". The then, Registrar General of JK 
high court also, admitted that according to these rules an adult woman 
could of her own free volition register herself as a prostitute, despite 
PI•I :110- 
In July 2006, A lawyer, named , Maulvi Aijaz, who was defending 
'rapists' of a Kashmiri girl, claimed that the victim in question was of 
consenting, age and the very law (referring to PITA) on which 
prosecution was leaning was not applicable to the state. He contended 
that because of J&K's special status under article 370, the law under 
which the accused had been booked- Prevention of immoral 
traflickina Act (PITA) — did not apply as it had not been notified for 
Kashmir. Aijaz said the victim Yasmeena was actually above 18 and 
that her family has been practicing prostitution since 194108 
These instances of' the manipulation of the laws by the defendants 
reveal an important ambiguity concerning the legal status of 
prostitution in Kashmir. The origins of this ambiguity clearly go back 
Jil1p: ►r►rn•. hicliunexpres.c. c unt , Iz . w.viprostitutiun-lexul-in-./Kr K-guv1-plun.v-I.i-cearp. old-
lac .1334 Accessed on 15 oct 2010 
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to the Dogra rule, and it is time now that the state in Kashmir removes 
it to better protect the lives of marginalized women in the state. 
lo conclude, under the Dogra rule in Kashmir, prostitution was not 
only legalized but also actively encouraged by the state. Prostitutes 
were registered, and the state derived considerable revenues from 
taxing them. 'l'he Prostitution Rules of 1921 legalized prostitution, and 
required the prostitutes to register with the state. 'l'his study has argued 
that the act brought them within the ambit of state surveillance. 
allowing the state to oppress and exploit them, and stake a claim over 
their income and resources. The post-independence period did not see 
any significant initiative on the part of the state to deal with the 
problems oi the prostitutes. however, the practice of registering 
prostitutes fell into disuse, but the legal acceptance of prostitution 
continued, as helore. The suppression of immoral traffic act, 1956 was 
adopted by the state in 19.59, but in framing the rules for its adoption, 
the state did not designate prostitution as illegal. The present study has 
suggested that this has rendered the position of prostitutes in Kashmir 
an ambiguous one, in legal terms. It is this legal ambiguity that has 
prevented both the state and the courts in Kashmir in effectively 
suppressing the practice. the resurgence of violence in Kashmir has 
led to a substantial expansion in the number of prostitutes. as violence, 
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pox ei-ty and broken homes is driving an increasingly growing number 
Ol \\ OnfCn to prostitution. Rut, as a helpless spectator. the state looks 
on, and is doing nothing! 
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II WOMEN IN FAMILY AND 
COMMUNITY LIFE 
CHAPTER 11 
WOMEN IN FAMILY AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Methodology 
Even as I have also used secondary data, my study is primarily based 
on oral interviews and responses to questionnaires', circulated to 
women in Kashmir valley. In the process of the collection of data. 
informal communication went hand in hand with data collection 
through formal means. There were a total of 200 respondents equally 
distributed between towns and villages. There were 100 respondents 
from the urban centers and another 100 from the villages. They were 
again sub-divided by class/income with 30% of respondents coining 
from the upper classes, another 30% from the lower classes and the 
i'emainin . 40% belonging to the middle classes. All along my effort 
was to assure them that opinions and responses were both confidential 
and valuable for me both as a researcher and as a woman. 
hamil's, Kin and Women 
I'he l imily is, usually seen as a social institution that has come into 
existence to sleet the universal human needs of social and physical 
reproduction. It is seen in conventional social sciences as a social unit. 
Se Appcndix-A 
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strengthened by bonds of blood, kin marriage2. Influenced by 
processuaal thought. several sociologists, such as David Morgan; have 
argued that the family is not an institution, but a set of practices. It is 
something that we 'do' and not something we are 'in' `.The processual 
approach to family incorporates human agency and subjectivity, but 
refuse to incorporate socially entrenched beliefs and practices in their 
understandine, of the family. Feminists have challenged the view that 
under the forces of modernity the family is becoming more egalitarian 
for women, and argue in contrast, that the family is a site of inequality 
in which women are subordinated due their position as wives and 
mothers. Feminists argue that women's position as wives/mother's 
results in a position of subordination to men/fathers, at least in part 
because of economic dependency, but also because of widely shared 
ideologies of the tamily.~ 
In the exchange theory of Claude Levi- Strauss, the human transition 
from 'nature' to 'culture' was [narked by the exchange of women 
Abbott Parnell a. ('laire Wallace and Melissa Tyler.:lu lWtrodae[raIr to.Sociologi•: Feminist 
l'erspc'etrvI-s. Roulleedc. London, New York. (3" edition) 2005, p. 145 
Morgan D 'Risk and Family Practices', IN E.Silva and C. Smart (eds.). The New Fa'nill', London 
Saer. 1999 
Abbott Pamella. et.al. stn Introduction to Socrologt'. p.145 
Ibid.. p. 147 
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among. amen.`' Kinship Systems are characterized by the permanent 
Circulation of women among men. Levi-Strauss describes women as 
the 'supreme gift'? that is exchanged among men for the maintenance 
and vitality of kin solidarities'. Given the huge influence that kin and 
community networks still play in India. most marriage are still 
exchanges between community/kin groups. With the development of 
the closed, domesticated nuclear families in India, one would have 
expected a diminishing role of kin and community forces in 
transactions of marriage. l'his is, however not the case, and while a 
relatively small percentage of marriages are made by the 
choice- preferences of the couples, the bulk of marriages are still 
conducted b\ community kin groups. The revolution in information 
technology has only made their job easier, and efficient. They use the 
Internet, the newspapers and the magazine to choose the 'right spouse' 
for their sons and daughters- one who would reinforce their 
kin; community connections. 
The level of subjugation that is exercised over women varies with 
household composition. Even so, in all family forms, the ideology of 
Claude-Lei i-Strauss. The F7enrenlarr Sn uctures of Kinship. tr James I larle Bell. John Richard 
on Strurner and Rodne\ Needham. Bostan, Beacon Press. 1969. p.64 
Ibid.. P. 65 
Ibid.. P. 77 
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patrilineal, patri-virilocal residence governs a woman's life`'.The 
patrilineal, patri-virilocal joint family is far more prevalent among 
communities engaged in business 0 and the landed groups than among 
the other social groups.'' Arguably property helps in maintaining co-
residence, although small —scale joint families can indeed (ilnction 
~v ithout any property, as welt. 12 
,A nuclear family may become a 'supplemented nuclear family or a 
joint family with the addition of a widowed parent or orphaned 
siblings or with the marriage of a son, at least for a short period. A 
stress on conjugality has become an accepted feature of today's family 
households ~ ' 
l'he extended family is of two types. The classic extended family is 
made up of several nuclear families joined by kinship relations. The 
term is mainly used to describe a situation where man\- related nuclear 
families or family members live in the same house, street or area, and 
the members of these related nuclear families see one another 
regularly. 'the modified extended family is one where related nuclear 
I)uhe l.cela. II oMt,n and Arnshtp. C' nnpuruNre Perspectives on Gender in South uncl.S'e, uN, Easi 
~Isia. Ra%%at publications. India 2009 pp.93 
Shah A.M. 'Basic Terms and Concepts in the Stud\ of the family in India'. Indian Economic 
und.Se)c,a/ //isior' Ret•ieu. Sage Publication. Vol I No..3. January-March 1964. 
Dube I.cela. If . omen and Kinship. p. 
Ibo.l..P 12 
Ibid..P 13 
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t~inlllies, although they may be living far apart geographically, 
nevertheless maintain regular contact and mutual support through 
regular visits, and communications etc)4 
In the Kashmir valley, 'the extended family is the norm in both rural 
and urban Kashmir' . According to Dabla, the joint families in 
Kashmir are patrilineal in nature and patrilocal in character"'. In my 
survey I came across instances of both 'classic extended families' and 
'modified extended families'. The former type is common in rural 
areas while the latter is common in urban areas even as the growing 
trend in both villages and towns is towards 'modified extended 
tamilies' 1 . In Kashmir, the extended family culturally still functions 
as a close knit simile social and economic unit under which adults 
submit their earnings to the head of the family who is responsible for 
the fulfillment of the basic requirements for the family. Ilowever the 
extended family system is fast losing its importance in urban areas of 
Kashmir. According to Scholars based in Kashmir, this is not owing to 
urbanization and industrialization but is a result of greater preference 
for autonomy among the urban residents. The desire to move away 
' `See for Example. Browne Ken, An Introduction to Sociology, Polity Press. UK. 2007 pp.226. 
'Mohammed Dost & F3hat A.S.. 'Family in Kashmir' IN (ed.) Gulshan Majeed. Look n Kashmir 
l•rr»u .Invent coin .1h clrnl. Ja\ Ka\ Books Srinagar 2006.1',62 
Oahia BA .. SociologIctli (' 1ptrs 011 !.ushuri.r, Volume- 2. Jay Kay publishers, 2010, p.264 
Based on the observation in Field Survey by the Researcher in bet ecn 2009-2010 
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li•oni extended family and establish a separate closed family unit is 
more intense among the educated and employed couples.'' It is clear 
that there is a considerable diversity in family systems, and all family-
types display considerable variations. The extension / Jointness of the 
Families in Kashmir may not be displayed so much by the outward 
symbols like co-residence, but it continues to survive through 
emotional bondage, privilege inheritance and obligations within 
kinship and/or community network of relations. Sociologists call this 
' functional solidarity' of the joint family which does not disappear 
with occupational diversification and geographical dispersion of' its 
members. 
Studies in Kashmir so far, have shown that members of the nuclear 
families also depend heavily on their parents in times of' stress, 
particularly at the time of child birth and a crisis in the family". There 
is a division of household chores and both men and women share the 
burden of' household chores. Presumably, women in rural areas 
shoulder greater burden of responsibilities than women living in urban 
centers. They look after children, take care of domestic animals, 
collect cow dung and fuel wood from nearby woodlands and forest, 
D& t Muhammad and 13hat A.S.. 'I amily in Kashmir', p.64 
Ibid. p. 62 
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fetch drinking water, wash clothes, cook food and help men in the 
fields. In contrast women in urban areas have less household chores-
washing, cooking and looking after the children. The early lessons of 
gender- dictated roles are taught in families when domestic chores are 
divided amongst children on this basis. Boys and girls are encouraged 
to grow in separate environments 'with different roles and 
expectations. As mentioned above, women in rural areas perform 
multiple roles which call for less confinement. 
The average size of the family in the l9"' century, as it appears from 
l.a~vrence's report', was seven. It appears to have remained the same 
when the census reports were published in 198122. According to my 
field survey the average family size is approx.b.1 5. Normally in rural 
areas the average size of the joint families was 9 and that of nuclear 
families was 5. The size of joint families in urban areas was 7 for joint 
families and for nuclear families 5. (See Tables 11(a) and 11(h) 
ibid 
I i rence %%as %\riling in 1887 
Cited from. f)ost Muhammad & E3hat A.S Tamil} in Kashmir' p.62 
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Sirs 	4 	2 6 
	 5I8---
1411I9 
	 10- 
l2 5 73 
2 2 14 2 
L LL I 
Number 15 	1 	20 18 18 
"Table 11 (a) Family Size in Rural Kashmir 
Source: Field Work by the Researcher 
Table II (b) Family Size in Urban Kashmir 
Sine 	i7 ; 9 14 6 
	
10 l3 5 ,
x 
Number 14 8 2 23 14 4 1 29 5 
Source: Field Work by the Researcher. 
Interestingly a study has suggested that the size of family varies not 
x~ ith economic status but with the level of education in the tamily. The 
more educated families have tower children and are thus smaller in 
sire whereas the less educated and illiterate families usually much 
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larger in size. The number of children and the size of family is 
usually smaller among working families, in particular among families 
whore both parents are working compared to families which are 
engaged in business or farming 4. During my interactions with the 
women in Kashmir. I lound that though the number ot* nuclear 
families is on the increase, the affinal ties, and regular exchange of 
gills and invitations for feasts are still particularly strong in Kashmir.-  
ftc subordinate position of women in the family and the violence-
physical, verbal and symbolic, that women suffer in their families is 
reflected in Kashmiri folk literature. Conjugal incompatibility and the 
role of extended family members in women's subjugation in family is 
also evident in Kashmiri folk songs as well. ' The relations between 
//u.Sh( mother-in-law) and Nosh(daughter-in-law) are portrayed as 
discordant in the bulk of folk songs, and in a few songs where their 
relations is described as cordial, it is still portrayed as one of doubt 
and distrust. 
Iho 
Ibid p.61,62 
'' Ka\%. M.K. Kashmir and Its People Studies in the Evolution o/ Kashrmri Soc,eiv.APl I 
Publishing Corporation, he\% Delhi. India, 2004, p. 313-314 
farooq Fayar Folklore and HisturT nJ Kaslunir Nunaposh Publications Srinagar 2002. p. 122 
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flash tithe: nosh ti the. 
Deg c/c vali kus 
(Since both mother —in-law and daughter in law equally claim high 
pedigree, none is ready to remove a boiling pot from the burning stove 
which s ready to be spoilt) 
` osh beinie phoher 
Has/ii demi budith 
(Remember, daughter-in-law I have given you a spoilt food I know, o 
iii mother-in-law, I will pay you in the same coin when you grew old 
and grey )2' 
The relationship between Zaam and buikukinv ( sister-in law and 
bride) as depicted in Kashmiri folk literature is no less strained and 
conflict laden. At tines the relation between the two is presented in a 
manner as predicating disintegration of' the Kashmiri Tamil\ life. 
There is a Kashniiri proverb that say s:- 
'Zane lief asi jam Ceti peth sows puilr ' 
([low does it matter, if zam is married distant away, she will seldom 
miss an opportunity to tease her sister-in-law?)28  
Dabla B.A. Saco,-lo,'i al !'c:perc on Koshniir. Vof-1, JAYKAY Books. Srinagar, 2O IQ, p. 126 
Ibid . p. I ,0 
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Domestic Labour: 
In India. a woman is identified with the household, and is supposed to 
ha\ e no existence outside her family. She is expected to look after the 
household affairs, and has no existence at least for most men other 
than as a wife or/and a mother. In the perception of people, household 
affairs like bearing and rearing of children are associated with 
womanhood. In the financially well-off household, women get some 
help from domestic servants (to whom they conveniently pass off their 
burden) but they are expected to run the household and rear the 
children properly."'In m\ field stud\?. in Kashmir province, 62 out of 
20031%) respondents admitted taking the help of a maid either 
occasionally', or on regular basis. 	Among these only 34(17%) 
respondents were regularly enjoying the assistance of a maid servant 
for carrying out the daily household chores. Figure 2.1, illustrates the 
extent of' the use of domestic tabour among Kashmiri families. It is 
evident from the data, based on fieldwork, and that urban women are 
assisted by domestic labourers, in carrying out their daily household 
chores more often than is the case with the women in the villages. 
Mi,hra saras\kati. Srutuc n/ India,, W(' men. (Ivan Publishin,, House, New Delhi 2002 p. 1 14 
Feminists have argued that the domestic labour is physically and 
cmotionallyy demanding work, but is rarely recognized as such. Fhe\ 
Olten point Out that it is women who are generally responsible for the 
choices of daily life, repetitive and monotonous, whereas men engage 
in activities that are both economically productive, and for the higher 
class rnen at least, also emotionally satisfying. The division of labour 
is based on what men and women are thought to be naturally good at. 
\Votnen are thought to be naturally good at cleaning, sewing, washing 
up, shopping, caring for children, cooking and so on. " Ann Oakley 
has pointed out that even when conjugal roles are shared, amen are 
generally said to be 'helping' their wives.31 Even when wives have 
paid employment and jobs of their own, they still continue domestic 
work-. performing, what feminists term as the dual role'. In recent 
years, feminists have recognized that many women actually undertake 
a 'triple shift' not only working outside of the home, as \veil as taking 
responsibility for the performance of domestic labour, but also 
providing care and assistance to elderly or dependent family members 
as \\ell' 
Abbot Pamella et.al (ed.). Op.cit, p.164 
See for example; Oaklc\. A. Subject Women London. Fontana. 1982 
Abbot I'amella ct.al. An Introduction to .Sociology.. P. 164 
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Fig 2.1; Domestic Servants in Kashmiri Households 
Domestic servants in Kashmiri 
Households 
F' 	
24 	Urban 
■ Rural 
A 
0 	 10 	 20 	 30 	 40 
A: Total No. of households hiring servants 
B: No. of families hiring domestic servants on a permanent basis 
C: No. of families hiring domestic servants on an intermittent basis. 
Source: Field Work by the Researcher (The findings are based on the 
oral interviews of 200 respondents conducted by the researcher) 
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In nix field survey in Kashmir, about 44% of my total respondents 
admitted that their spouses assisted them in the domestic chores. This 
help was in most of the cases occasional and was restricted to the 
period of illness or pregnancy. It is interesting to note here that men in 
urban areas helped their wives more often than those living in 
Villages." 24% men in urban areas helped their wives in household 
activities as against 20% men in the rural areas. There is of course a 
class dimension here, as well. The upper class men- in both the towns 
and the villages-are less likely to help their spouses, than men lo\\cr in 
class and rank. 
Discrimination against women in the family: 
I he KMshliC1 society is a tradition-bound society. As is the case with 
man\- traditional societies in Asia, there prevails widespread and deep 
rooted discrimination against the female sex in the Kashmiri society;`  
In a survey Dabla revealed that about 63% women respondents felt 
that there was widespread discrimination against women.30 
Such families are mostly nuclear families or a single woman household. 
' ( Famil\ income; Upper Class : 5.00000 -10,00000. and above; Middle class: 1,50000 to 
5.00000: Lower class: belo\% 1.5000(i) 
" Dabla Bashir Ahmad, Sandeep.K.Nayak, Khurshid-ul-Islam, Ge'nde'r Discrimination In the 
Kashmir I'ul/er; l ,Survei at Budgum and /3uramulu Districis, Gyan Publications, Delhi, 2000 
pp.91 
 Dabla 13ashir Ahn ud. Anneclie I 101enc'~ .1guinst II omen In Kashmir I'ullrr. JAYKAY 
publications, Srinagar, 2009 p 18 
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Education 
\\'omen and girls receive far less education than men. due to social 
norms but also increasingly owing to fears of violence. 
As is evident from the census data (Table 11 c) the women's literacy in 
Kashmir as everywhere else in India is lagging behind men's literacy. 
Ilowever the situation seems to have changed since 1961. Women's 
literac\ rate rose from 20% in 1981 to 48% in 2011, an increase of 
28°'0. With women's literacy standing at 58.1% in 2011. the 
percentage increase in the two decades following 1981 comes to 
1 0. 1 % lowered down.'" 
Census of India. J&:K. 2011 (Provisional) hup: cxnscesfttdia.goV.in/ accessed on 15 November 
01/ 
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'Bible II(c) Literacy Rate 1961-2011 
Literacy hate 1961 — 2011 
1- 	
- Literacy Rate (In Percentage) 
~ 	 Year 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
33.02 
--- --- 	- 
55.52  
Source; Census of India. 
2001 
2011 
Persons 	Males 	Females 
12.95 
12.71 
5.05 r 	19.75 
31.01 10.94 
19.86 44.55 
66.60 43.00 
—_I 
	78?6 
-•--- 	- 
58.01 	
---; 
K. 	2011 (Provisional) 
I) l' 1 l'. C'l151(s l'i ncl i a. coin 
The state has admittedly, taken some initiatives in the direction of 
\\omen's education. In the state of Jammu and Kashmir the central 
Govt. in conjunction with the State Govt. initiated a number of 
Programmes to fulfill the constitutional obligation and national 
aspiration. l'he various schemes launched in J&K state are: 
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1. Operation Blackboard: This programme was started in 1987-88 
and aimed at improving the classroom environment by 
providing infrastructural facilities, additional teachers and 
teaching —learning material to primary schools" 
2. Mid-Uay Meal Scheme:- This was launched on 15 I`' August 
1995 and aims to give boost to universalization of primary 
education by increasinu enrollment retention and attendance and 
simultaneously improving the nutritional status of students in 
primary classes 
I. Sarva-Shiksha Abhivan launched towards the end of the 9"' plan 
to achieve the foal of universal education through a time bound 
integrated approach in partnership with states. It aimed bridging 
all gender and social disparities at the primary stage by 2007 
and at the upper primary level b,, 2010. Besides focusing on 
delivering quality education to all children by 2010, the 
programme is an effort to improve the school system with 
special focus on educational needs of girls, SC's and SF's"' 
"Report on Education Sector in Janimu and Kashmir State. by Jammu & Kashmir Institute of 
\lanaurment. Public Administration K Rural I)e%elopment 
hl1i c'hpr j ushuchc ug c 0111c•lu . mnJ u elite/ kashnur education .Nector report. ~d 
ibid 
Gender Disparity and Policies of Inclusion: A Case Stud of Women's Education in Jammu and 
Kashmir 
/tell) ww+r ir rcuchersi+urld.curnnol2/isxue3!Puper 1 .j( accessed on 14 June 201 l 
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4. National Programmes for Education of Girls at Elementary 
Level (NPLGEL): is a focused intervention of Government of 
India, to reach the 'Hardest to Reach' girls, especially those not 
in school through the development of a `model school' in every 
cluster with more intense community mobilization and 
supervision of girls enrolment in schools. The National 
Programme for Education of Girls at Elementary Level 
(NI'I:GI:L) was sanctioned for the State of Jammu and Kashmir 
in 2003-04. National Programme for Education of Girls at 
Elementary Level had been initiated in 104 blocks in the 12 
districts of Jammu and Kashmir. Table 10 depicts the numbers 
of model schools taken up in each district during the years 
2004-05 and 2005-06 (Annual Works Plan and Budget 2007-08, 
SSA for Jammu and Kashmir). The State has about 302 Model 
Cluster Schools (MCS) in operation. Further 261 Model Cluster 
Schools have also been sanctioned during 2007-08 which are 
yet to be operationalised'i ~ 
5. Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidvalaya (KGBV): The Kasturba 
Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya scheme was launched in July 2004 for 
Ibtd 
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-j-q o4-2 
setting up residential schools at upper primary level for girls 
belonging predominantly to the Schedule castes, Schedule 
I - ribes, Other Backward Classes and minority COI11111Llnities. It 
was designed to encourage greater participation of girls in 
education at the upper primary level. The Project Approval 
Board of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan Mission in its 64th meeting in 
2005 approved the Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya plan for 
14 blocks of the state of Jammu and Kashmir. All the blocks 
,,here the establishment of 13 KGB Vs has been proposed have 
been genuinely declared as educationally backward blocks'2 
In his Study, Labia, revealed that for a vast majority of women, 
education did not go beyond the three K's, and very few among 
them took to education for professional reasons." The school 
dropout rate is higher among; female students, as compared to 
the male students. Further, the rate of' female dropout is higher 
at the primary level than the middle/secondary levels of 
education. "There seems according to Dabla least discrimination 
against the female children in sending them to primary school-14 
Ihid 
i)abla. Ahulrhh,o(,lsio„(,l Pruhie,u.,, p.123 
Ibid.. p. 129.130 
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In my study, a little more than halt' the respondents- 101 out of 
200 respondents- confirmed that their families did not want to 
see them educated, and favored their brothers over them when it 
came to education. Several women in general responded that 
their families would have been interested in our education if 
only they exhibited the willingness or the ability to learn. They 
held themselves responsible for their illiteracy and not their 
families. On the other hand 43% of urban respondents felt that 
their families discriminated with them in giving then the 
necessary education. l'he discrimination was felt greater In the 
case of the middle and the lower classes of' the population. .42 
out of 60 lower class respondents noted that they were 
discriminated against while 41 out of 80 respondents from the 
middle class were discriminated against at the time when they 
were seeking education. Only 10 out of 60 respondents from the 
upper classes had similar feelituts. (See fig 2.2) 
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Fig 2.2 Class Based Patterns of Discrimination against Women in 
Education.';  
Gender Discrimination in Education 
Source: Field Work by the researcher. 
Note: The respondents in the above sample belonged to the middle age group(above 25), 
therefore the data depicts the situation more than 20 years now in Kashmir. 
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Food, Nutrition and Basic Ilcalth Facilities 
Nutrition is one ol' the significant axes of gender differentiation in 
South Asia. A number of empirical studies have presented this 
hitter truth about Bangladesh. India and Pakistan"'. When resources 
are scarce this discrimination can be acute, and girls may remain 
underfed and undernourished.' 
4` ' Dube Leela, Op.cit.,p-137 
-' Ibid 
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In a survey carried out by I)abla in 2007, 24% women in Kashmir 
lclt that the were discriminated against in matters of food and 
nutrition. As against this my study revealed that 5 out of 200 
respondents experienced discrimination at the hands of their 
families in food and nutrition (Table 3.4). No such case 	as 
recorded among the upper and the middle classes. All 5 belonged 
to the lower class. 
"Table 3.4 
Discrimination 	Upper 	Lower T Middle 
Ill 	food 	and I 
nutrition classes 	lower I classes 
(60) 	(60) 	(80) 
Yes 	 5 
	_.~--- 
No 	 60 	» 	78 
Cantsa~ 	 - 	-- 	2 
Source: Field Work In the Researcher 
Besides, the lack of concern Ior women's health is reflected in the 
large number of fatalities ducin v omen's pregnancy and childbirth. 
kvery Fear, about 6,000 mothers die in childbirth and allied 
4y Dabla, Domestic Violence Against Women in Kashmir Valley, JAY KAY publications, Srinagar, p- 19 
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complications of pregnancv4`. India's maternal mortality rate (MMR) 
stands at 450 per 100,000 live births, against 540 in 1998-1999. As 
per the study conducted by the team led by Dr. Meenakshi Jha from 
the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, in the four districts of 
J&K, 357 women of reproductive age(15-49) died, and 154 died of 
complications during pregnancy childbirth or the puerperal period. 
The report revealed that MMR in those 4 districts was 418 in 
Kuhwara, 774 in Islamabad. 2182 in I3aramulla, and 6507 in 
l3andipora. 13aramulla district showed the highest mortality risk ever 
recorded human history, with 54% more than half of the women of 
reproductive age- during 1998 and 2003 ~ . The causes of death were 
analyzed mainly in two parts: direct and indirect. The causes included 
hemorrhage, obstructed labour. cardiomyopathy, sepris, obstetric 
embolism and pregnancy- induced hypertension, whereas indirect 
causes \\•erc tuberculosis malaria, and obstetric tetanus. 60% Kashmiri 
do not have access to basic health services. Most of the professional 
cares are used by only 20°% of all pregnant women. 52 
Choice of Career: 
In South Asia women are mostly denied the freedom to choose their 
prolession. Their choice is mainly constrained by the society`'. 
Kashmir is no exception there. In my study I found that about 35% 
Kashmir- Where women die giving birth. 
yrc <uc Kcr~luntir co/fl Haft's 010 \ gin• a l~usltnrir-►~ lyre-K u~»eat-clic Lii ing-hirrh- ;U. e~~ 
Accr.scd on I R-'-?l)1 
'•, Ibid 
(bid 
' Ibid 
Ibid 
Dube I.cela. I! omen arid Kinship. p. 56 
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(69 200) of women believed that their choice of career was 
constrained by their families. 
[yen though their choice is constrained but it seems women have not 
stopped participating in economic activities in Kashmir. Apart from 
maintaining their traditional roles. and their participation in traditional 
economic sectors, women in Kashmir, have joined new and upcoming 
professions, as .ell". Aneesa Shah has in her study found that the 
choice of profession for women in Kashmir was severely restricted to 
teaching in schools to colleges. 5ti My enquiry, in contrast to the 
Aneesa Shali's work, revealed that only 10% of families prefer 
teaching professions for their women. "Fable 11(d) reveals, the bulk of 
the remaininu families actually did not have a career choice for their 
\' omen. 
Fable 11 (d): Professions favoured for women in Kashmir 
1'rufessiun fa%'oured 
	
Lrban( 100) 
	
Itursrl(101)) 
1 eacher - -- - -- - 12 
v1ed.doc 	 4 	 4 
An 	 87 
None. 	 I t 	 I 
Source: Field Work by the Researcher 
'  Field tiurver by the Researcher between 2009-2010 
Dabla raashir Ahrnad, .SrIrhdDgrcul Papers on Kashmir. Vol. 1. JAY KAY Publications. Srinagar. 
Ancesa Shall. Working IS omen In Kashmir: Problems and Prospects. API I publications. Delhi. 
2002. r.:; 
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Sports and Outdoor Activities 
In my study, 27% women said that they were not allowed to participate in the 
sports and outdoor activities in their families. 18% rural women and 36% of urban 
women shared this feeling. Thus it is evident (sec fig 2-3) here that women in 
urban areas were more confined and secluded than those living in villages. The 
reasons for this are multiple but a major factor could be the requirement of rural 
women in agricultural labour which possibly provides them relatively more public 
mobilisation. Another reason is that village society is relatively more closed than 
urban societies and they live as one community. All the families mostly know 
each other well and have a trust in-between. Therefore their women-folk can easily 
move in and out of their homes. 
Besides among the urbanites. it appears from the data that seclusion of women is 
practiced far more among middle and upper class families, than the lower class 
families. This could be as suggested by Dabla elsewhere, mainly due to the social 
and economic superiority of upper and middle class families58. As is evident from 
his study, mixing of sexes in Kashmir was very common in recent past except 
among sayyids (the upper class Muslims) and Hojjas( Merchants). In the context of 
Kashmir, scholars such as Dabla, believe that purdah is valued socially rather than 
religiously and that seclusion is often adopted to achieve upward social mobility59 
Thus it is a symbol of superiority among upper and middle classes. 
Dabla, Sociological Papers on Kashmir Vol-1, p-182 
Ibid 	
~c~15 
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Discrimination in Inheritance: 
According to l)abla customary laws in Kashmir, especially those 
related to inheritance rights of women before or after their marriage, 
represent a clear case of discrimination against women here'. Like in 
other areas of life. Muslim women, in practice, get discriminated in 
getting their inheritance rights granted to them in the Islamic Shari 
at . According to I)abla's findings, about 55% of women in Kashmir 
have been denied their inheritance rights in property59 
In my SUFV cy I observed that 45(22.5%) women out of 200 
respondents received some property from their natal families. While in 
urban areas 19 out of 100 respondents received property by 
Uahla, .Sociological Papers. Vol. I. p.206 
I) a la, .Vulridimensinuv! I'rohientx of 1f'omen, 2007,p.89 
Ih,d 
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inheritance, their number in the villages, with the number of 
respondents remaining the same, vas 26. Among the upper classes 20 
out oC 60 women (33.3%), and among the middle classes, 18 out of 80 
\omen (22.5%) received inheritable rights in property, (See l ig.2.4 ). 
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Fig 2.3: Discrimination in Sports and out-door activities. 
Discrimination in sports and out-door 
activities 
urban 
56% 
Source : Field Work by the Researcher. 
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Fig 2.4 : Discrimination in Inheritance Rights. 
Inheritance rights 
- ■ ■ - ■ 
Upperclass 	Middleclass 	Lowerclass 
Source: Field Work by the Researcher 
M 
Son Preference 
Sociological studies have shown that in our society, bound by 
traditions and patriarchy, sons are usually considered an 'asset' and 
daughters as 'liability' to the family. The preference for a male child is 
an age old practice in Indian families. 
I'he sex ratio data available in the census reports reveals two 
distinctive trends. Firstly, the Post-independence period was marked 
by a stable growth in the sex ratio in favor of women, indicating an 
improvement in women's position in the society. Secondly, the 
disturbed conditions in the recent decades reflect in the decline in sex-
ratio, suggesting a correlation between the secessionist violence and 
the position otwomen in Kashmir. See fig 2.5 and table 11 (c). 
"]'able 11 (e); Sex-ratio in the J&K state since 1901 
fear 	- Se..\ ratio 
1901 882 
1911 876 
19,1 1 870 
1931 865 
1941 869 
1951 87: 
1961 878 
1971 878 
1981 892 
1991 89? 
2001 892 
2011 88+ 
Source: Census of India, J&K, 2011(Provisional) 
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Fig 2.5: Sex Ratio in J&K from 1901 to 2011 
Sox Ratio.8K-1901-2011 
Source: 	Census 	of 
	
India, 	J&K, 	2011(Provisional) 
http://censusindia.gov. in/ 
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Seclusion After marriage 
_Pi►rdah or the seclusion of women is closely related to the concern 
over management of female sexuality characteristic of south Asia. All 
over south-Asia P►tt•c/uh among Muslims is justified by the reference 
to Islam. Although interpretations of `)uranic verses vary and several 
Muslim feminists have argued that Islam does not prescribe seclusion 
for omen, the common understanding is that Purdah has religious 
sanction. 
Until the 19``' century the dress of people in Kashmir, both male and 
female, commonly consisted of long loose wrapper (Pherun) and 
trousers. Reflecting the changing concerns with the correlations 
between apparel and masculinity, the 1930s saw in Kashmir, a 
movement led, among others, by one Pandit Kashyap 13andhu, against 
men donning ;)heron, which, it was thought, was an effeminate 
dress.'. The usual headdress for little girls was skull caps. After 
marriage, a Muslim girl would have, as her headgear a thicker turban 
like red cap (gasabu) 'studded with innumerable pins and over it a 
spare of country cloth (pooch) to act, in the case of necessity, as a veil 
Dube I_eela. H omen and Kinship p. 60. 
l;aiaz I'.N Duo t /fors 0/ ITlustu; .4 //islort' of krs/m,•i Women Irvin Eurh• Times to the Present 
/)u* Pamposh Publications. 1959. p.250 
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,,v,hich also usually covered the whole back.62 The Pundit women's 
headgear was known as Turar►ga. Contacts with the Women in the 
plains, however brought about many changes in the node of dress of 
the Kashmiri women. The gasaba and tarnaga 	have largely.- 
disappeared, and have largely been replaced with north-Indian 
dresses, in particular, shahwar and chuclidar Jai jmna, and frock.' The 
scree had also become quite a fad among upper class Pundit women.`'' 
I'he ordinary veil worn by the Kashmiri women was called hiu•ga.`'` It 
consisted of a long piece of' cotton cloth thrown over the head and 
allowed to hang down the back. Its use was confined to the Muslims 
alone. I lowever, the working class Muslim women like Hanjis( Fisher 
community) and li'utals (scheduled castes) did not wear the hurga.66  
In my field survey, I found that most of the women observed purdah 
though in variety of forms. According to my data, about 73°/a of 
\\omen observe purdah. And the trend was more or less same in rural 
as well as urban areas. 71 out of 100 (71%) urban respondents 
observed purdah, whereas among the rural women, their number was 
75 out of 100(75%). 
Ibid p.199 
ibid p. 252-253. also sec Khan. Mluhammed Ishaq. llistony c f :Srinagar, p.97 
' Census 1931. I. p.102 cited from Khan Muhammed Ishaq. Hisir,rr of Srmagar. p.97 
t.ndakc 13iscue. C.E., ku.'hmir• rn Sunlight ,nd.Shad.!. Lippincott. 1922. p.150: 
census 1921. I. p.90 Cf. Khan Muhanuned Ishaq, Hlstor► of Srinagar, p. 98 
Fable 11(f) Women Observing Purdah 
Class 	Number 	Total 	Percentage 
Upper class 36 	 60 	 60 
vliddlc 	57 	 80 	 71 
Class 
Lower 	S? 	 60 
	
86.6 -- 	-- • 
class 
Source: i~iekd Work by the Researcher 
the family, and the husband as its head, played a crucial role in 
enforcing dress restrictions on women. In my survey I found that 43% 
of married women in villages, and 54% in the urban centers, were 
observing prurc/ah owing to the instructions of their spouses. While 
/)in•c/ah is indeed observed by the bulk of Kashmiri women, it is only 
49% among them, who actually don the burqa. In all other cases, a 
chador to cover the body, as even a duppatu to cover the head would 
sul•Iice as fulfilling the requirements of purdah. 
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Table 11 (g) Types of Veiling In Kashmir 
P peoi r Burya Covering head Chador 
veiling with duppatrr 
No. Percentage No. Percentage No. Percentage dotal 
Number of 
women 77 49.3 71 45.5 8 5.1 	156 
Source: Field Work by the Researcher 
Restriction on women's movement: 
Out of the total 200 women respondents that I interviewed 72 women 
admitted to strict restrictions on their movement. The surveillance of 
the husband over his wife was a common element in both the urban 
and rural societies. 67  
Marriage, household and Women:- 
Leela Dube firmly asserts that marriage is a desired aspiration for 
nearly all women in Bangladesh, India, Nepal, and Pakistan. Among 
Hindus marriage sacralizes and sanctifies female sexuality, while 
Islam wholly disapproves of sex outside marriage. Since sex is viewed 
as a natural craving of human beings, marriage is visualized as an 
event that is necessary part of life. particularly for women69 
'Data collected by the Researcher from 21)09 to 2010. 
Dube. l.eeln. Women and K1rship pp. 109 
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In Kashmir, most marriages are arranged by the respective families. 
I. sually once the parents decide to marry of their children, a to-
between, called man:im t'or in local parlance, is approached to find a 
suitable match from a famil\ of identical social status and 
background. "I'he middlemen, who maintain lists of prospective 
brides and bridegrooms, play crucial roles in arranging marriages in 
the society. Only a small number of' marriages, particularly between 
cousins, are arranged without the involvement of middle men. In such 
marriages the proposal usually comes from the side of the groom. It is 
not customary for the parents of a girl to make a marriage proposal 
even when the boy is a near relation.-" 
Marriages are usually treated as sacred occasions, and are, therefore. 
followed with a number of sacred rituals.". The marriage involves the 
signing of marriage contract, Nikahnama between the principals. The 
:Vikalr,rutnu is prepared after the principals' consent to the marriage. 
unambiguously. in presence of a representative (vakil)72 and two 
witnesses ,'shahic/) who represents them before the invulvi and sign 
the nikallnama on their behalf. The vakil and the shahid are always the 
Dust Muhammrd and Uhat A.S..' Fain ii> in Kashmir' p.66 
% Ibid p.67 
" Ibid.. 
" Dust Mohammed translates the word \'akit here as Agent, which does not connote the actual 
meanune 
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near relations of contracting marriage partners. Marriage being a 
contract, either of the parties should be able to set conditions for the 
same- ~, but, as scholars like Ni.Caulson and A.A.Fvzee, point out, it 
is perceived that the Islamic law does not accept an unrestricted liberty 
of contract, 101 that would be incompatible with ethical control of' 
conjugal relations7'. 'l'he persons engaging to tie the conjugal knot are 
, however, permitted to enter stipulations in the marriage contract, 
provided they are in accordance with the rights and duties of spouses, 
as arranged for in shari 'ci. The Nikahnaina also mentions the sum of 
:tilul7r or dower that the bridegroom pledges to pay to the bride before 
consummation of marriage. The amount is invariably fixed in 
accordance with the socio-economic status of the families concerned. 
I lowever there are some unique rituals and celebrations before and on 
the day of ceremony of a Kashmiri marriage. They are not religiously 
significant but direct the conjugal rights and relation more explicitly. 
After a marriage proposal is agreed upon by the families, celebration 
begins with the betrothal of the principals. On the day of betrothal, 
the parents of the bride-to-be arrange a lavish feast for the family 
ibid 
- ibid  
See for example: Caulson N.J. Succession in ihe.%fus/im Fwnily. Cambridge University Press. 
UK. 1971. also see:.Fy'zee A.A. Owlincs oIAIu{iane,nac1ai Law,Fourth Edition. New Delhi, 1999 
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members and guests invited by the parents of the prospective 
bridegroom. The girl is shown to female guests and near relatives of 
the boy who present her with gifts and cash. Crystalline loaf sugar 
(.Vubath is exchanged by the mothers of the boy and the girl and is 
called Nabac! A'ishuin (lit, `engagement'). Another form of betrothal. 
called :Nlikcih Nishain, is more ceremonious and on the occasion of the 
betrothal, a number of gold ornaments and gold coins are presented to 
the bride by the parents, relatives and friends of the bridegroom. After 
a couple of weeks the parents of the bride send gifts to the 
bridegroom, his parents and other close relatives.? The betrothal 
including .Vikcrh does not confer any conjugal rights on the couple 
unless their marriage is solemnized. The formalities for solemnizing 
the marriage begin with the exchange of documents (suaInnrmu), 
specifying the marriage details between the families. The process is 
initiated by the family of the bridegroom but the day is fixed by the 
parents of the bride. If the ,V'ikaii is not completed earlier, it is 
performed on the occasion of the solemnization of the marriage'. The 
husband retains residence in his residence in his parental home and the 
vile settles there \% ith his parents. In some cases, the husband lives 
t)u.t Muhammcd and that A.S.. 'Family in Kashmir' p.67 
Ibid.. p. 68.69 
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with his wife in her parental home (Garepeth zarntur) along with her 
parents and sisters, if any. However the later practice, which was quite 
common in olden days, is not preferred these days by either of the 
spouses -x 
Age at Marriage 
Despite the legal prohibition, as is well-known, child marriages are 
frequent occurrences in India. The rate of child marriages is quite 
substantial in several states of India, in Particular, Bihar (17.6%), 
Madhya Pradesh (15.4%) Rajasthan (14.8%) and Dadra and Nagar 
I la\eli (14.3%), west Bengal (14.8%). The record of Kashmir in this 
matter is much better-'). In Jammu and Kashmir 0.2% of' total 
marriages are child marriages and 35.2% of total marriages are 
conducted before the girl completed 18 years of age. 11 districts in 
Jammu and Kashmir had no record of child marriages. l'hese included 
Anantnag, 13udgam. Baramulla. Kupwara, Pulwama, of Kashmir 
Province. "l'here was no marriage below 18 years recorded in Kupwara 
and Pulwama. It was also observed that in Jammu and Kashmir 50% 
of the total marriages reported were 20 plus age group marriages.x" 
" (bid 70 
7'1I)cvi Radha , ' timing of Marriage in lndia.Vision and Rca/rtv' .IN. Kamal K.Misra, Janet I tuber 
Lo%%r',(cd.), !ccen! Studies on Indian Wumen Lmpericu! Work o/Soc'!Sc•nnirei... Itawat 
Publications. 2007. p. 109-122 
Ibid 
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Scholars now suspect that delayed marriages are becoming a norm in 
Kashmir. The average age of late marriage in present milieu, as 
observed by Dabla, is 31.3 for men and 27.83 for women 	The late 
marriages in Kashmir reflect the socio-economic crisis in Kashmir, 
and the growing unemployment, which prevents them from setting up 
their independent households. . 
Authority of Choice in marriages: 
\'William J. Goode, while discussing the Freedom of choice in Indian 
marriages has pointed out that the freedom of choice presupposes a 
relatively adult age at marriage and a system of courtship where 
individual has the time and opportunity to know the variety of 
potential spouses before making a choice'' 
In my survey I found that the marriages are mostly arranged by the 
1",iniilies. Very few women marry according to their choice. 33 among 
=0O %\ omen (16%) respondents said they had married by choice. The 
occurrence of love marriages was less common in lower classes (7%), 
when compared to middle and upper urban classes where the number 
of love marriages was 19% and 24% respectively. See figures (3.6 
and 3.7). 
" Dabla, Bashir Ahmad, Sociological !'aptrs. Vol 2, p.372 
Goode, J.William, World Revolutions and Family Patterns, Collier Macmillan, New York 1963 
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Fig 2.6; Choice in Marriage 
choice in marriage 
arranged 
Source: Field Work by the Researcher 
Fig 2.7; Love Marraiges in Kashmir 
Love Marriages 
middle clan: 
19% 
Source; Field Work by the Researcher 
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Do wrv: 
Various anthropological studies, particularly of north Indian Marriage 
and kinship patterns, emphasis that, hyper-gamous unions lead to 
more or less permanent asymmetry in gift -giving and receiving. This 
further gives rise to a Continuous flow of gifts or items from bride's 
family. In a way the in-marrying girl is also viewed as a property of 
husband if not of the conjugal family. Dowry is nothing less than a 
form of property in which members of the family, both men and 
\omen, have different interests and control.83  
The Dowry prohibition Act,1961 (amendment till date from time to 
time) defines dowr\, as " any property or valuable security given or 
agreed to be given either directly or indirectly -(a) by one party to a 
marriage to other part} to the marriage; or (b) by the parents of either 
party to a marriage or by any other person or after the marriage or to 
any other person: at or before or after marriage in connection with the 
marriage of the said parties, but does not include dower or muhur in 
the case of persons to whom the Muslim Personal Law (shariat) 
applies. In Jammu and Kashmir, the Dowry Restraint Act, 1960 has 
Sharma urrula, Down,  in .vurth htrli,r :I1.. C'urtseyuencrs f o,• {S'umen IN k.}iirsclton(ed.) 
Women and poverl Women as properir. London Croon helm, I984,p. 62-64 
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been passed which can be described as a cogent Act of the above piece 
of legislation 
In Kashmir dowry was practically non-existent among the Muslims. 
Khan, points out, that the system of dowry among the Musalmans of 
Srinagar dates back to the days of Bakshi Ghulam Muhaammed 
former Prime Minister of the J&K state, when families received untold 
money and favours from the ruling party and gave dowry in order to 
move up in the social hierarchy! Among pundits the system of dowry 
had almost attained the force of law. And this was despite the rapid 
progress of western education among the pundits; for a young man 
who had done well at college was a most desirable bridegroom, and 
the price tended to rise as steadily as the demand. 
According to I)abla the practice of dowry is certainly in vogue in the 
Kashmir valley. According to an estimate, dowry was prevelant in 
62.0°/o of the marriages taking place in Kashmir. 
In in\' survey, 1 found that 43 women among a total of 200 held that 
their in-laws have derided them for not bringing a handsome dowry 
either emotionally or physically or both. The dowry demands were 
Al aI Wani, Kashmir Lni%ersiry Lau' Review. 1996 p.72-82 
('t. Khan Muhammed (shay. Hiswuri• of Sriinigar. p. 114 
ibid 
Dabla. BA. •tlu/ti-di,nensüma/ Problems of IVomen. p. 70-73 
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more in urban (22°/o) families than in rural families (16%). Further in 
urban areas there was a total absence of dowry in upper class families, 
and even in rural areas only 2 women had experienced it. More 
women (23/60), 38% from the lower classes have been tortured for 
dowr than the women coming from better-off sections of society. (fig 
2.8) 
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Fig 2.8; Class based Pattern of Dowry Demand 
Dowry demands 
Source: Field Work 
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Di%orce and Remarriages: 
Divorces in Kashmir are rare, and there is a lot of' social stigma 
attached to the practice. Despite the moral repugnance, divorces do 
take place in Kashmir. After getting divorce, the Muslim women in 
Kashmir can easily marry again, provided she is of' a marriageable 
age". Remarriage is not a taboo in Kashmir. Usually both men and 
\wnicn divorcees remarry or at least intend to marry again. The 
remarriage of men and women among other factors also depends on 
the number and age of children at the time of divorce, economic 
situation of the persons involved, educational and social status of the 
persons involved and Tamily background. Generally the wido\\ 
remarriage is acceptable and favorable in the Kashrniri society. 
Domestic Violence 
Gender violence occurs throughout the world, but it take different 
forms in different social contexts. It is located in particular set of 
social relationship, structures of power, and meanings of gender`. 
Although enhanced gender equality is commonly thought to diminish 
gender violence, more egalitarian societies are still plagued by 
yx I)abla et.at., Gender Discrimination in the Kashmir Pallet, p., 427-429 
Ibid 
SaII\ F.ntlr Merry. "Gender I'io/ence: A Cultural Perspective. Iniroduciio n. to Engaged 
lnilvop lu, t Ak ilex-Blackv%ell. 2009pp.3-4 
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widespread gender violence. Traditional or rural societies are not 
symmetrically more violent than modern or urban ones91. 
Studies all over the world report gender violence, but it is very 
difficult to develop any numerical measure of its frequency.92Between 
1967 and 1973, battering men killed over 1750 American women and 
children. Nearly 60% of the women killed in the US die in the hands 
of their husbands or boyfriends 93 Domestic violence is Systematic and 
structural. It is a reflection of unequal relationships sustained by 
patriarchy built on male superiority and female inferiority, sex 
stereotyped roles, expectations and economic social and political 
predominance of men and dependency of women94. According to 
chairperson of the State Women's Commission Shamcema Firdous 
Domestic violence against them has shown a spurt over the past 20 
years. A total of 2000 cases were registered with the commission, out 
of which 500 were disposed off. As many as 800 cases of marital 
[bid 
°' Ibid 20-21 
91  Ahlawat Necrja. "Violence Against Women voices from the field" in Manjit Singh and U.P 
Singh (Ed-), Violence: Impact nut lnwn' neon. Atlantic Publication. New Delhi 2008, p.-141-142 
° !bid. p. 151 
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discords were received from Kashmir while 700 such cases were 
received from Jammu.`'s 
1'he prevalence of any domestic violence (physical or sexual) is least 
in 1 limachal Pradesh. at 0 percent, followed by Jammu and Kashmir 
(13 percent) and Goa (15 percent). Any violence is most common in 
Bihar (56 percent), followed by Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, and 
vr Tripura (45-47 percent) .  
\Vi I';: battering is institutionalized and has familial sanctions. It ranges 
from heating, kicking. slapping. accusing. verbal abuse, finding faults 
in domestic work, long Unending working hours within and outside 
hone, denial of good health care, etc. There are a growing number of 
cases being registered under section 498A of the Penal Code 
(IPC ,1983) which indicts a husband or relative of the husband for 
cruelty against a wife. It has also been argued that it is not a women's 
dependence which makes her vulnerable`'-. A wife having a high 
position job may he beaten more often than her unemployed 
counterpart. Wife battering is a reflection of power relationship 
between husband and wife. It has been observed that women not only 
hll/r +r+nr.Jrrcrrnchcr.. /fl rnc/ru rrpurlJerrurriu-crnrl-l~ushnru-uunrert-.+-eonnoo.+siuor-chlej-huts-
/(1r-iu1ror/m•lT)n-ot-o•uno•n-s-rcsm•aloro-hill_ 136 -299Sundrrti, April 4, 2010 , accessed on may 4 
2010 
'uhf' +++++r.nwusrrrec/{r.c. Loll: pubs pit `l R/:VU3. /5Chaplcrl5.pdJ 
Altla%%at Neerja. I~iolerrcr.•lc.'uinst Women p.149-ISI 
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accept the violence of their spouse as routine, but also often blame 
themselves for it. It was also observed that there was wide tolerance 
i*c~r \\ i be abuse and it was considered legitimate under certain 
conditions like neglect of household duties, dowry demands not 
fulfilled, not obeying the dictates of husband etc.9 
In Kashmir my field survey in the revealed about 29% of women 
suffered domestic violence. Out of 200 women 58 accepted that they 
were beaten by their husbands. Among rural women, my survey 
revealed, about 30%(30/100) suffered domestic violence: the 
percentage of women suffering domestic violence in urban centers 
stood at 28%(281100). It would seem from the small margin of the 
difference that the abuse of women in households was largely 
unatiected by the urban: rural divide, see figure 2.9 and table 11(h). 
Ibid 
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Table 11 (It) Wife Battering in Kashmir 
Responses 
Sometimes! 
frequently 
In the past 
Can't say 
Number 
-- -- 	
33 
-- --
1 	17 
Source; Field Work 
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Fig 2.9; Wife Battering in Kashmir 
wife beating 
71 
Source; Field Work by the Researcher 
Fig 2.10: Class based pattern of Wife beating in Kashmir 
Pattern of Wife beating 
lower class 
middle class 
upper class 
0% 	10% 	2001„ 	30% 	40°1„ 	50% 
Source; Field Work by the Researcher 
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In the (fig 2.10) it is clear that upper class women are also victims of 
spouse beating but their number is higher in case of middle and lover 
class \omen. The practice seems to be more common in rural 
uneducated women. Most field studies of domestic violence reveal 
that women, having internalized patriarchal norms, often do not 
perceive themselves as abused unless they have suffered severe 
physical assau!t". Further women themselves have perception of an 
their social roles in society, and more importantly, of their 
inadequacies in fulfilling them. In a conversation with my respondents 
a significant number of women admitted that they were beaten by their 
spouses sometimes but was often followed by attempts to justify it. 
One of the women who accepted the fact that her husband sometimes 
heats her added that the heating is not severe but mild and includes 
mainly slapping. She further added that whenever she was beaten by 
her spouse it was owing to her own fault. In her words meani chi gulti 
usan tuit'ui chi lui'un( he beats be only when 1 am v tong) and 
K/ mulurus cliii lacy/i gultr ppueth 1u yen uk (I lushand has a right to beat 
his \\ i lie when she does something wrong). In the NFI IS -3 findings it 
has been revealed that the proportion of women who have experienced 
Sohha Venkatesh Ghosh. 'Contextualizirvg Domestic Violence: Family Community, State'. in 
Rinki Bhattachar\a /3e/ri#1/(love Doorv. Dsmr.vHe t•fn/e,,ce in India Sau.e Publications New Delhi 
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only physical violence, as well as those who have experienced both 
physical and sexual violence, or have experienced physical or sexual 
violence, increases with age till the age group 30-39, but then declines 
somewhat for the older age group. Sexual violence only does not 
increase linearly with age and is highest for women in the age-groups 
15-19 and 20-24'" 
An old aged women from a rural uneducated background admitted 
that when they were young her husband would beat her sometimes but 
then she quickly added that it was all out of love. She added that in a 
married life it is a blessing and said taeth layenus ti aus punun ina a 
(heating by a husband is sweet in its own ways). 
A bill to protect women in Jammu and Kashmir from domestic 
violence was introduced in the legislative Assembly on 26 March 
2010'" x . 'I'he bill detines 'domestic violence' to include actual abuse or 
threats by husbands that is physical, sexual, verbal, emotional or 
economic. harassment by way of dowry demands would also be 
covered under the definition. According to the objectives of the bill, 
the measure seeks to 'protect the women from being victims of 
Oomestic Violence' hiip xvrtir.nreusuredhs.com;puhcipd//FRI,V'D3,15CYu,pler/5.pd/ 
/u1p .u/t , Cull? ?k' 	C ,n1r-(Ir,me.wrc-vi„lenre-hr/1-i,trurlicwi-in-Kashmir-a.e.eemhlg-news- 
naimnal-kt%(h4cerhfy.hrmf accessed on 4 ma) 2010 
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domestic violence in society and cover those women who are in a 
relationship with the abuser where both parties have lived together in a 
shared household and are related by consanguinity, marriage, adoption 
in addition to relationship with family members living together as a 
joint family iU2 
I lowever, whereas the bill enables the wife to file a complaint under 
the proposed enactment against any relative of' the husband or the 
male partner. it does not enable female relatives of the husband or the 
male partner to file a complaint against the wife or the female 
partner. 
the bill also provides for the right of women to secure housing and to 
reside in her matrimonial home or shared household, whether or not 
she has any title or rights there 
ibid 
ibid 
Ibid 
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III WOMEN AND THE ARMED 
CONFLICT IN KASHMIR 
CUUAL'TER LII 
WOMEN AND ARM El) CONFLICT IN KASII\IIR 
Recent years have seen a resurgence of violence all over the world. 
While scholars disagree over its reasons, it is generally agreed that the 
major victims of violence happen to be the excluded and marginalized 
social groups. in particular, women. Feminist scholarship has recently 
attempted to unravel, in several excellent studies, the experiences of 
women affected by ethnic, secessionist, communal and community 
oriented conflicts. Urvashi l3atalia and Ritu Menon have, for example, 
brought to light the pain and sufferings of women affected by the 
violence following the partition of India.' Similarly, Julie Peteet, Lila 
Abu Lughod and others have studied the impact of violence on women 
in west Asia. in particular, Lebanon, Iraq and Palestine.' 
lithe data provided by Uppsala University, under its 'conflict data 
program'. is to be trusted. about one-sixth of India's citizens live in 
'See litr example : Tenon Ritu and Elhasin Kamla. Borders ani/ Bounc/sir,ex Women in /ndiu's 
/'urlilwn. 1e\% Delhi: Kali For Women 1998. 
See Ii~r e\ample: Therese Saliha, C'arolrn Allen. and Judith A. I loward. Gender. Polilic. curd 
11cm,. Orient Loco man I'ri ate Limited. Ne%% Delhi. India. 2005 
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areas of armed conflicts. The l Jpsala university conflict data program 
defines armed conflict in the following words: 
"An armed conflict is a contested incompatibility that concerns 
government and/or territory where the use of armed force between two 
parties, of which at least one is the government of a state, results in at 
least 25 battle-related deaths in one calendar year"4 
Kashmir has been described as the most militarized corner in the 
world due to the presence of more than half a million troops. Since 
19X9 there has been an active militant insurgency backed by a popular 
sentiment of "A;adi in Kashmir. According to a I luman Rights Report 
compiled in 2005, there were in the valley 35 lacs troops posted in the 
valley, whereas the population there was about 57 lacs. In other 
words, there was a soldier against five to seven civilians. Since 1995 
Indian armed forces have armed and trained local auxiliary forces J 
made up of surrendered or captured militants to assist in counter 
insurgency operations. l'hese forces do not wear uniforms and operate 
outside the normal command structure of the Indian Army and other 
armed forces. Nevertheless they are considered agents under 
Uppsala university, conflict data program available at 
hitp 	t►ti. 	uu.sc_resea L_hL'CUl' links_jug.Wig.html accessed on November, 10, 2009 
Cheno\ AnuIadha and Kamal.A.Milra Chenoy (ed.). Maoist and Other Armed C'unJlic•t.s. 
Penguin (looks. India. 2010. p.9 
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international law. 'l'hey are generally referred to as renegades or third 
force. The Indian army, and its local agents, have committed, and 
sponsored/supported widespread human rights violation in Kashmir'. 
l'he root causes of separatism, according to Chenoy and Chenoy, are 
not only economic, but are a complex mix of denial of rights, 
injustice, violence and human rights violations'. In her view the reality 
and perception of denial of rights and justice leads to a sense of 
collective victitnhood and narratives of oppression identified with a 
community. This collective victimization heightens idenzit\ 
consciousness. It also, as she holds, leads to an alienation from the 
state in larger 'national community'. There have been periods when 
violence did declined sharply in the valley, as people suffered From 
conflict fatigue. but these were intermittent events, and have always 
led to renewed cycles of violenceS. 
Increasing evidence show that women experience conflict in a 
different way to men, something that is confirmed by those working in 
the field. Almost every instance of an armed conflict undoubtedly 
Stale of I/union Ri,Lht., in.Iw,tntu and Kashmir /190-2005. Compiled and collated by Public 
Commission on Human Rights. published by Parvez Imroz on behalf ofCoalition of Civil Society. 
Srinagar. Ilfndustan Printers. Shandara Delhi, 2005. p.1. also see. e.-. Kazi Seema. ! nveeiu 
/) n,n,craci and N,tiun-G..'nder and Aliliiarifam r in Kashmir. Women Unlimited, New 
Delhi 2009 
ChenoN and Chenoy (ed.). Maoist and Oilier Armed conflicts.  p. 65 
Ibid.. p.66 
Ibid.. P -52 
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affects the entire society, but not to the same measure. Since women 
are particularly vulnerable, they tend to suffer more than men in 
almost every instance of armed conflict. War exacerbates the 
inequalities that exist in different forms and to varying degrees in all 
societies'. Unfortunately. Kashmir has seen a lot of violence in recent 
years,' and while it continues to affect all the people of Kashmir, 
women bear the scars of violence deeper than men. While scholars 
have been trying to understand the nature of violence in strife-torn 
Kashmir, they have made very little effort to unravel the impact of 
violence on women. M1y work makes a small effort in that direction, 
and seeks to reveal how the incessant and ever-increasinz violence in 
Kashmir has changed the lives of women forever. It also makes an 
eliort to draw out the experiences of the female victims of violence in 
the state -- their pain, sorrows and sufferings. 
One reason why women are the 'prime targets' in instances of violent 
conflicts is that they are viewed as markers of community identities, 
and in targeting women, the perpetrators. actually target the 
community as a whole, its honour, its svrìihols and prestige. In 
'. N aIikhanna Charu, If'onien Silent I ',chins In :Irma Conflict: ; In Area S1udt , ul Armin nu And 
K rshmir. Serial Publications. 2003. p.2 
her 9,994 women have been raped and molested, and 22,755 women widowed, cited from 
it it it linlsnell iri,' 
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Kashmir. the media and the human rights bodies have brought to light 
instances of large scale molestation and rape of women by both the 
security forces and the militants. There have also been instances where 
the family and/community have 'eliminated' women who had been 
molested in the armed conflict. For women, therefore, it is not just the 
state and the militants, but also the community and members of the 
Gamily who are potential perpetrators of violence against them. 
Besides rape and molestation. instances have come to light where 
women were faced with enforced prostitution, sexual slavery and 
impregnation or termination of pregnancy without, of course, the 
protection of the rule of law. In almost all such instances, the state has 
been a mute spectator, failing to provide any sense of' protection to 
\ omen. 
\'where women are not direct victims of violence, they are still affected 
h\ it. nonetheless. Violent conflicts in Kashmir have led to the 
destruction of man\, homes, and for many women, the loss of the 
bread earner in their families. Kashmir has seen, since the resurgence 
of violence, a proliferation of female headed households. Owing to 
deaths in the conflict but also occasionally as a result of desertion and 
" Walikhana Charu. H omen Silent Victims.. p.2 
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abandonment by men, the number of female headed household is 
regularly increasing in Kashmir. Forced by circumstances, these 
omen are thrust into new responsibilities, and are forced to sell their 
labour to sustain their children.'' The resurgence of violence in the 
last several decades has turned many married women into widows 
and, worse still, half-widows. 
Ihut1 p 12 
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Violence on the body of women 
the modern state is a gendered state. The processes, values and institutions 
associated with its construction are uendered as well.' Yuval Nira Davis, points 
out that. the burden of' representation on women of the collective identity and 
future destiny has also brought about the construction of women as the bearers 
of the collective honour* Kumkum Sangari points out that everyday gendered 
violence serves to reinforce all other forms of' violence in our society, and is a 
connective tissue between patriarchal systems and social structures, the node at 
which the social inequalities represented by each of' these dominant agencies 
meet and interact. I t 
Amena Mohsin. Silence and Marginality: Gendered Security and The Nation State. IN. F.Fazal.S.Rajagopalan 
(ed.) Womett, .Security. Sourh:t.~ia, .I clearing in the Thicker, Sac Publication, Ne%% Delhi, London. 2005 p. 
134-136 
13 Yuval Nira Davis, Gender and Nation, Sage Publications, India, 1997, p-45 
" Sangari Kumkum. Marking time: I he tendered Present and the Nuclear Future. IN, ;`ivedrnr Journal of 
Gender Si u/ies. Volume 13. October No ember 2007. p.-54 
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As in other conflict ridden societies like Nagaland. Manipur, in Kashmir 
as well, ethnic identity is tied to the body of women. Since the honour of 
the community is tied to women, in inter-community violence, women 
become the primary targets. Often they are targets of violence by 
inelllbers of their own community, and male members of the community 
target them to maintain the honour of their communities.'' As argued by 
Yuval Nira, in her book Gender and nation, the construction of 
womanhood has a property of 'otherness'. Strict cultural codes of what is 
to be a 'proper woman' are often developed to keep woman in this 
inferior power position.' ` The most predictable form of violence 
experienced by women, as women, is when the women of one 
community are sexually assaulted by the men of the other, in an overt 
assertion of their identity and it simultaneous humiliation of the other by 
'dishonouring' their women'. Women are raped and abused by other 
men when they want to 'dishonour' the entire community or as is often r 	 r 
asserted in such conflicts, to teach them a lesson. Thus according to 
Anuradha Chenoy women's bodies determine their symbolic value (for 
their community) and undermine their roles'G. Women also become 
victims of genocide under the assumption that violence against women's 
bodies is symbolically representative of shaming and dishonouring the 
I,C'heno\ Anuradha,MM.,'Resources or symbols? Women and Armed conflicts in India', IN. Ava 
Darshan Shrestha and Rita I hapa (ed.).71w linpaci o/ ,anal ('eHnflicts on it o,nen in South Asia. 
\lanohar. 2007, p.183 
!4 Yuval Nira Davis, p-47 
' Kainla I3hasin and Ritu Menon(fir India), Ni~ghat Said Khan(for Pakistan) (ed.) Auainst All 
Rids; Essays on IS'nonen, Religion and Development from India and Pakistan, Kali for women. 
India . 1996. p. 41 
Ihicl: p 153 
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community, as a whole. l7 In a feminist analysis of the political 
econoni% of rape, Rita Manchanda, relates Violence against women 
with sexual control and the allocation of resources, that is, as an aspect 
of political and economic violence. Patriarchal societies regard women 
as their property and consider women's productive and reproductive 
labour as crucial resource. Abduction and rape become strategies for 
stripping women of their personal assets and of their political assets-
honour or in-particular community honour 18. More importantly. 
molestation of women is symbolically read in situations of armed 
conflicts as injuring the community and dishonouring its male 
members. 
Rita \lanchanda rightly points out that rape and sexual assault of 
women in situations of conflict is neither incidental nor private. In a 
1995 report to the United Nations Human Rights Commission, the 
Special Rapporteur on Violence against Women noted that in 
situations of armed conflict 'rape is the symbolic rape of the 
A%a Darshan Shrestha and Rita Thapa(ed..). The /mpact oJ'.4rmtd C on/lic7 in South Asia, 
Manohar. 2007. p.180 
'~ Manchanda Rita. Women's Agenc\ in peace building.: Gender Relations in Post-Conflict 
(construction• Economic and Political IS'eckIv (EPII'), Vol. 40, No.44'45, (Oct 29-Nov 4) 2005. 
p 37 :7 
}„ Manchanda, Rita ' Guns and /3uryu: Women in the Kashnriri Conflict'. in Manchanda (ed.) 
if omen, liar and Peace in .South Asia; lact•rnu! I "iciirnhood (o Agencr), Sage Publications, New 
l)clhi.2001 p. 72 
0 
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community, the destruction of the fundamental elements of a society 
and culture-the ultimate humiliation of the male enemy'.,'' 
It is a known fact that in the present, decades old conflict, in Kashmir. 
both the both security forces and armed militants have systematically 
used rape as a weapon to punish, intimidate, coerce, humiliate or 
degrade their enemies.`' During 1990's rape by Indian Security forces 
often occurred during crackdowns, cordon-and search operations 
which were followed by forcing the civilians to suffer collective 
punishments in which the security forces assaulted residents, 
destroyed their homes and raped'molested their women.,- According 
to Swarna Rajagopalan, in recent years, wherever security forces have 
been deployed in south Asia, one has heard stories of soldiers raping 
local \\ omen. Regardless of the veracity of every charge, and the issue 
as to which party to the conflict is more blameworthy, what matters is 
that such abuse appears to be accepted as part of the war.23 A study 
done b\ Medicins frontiers in Mid-2005 reveal that Kashmiri Women 
are among the \\orst sufferers of sexual violence in the world. It 
further mentions that since the beginning of the armed struggle in 
VV alikhana Charu, Women silent I 'Ic►ims. , p. 
\tanchanda Rita. 'Guns and Burqu '. p.. 73 
Walikhana Charu. Women Sitenl l "ictims. p. f O3 
Rajagopalan S\warna'Wonmen and Security: in Search ofa New Paradigm' IN Faizal Sarah and 
S%\ ama.(ed:) ii omen. .Scc•uriu% Suulh -Is/u, ,p.60 
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Kashmir in 1989, sexual violence has been routinely perpetuated on 
Kashmiri women, with l I.6 per cent of respondents saying, they were 
victims of sexual abuse.2' 
It is quite difficult to get sufficient data on violence intended on 
omens bodies, and that too in a conflict situation. Women are often 
silent victims and suffer Violence with muted silence. Women, who 
dare to speak about the sufferings of their bodies, 'pollute' the 
communities which in-turn ostracises them. In most cases, of sexual 
assault which go unnoticed and few cases which get noticed are the 
ones in which it is still not the raped women themselves, but their 
menfolk who do the talking. They highlight these incidents of rape 
and or molestation to de-legitimate the state, and to project it as an 
aggressor, rather than a protector to civilians that it ought to be. 
Anuradha distinguishes raped women into two categories. One 
category of raped women get shunned, while the other end up 
becoming symbols in the conflict. Just as the militants highlight 
incidents where the security forces are involved, the state points to 
cases of rape and molestation of women where the finger of 
accusation is pointed and against the militants. The state highlights the 
Saeed-ur-Rehman Siddiyui. ' It nn en clay in Kashmir' Walling Hoes. 
htip: .v.+_+v Ku.+hmirnc+►z.cotn a0027.html accesses on 12 April 2010 
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atrocities committed by the militants in an attempt to isolate then. A 
report's released by the army in Srinagar states; that the women of the 
state have been constantly subjected to the brutalities of the 
militants.`' l'he sexual appropriation of Kashmiri Muslim women by 
the military functions not just as an especially potent political weapon. 
but also a cultural weapon to inflict collective humiliation on Muslim 
Kashmiri men.'' In Kashmir both security forces and armed militants 
have systematically used rape as a weapon to punish, intimidate, 
coerce, humiliate or degrade the common people.28 Both pundit and 
Muslim women were sexually targeted by the militants "There are 
several incidents where both the militants and the security forces have 
raped women to punish the men in their families for their suspect 
loyalties 
.according to a report prepared by Jammu Kashmir Coalition of Civil 
Societies (JKCCS), rape has been routinely used as a war weapon in 
Kashmir (See tic. 3.1 and 3.2). Documented cases have shown 
evidence of mass rape during 
" /,z(/:an .4anf•. tluman Rights Iiulatioi!s anc,truc•iles hf 'erorri.+'ls. Cited from Cheno\ 
Anuradha. , Resources or S\inbols' p. 190 
''('keno\ Anuradha, 'Resources or Symbols?' p. 190-191 
Kati Secrna,(:r,ider and .t/ililuri:uliuir. p. I55. 
' Manchanda Rita. 'Guns and Burt,a', p. 72. 73 
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Fig 3.1; Rapes/Molestations from 1990 to Aug 2005 (Agency) 
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cordon and search operations by security forces. There have also come 
to light several cases of abduction of women and their subsequent rape 
\v ithin :\rnly facilities and a complete disregard for age, health and 
disability in the perpetuation of sexual violence. Mass rape of 
Kashmiri women by the security forces was first documented in the 
Chanapora (Srinagar) mass rape incident on in March 1990"'. This 
was followed by another grave incident in Kunan Poshpora which 
allegedly witnessed the mass rape of women during a cordon- and — 
search operation in February 19913`'. It is alleged that the troops raped 
the village women all though the night. Eleven year old girls, pregnant 
women, to 60 year old grandmother were raped. In raping them the 
security forces were punishing and humiliating the entire 
community "1 . In 1996 in 13omai Sopore, in, when the people were 
holding protest demonstrations against the excesses of army 
personnel, several girls were dragged to paddy fields where the 
security men open their garments, bruised their faces and raped 
lhid p. 73 
During a cordon- and - search operation by the 4' Rajputana Rifles of 68 Mountain Brigade on 
the night of -23 and 24 Feberuary 1991, there was a crackdo%%n in the entire by the troops of 
Kajputana Rifles. I here had been heavy snowfall the earlier night and the troops asked all the men 
of the vii lace to come out of their hones.'I'hev fathered at Kunan Chowk tier interrogation leaving 
the %%oaten and children alone at their homes. 
' Cl Manchanda, 'Guns and /iurga': p. 73-74. Also see State of Human Rights in ./unman and 
Kashmir 19UU-?Dll i, p. 27-: 
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then. '~ There are several incidents where the security forces entered 
houses. one after the other and sexually assaulted women.`' In one 
v i llage.  ' 	reportedly there were complaints of Army Personnel stripping 
themselves in front of womenfolk of the village.'' 
In looking at why \\OmCfl become special targets in a situation of war 
it seems that rape as a war weapon has been often used to punish the 
civilians following any militant attack. Women in such attacks have 
been chosen randoml\- . For instance in 1993 a large number of women 
\%ere raped during a search operation after a peaceful demonstration 
against llazratbal siege was fired upon in Bijbehara in Anantnag and 
o, er 60 people were killed.' Thus women often become the targets 
like other civilians assaulted or killed, simply because they happen to 
be in the wrong place at the wrong time.'' Rape has been used as a 
means of targeting 'omen whom the security forces accuse of being 
militant sympathisers: in raping them the security forces were 
attempting to punish and humiliate the entire community. This is 
exemplified by an incident (among many) in which two sisters of a 
'' Rope and .tlrrle.stat,o r: .-1 rt capon u/ w ur in Kashmir( A consolidated report on various Atrocities 
committed on women folk in Kashmir under the national conference government.) prepared by: 
The Jammu and Kashmir I Ionian Rights A\%areness and Documentation Centre. Srinagar. No. 32. 
Institute of Kashmir Studies. Srinagar. March 1998. p.2 
Ibid p. 1 
./anrnnr State ul Human Ri.iirrs in Jammu and Kashmir /990-?005: p.28 
Rite Ue\%an. 'tlumsheera'. Ilumsa\a: Sisters. Neighbours. Women's testimonies From 
/,atshntir. Gc(Ja(mi taut Po/iliwa/ Ji'cekly. Oct-8 1994. p. 2655 
alikhana ('hare, Womr,z .Silent Victims., p. 104 
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militant were raped by the Rashtriya Rifles, men of the Indian army in 
1997 at village Hakura in District Anantnag'7. In 2005, the 13SF troops 
raided the house of one Abdul Jabbar Malik of Vailu Village in 
Kokernag. ilnantnag and raped his two sisters.38 
Cases have been documented where a group of soldiers allegedly 
molested women, refusing to spare even the ones who were pregnant. 
In one case stud, by Independent Women' initiative for Justice 
(I WIJ )''', Uma Chakarvarthi, has rightly pointed out that the graph of 
rapes in Kashmir compared to other Right abuses is very low, but this 
is because most of' the rape cases are not reported by the victims and 
their families. 'l'he victims do not come forward in most of the cases 
because of the social stigma attached to a rape victim. Besides, most 
of the rapes occur in remote areas which have little access to media or 
the human rights groups"'. Crimes against women in Kashmir exist in 
many other forms too. One such crime is the shameful sexual 
harassment often verbal harassment and molestation which erodes any 
sense of security for women in the valley. Kashmiri women are often 
Ral)e and Iolestationr . i II capon of War in Kashmir. 1998, p.3 
3" I'uic•es Unheard. Srinagar. Vol- 10. April-June 2005. 
I\\'IJ comprised of women 'lawyers. law researchers., a medical doctor. journalist, and women's 
rights activists. 
4° Shopian: ;Manufacturing a Suitable Story; A Case Watch. Independent Women's initiative for 
Justice Shopian 2009h _ kajiluhacktrpLcs. ►ordpress. con: 2009// /ix-l-report-shopiun-l0-cl~e_ 
?uuv.ino . Downloaded from 	v Kashinirtimes.com accessed on 15'x' October 2011 
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subjected to humiliating body searches by the security men. Kashmiri 
women, on way to their college or office, are often subjected to body 
searches. This is what happens to a vell-off, educated woman in 
Kashmir, needless to say that poorer women's sufferings are much 
dreadful'. In order to enquire on the matter, I asked my respondents if 
the' ere ever sexually harassed by the armed forces and 41% of my 
respondents replied in the positive (See fig 3.3). One woman from 
Anantnag District told me that, she stopped working in the agricultural 
fields, because the armed forces were continually harassing her with 
verbal abuses. This Woman was above 45 years of age and one could 
easily guess how difficult it must be for the younger women to venture 
out. 
In a conflict zone like Kashmir, this direct assault on Women is one 
way of attacking the masculinity of the community and their sense of 
honor and prestige. It is this that often prompts the victims to take 
their own lives, before their 'enemies' succeed in 'polluting' their 
bodies. In one such case, Zahida, from Changoo, Doru Shahabad, took 
her life with a sharp knife when an army official entered her house to 
molest her, on being unsuccessful, he allegedly opened fire and 
Kit gopa(an Swwarna, 'Women and Securit\'. P.60 
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pumped bullets in her abdomen. Her close relatives revealed that on 
realizing the intensions of the armed person, she had actually killed 
herself (See Appendix lIIA). 
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Fig 3.3; Harassment by the Security Forces 
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WW omen who suffer gender violence have always experienced the 
hitter process of 'othering by both sides.'2 In some cases, militants 
have raped women whose family members were believed to he 
informers or supporters of rival groups. A 16 year old girl daughter of 
a (Central Reserved Police Force) CRPF Jawan was allegedly gang 
raped by militants, the reason being her father's job.'' luring 1990's 
when the militancy was on peak, militants and Armed Forces were 
both using women as informers. The abduction of women and forced 
marriages is common throughout the militancy affected areas of 
Jammu and Kashmir. especially at the hands of militants who have 
surrendered and enjoy the patronage of security' forces. In most cases, 
the arrest of these women does not mean rescue for them. it means 
being, engaged by the other side for the same tasks44. 
In recent years many cases have come to light where women have 
been pressurized h the army or unidentified gunmen to work with 
them as intormers. Two girls from Budgarn, named Zaheeda and 
Nuzhat were shot at. First, the girls were dubbed as militant aides and 
then breed by the security personnel to ,Fork for them and when they 
• Bhasin Anuradha Jarm%al. Women in Kashmir Conflict: Victimhood and Beyond. IN, Shree 
Mull and Jackie Kirk (ed. i Women Building Peace Between India and Pakistan. Anthem Press. 
India. 2007. P. 103.104 
State of human /lights in ./ammu and Kuslnnir / 990-2005., p.35 
lBhasin Anuradha Jan al.' Women in Kash►uir Conflict' p. 103 
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refused, they were shot dead.'' The incidence of women working for 
arm\ and militants has shown some resurgence in the recent times. 
One Uilshada l3ano was mysteriously shot dead by unidentified 
gunmen in June 2O04. Ilex husband had disappeared in custody and 
she was contesting the case in State Iluman Rights Commission 
(S1 WC) and was a member of APUP. People in her native village said 
that she was an informer and that is why she was killed by the 
militants-"'. The present conflict has seen a considerable loss of male 
members and it is left to women to follow the cases of ex-gratia and 
SRO-43 (See Appendix- (III3). These women have to visit various 
security camps to ascertain death of the killed or whereabouts of 
disappeared. Often the army personnel take undue advantage and 
make them do regular rounds and sometimes force them to work for 
them. l vcn in the regular offices here women pursue their cases they 
have to face humiliation from lower to higher ups in bureaucracy`" 
Mans women have been forced by armed forces to work as informers 
and in case of refusal have been booked under PSA (See Appendix-
Ilk' and I111)) Official statistics record that 11 girls were abducted 
I lie arm> on the pretext of having links with militants arrested Sakina from Bandipora. the 
Arm\ even claimed rcco'er' of weapons from her possession. a claim which as strongly refuted 
b\. police.cited from. State of l luman Rights in Human rights in Jammu and Kashmir. 
&. .Siate of Human Rights in Human Rights in Jumnttr and Kashmir / 990-2005: p.  278 
• Ihid 
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and murdered after 1993, 35 in 1994 and for the first half of 1995, 
there were 3 abductions of girls and women.' According to an 
estimate of'JKCCS, there were 225, rape/molestation cases in Kashmir 
inflicted by the armed forces (See Fig 3.2 and 3.3) from 1990 till 
i~uallst 2005.19 
In determining when to bring indictments for rape and sexual assault 
in armed conflict, the prosecution in the court to take account of the 
rules at Evidence and procedure and the adequacy and reliabilit\ of 
available evidence. Investigations of crimes against women in Rwanda 
have raised the numerous practical and legal problems, which are 
equally applicable in the conflict situation in Jammu and Kashmir: 
these are 
i) The dispersal of victims and witnesses across regions of the 
.~ orld; 
ii) the unwillingness of' women to speak of crimes committed 
against them through humiliation, shame, fear of public or 
family ostracism or fear of reprisal 
'~ UN! Report in the Time if India. 24 Nov 1995.), also see ; Manchanda Rita. 'Guns and 
Burg ,P. 81 
\\ alikhanna C'haru, Women Silent I icum.s.., p.103 
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iii) 	l'he intervention of too many people wanting accounts of their 
experiences, including media, NGOs, support agencies etc. and 
eventually official investigators: tt~ 
iv) 	The passage of time and the desire not to relive such atrocities; 
and the tceling that rape and sexual assault were not in fact of 
major concern compared with the loss of community, home and 
possessions and the death or disappearance of family 
members.'1 
Until recently, incidents of rape in Kashmir had largely escaped 
international scrutiny and condemnation, including allegedly 
committed by the armed forces. In the past, rape was often accepted 
as 'spoils of war' or nlischaracterized as incidental to the conflict or as 
privately motivated form of sexual abuse rather than an abuse of 
power that implicates public responsibility. Reports of the widespread 
use of rape as a tactic of war in the former Yogoslavia have been 
instrumental in focusing attention on the function of rape in armed 
conflict and have provoked international condemnation. Such 
Christine Chinklin. - Amicus Curae Brief on Proctective Measures for victims and witnesses 
( I996) 7 ('riminctl Lain Forrum , p. 179.185 cited from Ibid 
\ a)ikhana ('haru; Women Sih'nt Victims., p. 106 
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condemnation needs to extended to the use of rape in internal conflicts 
as \\ ell. 
The unfortunate part of violence on women is that their bodies become 
the markers of identity. Their individuality is curbed and their 
sufferings become a means of publicising their positive victimhood. 
l'hc viCtimhood Of women is publicised and politicised, to Fulfil the 
political objectives of both the state and the militants. The rape of 
Kashmiri women by the security forces was viewed as an integral 
political event in the people's struggle but the political leadership in 
publicly projecting rape as a war crime, failed at the same time, to 
politically challenge the patriarchal code within which women's 
vicumhood serves to den\ agency to women`'. 
State, militants and Women 
Armed conflict is a typically masculine activity, marked by violence, 
aggression and force. i'here are indeed certain deep rooted social and 
political grievances that legitimate these conflicts, but the violence 
and force on which they depend to realise their objectives cause untold 
pain and suffering for ordinary men and women. An important feature 
Siuit,  of llrunun Rig/us in ./unnnu and A'uslm it 1990-2005, p. 276 
\lanchanda Rita. 'Guns and Burga': p 75 
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of armed conflict is that it operates within a masculinist frame of 
reference, and sets out hierarchical roles and attributes for men and 
women in their respective societies. Scholarly work has shown that 
most of the actors involved in a conflict are men, and even when 
"omen form a significant part of the structure of the insurgent/militant 
group. their military and organizational roles are unlikely to be as 
significant as those of men. It is the ordinary people, women in 
particular, who suffer the most in these conflicts. Women often find 
themselves caught between the warring factions and face the 
consequences of social fragmentation and disruption of homes, social 
net works and livelihoods"' 
It is interesting to note that to define the Kashmir as a Nation Sheikh 
Abdullah appropriated the fourteenth century historical Symbol of 
Kashmirivut, a secular ethnic concept (on which Kashmir was to be 
based). expounded by the Kashmiri ruler 'lain-ul-Ahideen', and 
popularised by a woman called 'Lal-Ded'"', "l'he notion of tiusinirit'af 
transcended religious divisions, and was an regional identity that 
Chenu and .ChenoN,(ed.) .tfuoisi and other Awned Conflicts, p.1 0 
Ava and Rita (rd.)., The Imp(C( o/Alined C anJI:Ci . p.15 
A m\stic Hindu Women, revered by both Muslims and Hindus equally. 
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included both the Muslims and the Hindus living in Kashmir.' At the 
same time, the notion of Kashmirivat that has so insistent]\ been 
invoked by the secessionists, insurgents, militants and the mainstream 
political parties in Kashmir has worked to marginalise women by 
presenting them as its bearer, and symbolic representatives. Since 
women have come to be seen as bearers of Kashmirivat, the 
community, in particular the nicn in the community, have appropriated 
the right to discipline and control them, and if necessary, with violent 
means. Women in Kashmir have often been targets of community and 
family-induced violence, perpetrated on their bodies in the interest of' 
the need to preserve the regional Kashmiri identity. 
In Kashmir there as little proof of women combatants in militant 
organisations, until some of' them were arrested by the army. 'l 'his 
indicates that some women militants were, and are still, a part of the 
underground militant organisations5 '` . While in Nagaland and 
Manipur, women cadres are present in significant numbers in the 
insurgent and national liberation groups, in Kashmir, on the other 
hand, some women's organisations defending extremist positions 
Keeta Cho%%dhari Trembla\. 'Identity and Nationalism: Where are Women in A'a.chmrrr, 
t'r,lrnc.%.' . IN Shrec rnula and Jakie Kirk (ed.l Sjyezing ( ross /3orelcrs: 11"omen ]Budding Peace 
Hemc n India and t'akiciau. Antham Press: Delhi, I'uhlishlnL. Compan\. Delhi, 2007 
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exist, but women are not represented in the more important political 
organisations of the militants 5t'. \Vomen become activists and support 
peace processes in different ways during conflicts, from their homes, 
rather informally through community interaction and as active 
negotiators. In Kashmir like in NE, women have supported struggles 
in their daily chores. by bearing the burden of missing men, by their 
songs and stories that they pass on to children and by their caring 
roles. As Anuradha puts it. 'Women do not have to be in the public 
sphere to be activists, since politics enters the private domain 
especially during conflicts. Their very struggle to survive, fend for 
their families, and eke out a living requires tactics and strategies no 
less than those on the war f'ront'. Women's involvement in armed 
conflict can be strategic, circumstantial, or by choice. Very olten. 
\ omen relatives of militants and security forces have no choice but to 
be a part of'the 'infra-structure' in conflict situations. 
Women militants in the valley have largely confined themselves to 
secondary roles, like nursing and care-giving, the support they render 
to insurgent forces is more or less social and cultural in nature. At the 
same time, they do not take up leadership roles, and are not likely to 
Ibid. p. 191 
Ibid p. 198 
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have any presence or representation in the peace talks as and when 
they are held.61  
Women increasingly play multiple roles, as combatants, protesters and 
peacemakers, but they are valued less than men. Women do not have 
key roles in decision making structures and leadership of the state or 
amongst insurgent groups. Societies perceive women primarily in 
gender- stereotyped roles and this image gets reinforced in situations 
of armed conflicts and insurgency strengthened". Anjum Zamruda 
Ilabib serves a typical example of such a case. She was one of the 
founding members of Hurriyat Conference. She was the chairperson 
of Muslim Khwateen Markaz,- the women's wing of Hurriyat 
conference. In 2003 she was arrested in Delhi and convicted under the 
Prevention of terrorism Act (POTA). Anjum in her prison dairy which 
was later published in the form of a book by Sahiba Hasan, says that 
she was a member of All Party Hurriyat Conference (API-IC) and had 
connections with the well known Hurriyat leaders. Anjum in her book 
recapitulates that Rita Manchanda and Tapan Bose had brought the 
Wakalatnama-power of attorney to her but she didn't sign it in the 
61 Ibia p. 198 
Cheney and Chunoy. ! imien and Other Armed C ..ft s, p.180 
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hope that API IC would arrange a lawyer for her`". But as she points 
out, when she got arrested none among these leaders gave her any 
importance, and assist her. 'l'hey tried their best and to a large extent 
succeeded in getting their male co-associates released. The worst was 
that her name was not included in the list of names of Kashmiri 
prisoners submitted by the API-IC to the Government of' India with a 
recommendation that they be released.`'' They had abandoned her 
although she was an active member and associate of I-Iurriyat. Anjum 
Zamruda's feels that she was discriminated by the separatist leaders 
only because she was a woman. As She puts it: 
l Pei- soncrl /V believe that encaps they did not wish to encourage 
woman 's leadership role or nnayhe they simply lacked the basic 
courtesy to enyuirc' after me or look into whether or not 1 needed legal 
assistance. Could it he just a coincidence that they made every 
possible effort to get our mule colleague released but left me to rot in 
jail:''' . According to her account, her fami/v members had met the 
then chairperson of 1lrn•rivat. They told her mother ann•ircl is a very 
brave' )t•orrrun. She 1i ill enclure the hardship and it will not take more 
Anjum %amruda Habib. Prisoner .1'u. /00. ,%fv Life In An Indian Prison. ir. by Sahiba Hussain. 
Zubaan, Noy Delhi 20I I p. 13 
Ibid., p 42 
Ibid p. 22 
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tlhca> five rears . Zanz ruda blames it he 'a game ' of'her enti. ' to the jail 
that was alreudv_fixecl_for five sears. 
In her early works. Manchanda presents two narratives about women 
in the Kashmir conflict. I'he first derives from a human rights 
discourse where women figure as victims of direct (state) and indirect 
violence that transforms them into widows and half-widows of the 
disappeared or bereaved mothers of lost sons and children. The second 
centres on the Kiashinit-irat on the conventional patriarchal ideology of 
Kashmiri struggle in which woman symbolise the grieving mother, the 
martyr's mother and the raped \\omen.`'- The representation of 
Kashmiri women as victims rather than survivors does not correspond 
with Women's subjective experience and removes them from the 
political canvas of militarization. I lo«wever scholars who have worked 
in Palestine and Algeria, hold that, are the iconic representations of the 
nation, in a nationalist movement. In protracted military conflict with 
its attendant loss of life, women, in particular the mother of the 
martyr, symbolise life giving or national generativity, loss and 
sacrifice 
[bid p. 173 
Manchanda. Rita ' Guns and Uuryu. ' p.; 43 
Julie Peteet. 'Icons and Militants: Mothering in the Danger Zone', IN, Therese. 
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According to the scholars working in other conflict ridden societies, 
\Vomen reshape their homes as war fronts, and even as mothers and 
housewives get informally affiliated with resistance movement.`'`' 
Kashmiri women have also seemingly chosen to blend the home and 
the front to nourish political activism. At local weddings, women 
vvere eager to have a resistance fighter or :t'Iujahid in their Festivities. 
['hey would break out into a Waninwan, the traditional Kashmiri song 
of celebration, intertwining couplets in praise of local Mujahids. 
Mothers, sisters and aunts would bask the glory of a ;L a cthid relative 
who had gone across for training I" 
In the mass protests 2008-2010 an increasing number of women 
participated alongside men: at times oven leading all-women protest 
marches. Interestingly women engaged in stone-throwing; together 
with chanting anti-India and pro-freedom slogans.' 
These women get classified as combatants by sheer location. Women 
relatives supported, gate shelter to the militants and played active 
roles in the militancy. They suffered severe consequences if the 
Irid p 141.142 
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police'arniy discovered their linkages to extremists 72 . Women relatives 
of' state officials like police and army wives have been termed by 
analysts as the forgotten and invisible 'other', which have to grapple 
with trauma, widowhood and tragedy and have generally been ignored 
by I luman rights activists of' the region and by the state'. State and 
society treat relatives of victims in different ways, depending on their 
status. Thus it seems that apart from social patriarchy women in 
Kashmir are the victims of militaristic patriarchy as well. 
One cannot dismiss the 'disappearance' of women as stray events, 
since, in many cases, women have been recovered from the hide-outs 
of militants. No reports of women being picked up have been lodged 
by families, most likel, out of' feat- that such a step brings greater 
shame and indignity'" 
It is obvious that women from militant families become by the 
security forces particular targets of harassment'. They suffer 
intimidation by the security forces even after the suspected militants 
Cheno\ Anuradha. 'Resources or Symbols?' p.187 
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had been eliminated. Sometimes they have to suffer for their close 
male relative's decision to become a Militant'. They face routine 
Lluestioning and harassment from the security forces. They also suffer 
from social isolation. Based on various testimonies, several studies 
have shown that there is very little social acceptance for the militants, 
and particularly after 1995, people don't want to be seen associating 
x~ith militant familiesgix. In the initial years of militancy, women in 
Kashmir valley were in the forefront, protesting against custodial 
killings or torture of youths at the hands of security forces. There was 
a conspicuous silence in cases of rape, but when it came to custodial 
killings or disappearances. 'There were vocal protests by both men 
and women. Women deliberately positioned themselves as a shield for 
amen-folk and remained at the forefront, through a voluntary decision 
at such protest demonstration"'. The political leadership has often 
involved religion to ensure the support of women to their side, 
presenting their dead sons and husbands as glorious martyrsx". After 
the Amarnath Shrine Board agitation. JKLF chairman- Yasin Malik 
handed out Shuhrc! .uaybool Butt award to the mothers of those young 
Ramachandran Sudha. The .Shads of L'iolenc•e: Women and Kashmir. WIS('O\IP. \e\% Delhi 
2003.p. 18 
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boys who were killed in the agitation in Srinagar in 2008. The mothers 
were reported to have said that they were guaranteed a good place in 
heaven so there was no problem in giving up their sons. They would 
meet them again in heaven"'. 
In ethnic and nationalist struggles, the glorification of women as 
biological regenerators of the nation, combined with a complete 
disregard for theta as people results in massive abuse of their 
reproductive rights and maternal emotions. This has happened in 
Kashmir too. In early 1990's militant groups imposed a ban on the use 
of contraceptives and en abortions. People, especially in the villages 
were told that the central government was trying to alter the Muslim 
majority nature of the state and so Muslims should have more children 
and besides, the armed conflict needed more fighters. The sale of 
contraceptives was stopped and family planning procedures were not 
performed at least openly. The role of women was to ensure a 
continuous supply of fighters. Mothers were exhorted to send their 
sons to fight. Those who did were praised as 'patriotic mothers'. 
Mothers were told not to grieve for sacrificing their sons in order to 
Parashar Swati, Gender. fihad. and Jingoism Women as Perpetrators. Planners, and Patrons of 
Milimnct' In Kudn,zie tlludres in Co nEicl Terrorism. Volume: 37, tsar_ 4.. TAYLOR &URANCIS_ 
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motivate others to sacritice.K2 To motivate women for sacrificing their 
male relatives they were preached 'shaheed ki Jo maul jzai wo quam kl 
hai at hui '- he who dies a martyr, gives life to the nation). Women 
protected militants hiding in their homes by telling the security forces 
then that they vere their husbands. In ethnic and nationalist struggles, 
women often serve as couriers of cultural and ideological traditions. 
Women are expected to dress and behave in ways that are prescribed 
by tradition";. 
Valentine Mvlogadhanl has categorised two kinds of revolutionary 
movements one ethno-nationalist separatist movements and the other 
religio-political movements. The first uses women as a symbol of 
liberation and project women's emancipation as an important 
revolutionary agenda as in case of separatist movement of Srilanka'~` 
I'he second one uses women as a symbol of the national culture and 
tradition that are to be reclaimed as in case of Kashmri separatist 
movements. In this case women are virtually excluded from formal 
participation. In the case of Kashmir, women have managed to give 
Ramachandran Sudha . i/i. Sha,k of I •iole'flce ' P.2 1-22 : One Khatija bi did not stop her son 
from joining the armed struggle. When her son died, khatijah was praised for the sacrifice she had 
made. The would tell her o\er and o%er again not to grieve. And she first believed it. But latter, 
she started feeling lost and pain 
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logistical support to militants and women's groups are unfortunately 
pla's in`a a vital role in enforcing fundamentalist Islamist Ideology in 
Jammu and Kashmir, xvhere predominantly liberal Sufi form of Islam 
had thrived for centuries.`' While this does not indeed hold true for all 
the groups, the attractions of the hyper-masculinist and puritan Islam 
for an increasing number of women is a worrying trend in Kashmir. 
In Kashmir. it is a regrettable fact that the state is not a protector 
against, but a perpetuator of, violence against women. Armed with the 
Armed I orces Special Power Act (See Appendix 111F), the security 
forces routinely target ordinary civilians, including, women, tree from 
the constraints set by the laws and the judiciary. Anuradha Bhasin, 
rightly points out that women are raped and molested by combatant 
forces in armed conflicts as a form of vengeance and control. The 
state, she further says in such situations devises different acts and 
strategies to shield the culprits in uniform.8 
In Kashmir. the state has often been accused of' shielding the 
criminals. In Kunan Poshpora, in 1991, in one incident over 30 
women and children were raped by the army. No adequate official 
enquiry was held. The police refused to file an FIR because they did 
Ibid.. p. 249 
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not want to annoy the army' despite detailed affidavit clearly indicting 
the army on charges of rape.The army subsequently invited the 
independent press council of India to investigate the incident. "l'he 
Press Council agreed to that and appointed a three-member 
committee, headed by B. G. Verghese. 'Che Verghese Committee 
visited the village more than three months after the incident occurred. 
After interviewing a number of the alleged victims, the committee 
concluded that the incident was a trick set up to frame the army. The 
committee rejected the allegations merely on the ground of 
inconsistencies in the women's stories and variations in the number of 
rapes alleged to have taken place.''" In the final report, they gave a 
clean chit to the security forces on such frivolous grounds that the 
girls x\cre found to he giggling when asked if they had been raped.' 
l:\'en in the cases where it was proved that security forces had raped 
certain women, they were not prosecuted. In a much publicized case, a 
young bride was detained and she and her aunt were raped by BSF 
' ShUe of 1 /iotion lZ1.L1lls In .Jewn,nu a,iu1 Kashmir 199(1-2005 p.274 
' though it was it three member Committee, it was actually conducted by George Verguese only. 
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soldiers while she was travelling to her husband's home. The Indian 
authorities ordered the police to conduct an enquiry. Although the 
enquiry concluded that the women had been raped, the security forces 
were never prosecuted.` Instances such as these arc far too many to 
be recounted here. More recently, owing to initiative of IWIJ 
(Independent women's initiative for justice)' the double Shopian rape 
case captured the attention of the media, but we must bear in mind that 
the for Kashmiri women the shameful incident was neither exceptional 
nor unprecedented. The security forces are viewed by Kashmiri 
\\omen with considerable fear and apprehension, indeed! 
Social effects of violence on women 
Since the insurgency in Kashmir, a large number of Women have seen 
the deaths of their loved ones, and often, the loss of the bread-earner 
in the family, either a father or a spouse. Every death in the family 
leads to the destruction of the family, as a viable socio-economic unit. 
It creates immediate problems of sustenance and emotional security 
liar the family members. Since the responsibility for the maintenance 
of the household then falls on the hapless women, it creates immense 
social and psychological problems for them, which most women. in 
:\mncst\ International. India: 'Torture. [tape and Deaths in custody', (London; March . 
I 1)92)p.2 I 
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the absence of trained counseling centers. find impossible to cope and 
handle. l'his has, as several studies have revealed, led to a dramatic 
increase in suicides by women in the post-insurgency period.` 3 
Military action in Jammu and Kashmir is covered under the Armed 
forces (Special Powers) Act, 1958 (As Amended in 1972). Under the 
Act (See Appendix- 111l:), even a Non-Commissioned officer can 
order his men to shoot to kill if he thinks that it is necessary for 
maintenance of public order. The Act permits arrest without warrants 
ith whatever force necessary of any person against whom there is an 
iota of suspicion's. The most draconian aspect of the Act is the 
immunity it offers to the security forces, against prosecution. 
Unaccountable to the court of law, the armed forces have been 
responsible for the loss of man}, lives. "l'he armed militants have 
sinlilarly killed man\' Kashmiri's, under one pretext or the other 
treating these deaths as necessary for the armed struggle. It 
immediately leads to the destruction of the family as a social unit, and 
renders women, widows and their children. orphans. It then falls on 
women to provide livelihoods, and widows are pushed into the labour 
market, where they are under-paid. and suffer continued exploitation 
AI ana Rashid, \omen Suicide Rate in Valle\ Rising, I'oictjs Unheard, Jul)-Sep 2005 p.S-(, 
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at the hands of their employers. According to one stud`, the period of 
insurgency in Kashmir has shov~n a marked increase in the female 
labours` 
In a study by Dabla, it was revealed, that about, one-third of the 
widows were in the age-group of 31-45`. Over half of these women, 
(3.67%) live alone, and even though remarriage is not forbidden, a 
mere 8.66 percent remarried. `Vhen asked, 89% of \tiidovvs were 
against remarriage`' . Several families were actually found to have no 
male members left. At least 25 families in Trehgam village are a!!- 
omen households. Even in case where widows received support 
from their extended family, it was found to be insufficient to meet 
both the material and emotional needs of the widows and their 
children. According, to an estimate, in rural Kashmir, widows are 
reporting on average 3-6 children. y, 
According to a recent report by APDP, titled ' Half-life half-widow 
like most conflict situations, gendered violence in Kashmir has been 
systemic but typically overshadowed by attention to 'harder' security 
At'stna Rashid. Wailing for.Juslice. HaJ-iriani.. p.10 
Sa\e Chidren Fund to support NGO in rehabilitating Valley Orphans. Kashmir Time, Ma} 7. 
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matters. The report has pointed out that violence against women has 
prevented accurate assessments of the actual harms preserved by 
\\omen, for example. due to widowhood'....  
l:nl'orced disappearance is one of the most harrowing consequences of 
the armed conflict in Kashmir. It has been argued in several scholarly 
studies that the lower-middle classes were more directly involved in 
the public mohilisation for Azadi and therefore subject to greater 
repression by the state. The prolonged, often permanent absence of 
male family members is particularly detrimental for women from 
\%eaker socio-economic backgrounds, where the absence of male kin 
has severe economic implications. " During the last decade and a 
Half, , thousands of people have been summarily arrested and detained 
under PSA, TAUA, and POTA. The enforced disappearance in the 
valley has given rise to, what has come to be known as 1- lal f-widows,-
women whose spouses have neither been declared dead nor have they 
returned back to their places of residence. Absence of proof of death 
Ialf widow-Half life. Responding to Gendered Violence in Kashrnir. A report by Association 
of parents of disappeared persons. LW ka i/abacku).Jiles.►rordni-eys.com/-7O/l O'/hu/-►rid.. -
(rl-file s/)t/ z re'xQrLyc1 p.3 
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makes life miserable for the half-widows and they continue to live 
With uncertain futurelu?  
According to a report of 2011 there are about 1500 half-widows in the 
valley.' The report took cognizance of the half-widows of civilians, 
militants as well as 'suspected militant' members who joined APDP 
and have pursued disappearance cases are wives of civilian. According 
to the report, 1,417 cases of disappearances documented by the APDP 
reveal a common pattern. The forces enter and search a house and take 
a male member with then who is never seen again. In most cases, 
wives and other family, members who go looking for their loved ones 
are sent from one military base to another, one jail to another, each 
suggesting some clue at the next. Usually, there frantic searches end 
up in vain, and the family returns back empty-handed.lt''r . The 
condition of halt-widows is rendered worse owing to the fact that they 
cannot remarry, unsure of the fate of their spouses, and are denied the 
paltry state assistance that is offered to the widows'. Most of these 
\\omen- the widows, halfwidows and the mothers of missing sons, are 
unemployed and are sustained by relatives, neighbours. NGO's. 
Ault-Iit-I tall' Wido. been: -Aclilabackup.liles. uurdpress.comi201 /i07 /wIJ-widow-half-w fe-
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meagre government relief, parents, and their husband's pensions. A 
t'e\\ among them eke out their livin,` starting part-time businesses, or 
by making, handicraft goods or by tilling their small fields. 
Government sanctioned financial support, especially in the case of 
civilian killings, usually reaches the widows after two or more years 
of the death of their husbands' ~`'. 	According to I)ahla's study, 
101/300 (33.6%) widows, were provided financial support by 
Governmental organisations, the relatives provided support to 99/300 
widows, and only 7.3 (22/300) widows were provided any financial 
support by NGO's. 	One Firdous a resident of, Srinagar was arrested 
by the arm). Ile was arrested and booked under PSA for two years. 
Firdous was later asked by the army to work as their informer and on 
his refusal to do so. he was, presumably eliminated' by the army. 
After his disappearance, his mother. Fatima applied for the ex-gratia 
relief as well as benefit under SRO-43 of 1994. However, neither the 
whereabouts of Firdous were revealed nor any relief provided to the 
lamily. 	In another much publicised case of Parveena Akhter v/s 
state and others petition no. 64/91 case, even the finding of the inquiry 
conducted by senior additional Sessions judge, Srinagar had observed 
tiurl Ira%ita. / ipur: of l'Jolence on icbwea oa. p.39 
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that the 'rational Security Guard arrested Javaid during the intervening 
night of 17-18 august 1990 and thereafter he disappeared. It has been 
almost 2 decades now and the state has neither confirmed his death, 
nor has it, handed him back to his family.10t' 
1•he social impact of conflict is most visible in the emergence of 
\%omen-headed households, Widows or half-widows are abruptly 
thrust into a position of responsibility owing to the need to sustain the 
family."'' According to the official records, the total number of 
disappeared persons registered by the state is 693. As per the standing 
rules next of kins of missing persons are entitled to Rs. I lakh as ex-
i,ratia relief after fulfilling all codal formalities. Ex-gratia in favour of 
332 cases has been sanctioned' 1 . Half-widows, generally refrain from 
demanding any ex-gratia relief and the popular feeling is that they 
should accept compensation at all. This is owing to two reasons. One 
because she isn't sure about her husband's death and two, because she 
would be accepting money from the very state actors who are 
responsible for her husband's disappearance in the first place' 12 
Amongthe Muslims. the decision of a half-widow to remarry often 
.State vi lhunw, Rigghts in Jwnmu and Kashmir. 1990 - 2005, p.5 
ihid 
hr/ormativ ;1/issi ve April 2006. p. II 
{calf-life half widows; h_»f~:_'ku ilahucku iles.u'orcl~ress.cum/?011/07/ha/(-widow-hulf -wi i- 
ti j dp. r.'/wrl. pc/f 
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invites contentious theological debates, concerning the length of 
\Vaiting period for a woman whose husband had disappeared.113 In 
1939, the dissolution of Mulsim Marriage Act was passed in India. It 
was adopted by the State of Jammu and Kashmir in the year 1942 and 
since then It prevails in J&K. There is a clause in the Act which states; 
that a woman who is the wife of a person according to Muslim law 
shall be entitled to obtain a decree for the dissolution of marriage on 
the around that the whereabouts of the husband have not been known 
for a period of 4 years. She can then go to court and seek permission 
to dissolve the marriage. Among the Muslim theologians, however, 
the issue is far from settled. One group of Ulema's in Kashmir say that 
if a halt-widow, marries a second time and her first husband comes 
hack. the previous marriage would be dissolved. However another 
group believe that if the first husband comes back after the woman has 
gone for a second marriage then the second marriage would be 
dissolved, but if she has borne any children from second marriage, 
they would be deemed legal' t t` 
• Muslims believe in 4 schools of thought, IIanati. Malaki, %haIili and IIarnbIi-, accordine to 
hantia school of thought, a %oman has to wait for 90 gars to remaw in case her husband 
disappeared. This lead Muslim Ulema of I Ianati School of Thought to think of an improvisation in 
the existine order therrbire a clause was borrowed from Malaki school in \thich woman has to 
%%ait for 7 \ears, some sa\ 4 and then she can remarr.  
~ State t Human Rig/u.% in ./canna and Kushrnir. 199(1 - 2005. p.277 
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Adding to the problems of these women. Personal laws do not allow 
distribution of property of a disappeared person unless he is `declared' 
dead and surviving family members have to wait for 7 years to even 
apply in court to have some access to the property. The process takes 
another 2 years in court. Half widows and family, members of 
disappeared persons therefore have to wait at least 9 years before 
being able to access to property.''' Remarriage is not an easy option 
for widows and half-widows, owing to the social stigma that is 
socially associated with it. 	Waiting for twelve years for her 
disappeared husband, Sara Bano married but faced social ostracism 
from her family and communityt"". A widow in her early thirties was 
encouraged by her acquaintances to remarry but she had to drop the 
idea on the ground that her in-laws, threatened to take custody of her 
o.ko female-kids. 11 In a study conducted by Dabla, it has been shown 
that about 65% women retained the custody of their children, while 
the remaining 35% were forced to entrust their children to the care of 
their parental and maternal grand-parents.1Ix A report by APIP 
points out that half-widows often suffer psychologically when they are 
Atshana Rashid, flail ticicloWs. P. 96-97 
Sara l3ano's test imon\. in a study b\ Alsana. reveals that she married to feed her children as 
there was no other source of income and nobody helped her. But when she re-married. They kept 
taunting her. 
,u 	unheard Vol - I I, July- sep 2005 
I)abla t3ashir Ahtnad . Widows and orphans in Kusltnrir . P.65 
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separated from their children. There are several instances where the 
in-laws choose to keep and raise their grandchildren While turning out 
the half-widow and providing no visitation rights. In certain other 
cases, the half-widow's natal families take them back only on the 
condition that their children remain with the in-laws or be sent to 
orphanage. In still other cases, the report goes on to add, children are 
divided between the halt-widow's parents and in-laws and she may in 
such a situation never see one/all of her children''9 
Many women Who did remarry had to social ostracism, sometimes 
even from members of their own families.'`" Absence of 
organisations, both governmental and voluntary, working lr such 
women, at the grass root level, has further worsened the plight.'2 ' 
Such hapless women sometimes resort to begging to Iced their 
children. Others take to prostitution selling their bodies to feed their 
families''. Adding to this. I)r Khurshid-ul-islam, 'since the' do not 
have help from anywhere many women are compelled to enter flesh 
trade. In the absence of female politicians, women's concerns and 
IIaIl=lilc half -%% ido%%. hitp. kcjJilahackun.li/es.Hordpress.com/2011/O7/hcdf-widotsw-ha/J-uJi- 
tip. rt)rrl. pdJ 
Ibid 
At ana Rashid. /lull-Tfidows, p.12  
Ten years ago Subi's husband. deputy chief of the AI-Barg militant outfit was killed by SF in 
an encounter. And this mother of six children lost e\ervthini. With no source of income, she was 
forced to be in order to feed her children, among them a 20 .ear old unmarried daughter. 
Suri Kavita. /mhacI u/ violence'WJ 1IOlflt?II S c'dIK'(J!!Op in Kashmir, WISCOMP, New Delhi. 
2006 p.39 
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aspirations remain hostage to a male-dominated Kashmiri polity and 
patriarchal militant leadership for whom gender is secondary'.' 24 In 
'U04 see scandal, a lady constable was alleged to be one among the 
pimps. On her arrest she revealed that the girls were also supplied to 
bie hotels like Grand Palace and Hotel Broadway of Srinagar. She 
revealed that such girls were the ones who had recently been recruited 
in the dept. of Police and CIDt2'. 
Rape affects the women's eligibility to marry or to remain married. In 
the infamous rape case in Kunan Pospora, only a couple of men took 
back their wives, even after intervention of the militants. Speaking to a 
\~onmen's group, a raped woman said that she begged her husband to 
forgive her for a sin she had never committed but he refused. He 
refused to take her back because he saw her as `polluted' defiled by 
another man.' 2`' The marriage of raped women is non-existent in 
Kashmir. but the stigma that is attached to rape, often prevent other 
girls in the family from finding a suitable groom.' 	The rape of 
women in Kunan Poshpora was a powerful symbolic defeat for the 
men of the village: yet, the sequential logic and politics of 'honour' 
'''Kari Seenta, Clrncler uncl.t/rlsur,;aiwii, p. 146 
''' Shabttuttt Qa\oottt, Kashmir Afein Khx'uteen he-Hurmatj. Waqar Publications. Srinagar, 
edition 4. 2010. p. 299 
t r ashi t3atalia(ed.) Speaking peace, IJ'onten'.e I oicesJrom Kas/un r. Kali for Women, New 
Delhi. 2002 p. 83 
.State of Human Rights in ,lummu and Kashmir, 1990-05. p.273 
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transcended its perpetuators to rebound with cruel irony on its 
survivors. The men of Poshpora lament the fate that befell their 
"omen; yet when asked whether they would marry women from 
another village where women had been raped. they refuse 
categorically. 1,8 
Women are valued in Kashmir as markers of community identity. and 
the burden of' preserving the cultural purity or Kashmirivat falls on 
their bodies. Since women are seen as markers of community, identity, 
they are particularly vulnerable to violence and sexual abuse. Their 
vulnerability is heightened during times of conflict, and the battle 
among male contestants is mostly fought over women's bodies. 
Women's bodies are prime targets of attack, but women also suffer 
violence from their 'ow'n men', as well, who impose restrictions on 
their movements and attire, in the interest of the honour of the 
community' 1 . Women in political struggles are configured as 
embodying the community/nationality's distinct (superior) tradition 
and cultural identity. According to Rita Manchanda, the graphic 
representation of women's subordination as symbolised in the veil. 
Kali. Seema Gender ancl.t/ilinar,:atian. 158 
.\ a& Rita 7hcw hn/pccv f 11. I'M !,I ('nn/lictc on I t nnen, p.18 
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exposes the aendercd nature of the political struggles. In Kashmir girl 
students complained that militants came to the class rooms and insisted that 
all girls cover their heads and wear burgas(veils).131 
Yuval Nira Davis in her work 'Gender and Nation rightly points out that 
women. in their 'proper' behaviour, their 'proper clothing', embody the line 
which signifies the collccti'c boundarics t'2. 
The Muslim fundamentalist organisations have been trying to introduce 
hcn'yu and chador as part of their lslamisation programme. Notices were 
printed in the local papers warning \\omen that severe action would he 
taken if' the did not don purdah' . Such cultural violence against \\omen 
actually serves to legitimise misogyny and a predatory construct of 
masculinity 134 . The lushkure -ioi-ha decreed that Kashmiri women either 
'\\car burga' (veil) or lace bullets. Militants shot girls for wearing jeans and 
in doing so. argued that they actually 'protected women'. t 'S Young students 
\\ould also threaten a teacher who was not properly covered or had plucked 
her eve brows t '`'. In march 1999. t a Kashiniri girls, Mehvish( 16 r old) 
and Nausheen (14 yr old) were shot in their legs by militants tier wearing 
Jeans 
Manchanda Rita, Guns and Bur a p.59 
Rape and t!ulesicuwn.. t if eapon of liar in Kashmir (A consolidated report on atrocities 
committed on s%omen in Kashmir) prepared by the Jammu and Kashmir Human Rights As~areness 
and Documentation Centre. Srinagar. No. 32(Srinagar: Institute of kashmir Studies. 1998) 
1998. p.39 
13i Vuval Nira Davis, Op.cit, p-46 
l r%ashi Batalia(ed.) Speaking Peace, p.59 
\lanchanda, Rita 'Guns and Burqa'p. 72 
Chen\ Anuradha ,' Resources or S\ mbols°' p. 184 
41 omen like Nayeema Ahmad Mehjoor. a radio star and executive producer with radio 
Kashmnir. \sere under double pressure. to be veiled and to quit jobs denounced as un-Islamic. 
Na\ema had colour thrown on her bod\ bN the Purderlr crusaders. Amazingly people were swept 
up in a kind of blind faith that what \lujahids said was the voice of Allah. It is said that even her 
otherwise. non-conformist husband urged her to %%ear hurcla. Cited from:. Manchanda Rita, Guns 
anti lurcja.. p.59. 
I ' Kavita Suri . lmpuci of I"n)Iynce Oil Gducaew,z, p.2 I 
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The immediate resistance to a dress code came from the urban 
educated elite with college girls refusing to respond the militant 
threats. "l'heir resistance received substantial support from Kashmiri 
women, especially in the rural areas, who found its imposition alien to 
their culture-, buryu was never a part of traditional Kashmiri dress. 
Women would wear in the traditional attire of Kashmir a qasaba or 
ornate head gear and a long phh-un, and their faces were never 
co v ered. t;K 
Instead of protecting women /mryu made these women more 
vulnerable to the security forces. Security forces were convinced that 
one in ever}, three buryu clad person was a militant. It was believed 
that the disguise was used when militants wanted to shift hideouts. 
Women wearing hrn•qus suffered humiliation and sexual harassment 
from the security Iorces.''` In the process of enforcing dress code for 
women, the sari disappeared from the valley altogether. 14(1 'l'he 
emphasis on bur'yu demonstrated an assertion by the men of the 
communit\ of their control over their women, a protective control 
which had necessarily to be demonstrated given their sense of 
emasculation in the face of the armed might and humiliating treatment 
Shiraz Sidh~ca. "Dukhtaran-e-Millat: Profile of a militant- fundamentalist women's 
organisation." IN Kamla l3hasin and Ritu Menon (eds. ). . lgainsr A// Odds Essays on lt'o,nen. 
Religion and /)t'r&r/opincnt tram Indio and Pakistan . New Delhi: Kali for Women. 1994, p. 128 
Manchanda Rita,'Guns and l3urga' p.59.6O 
l r\ashi Batlalia(cd.)..S/h'aking Pi'<rce P.138 
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by security forces and their resentment towards women's necessary 
activism' it 
t: rider the continued threat of the militants and conservative elements 
in Kashmir, almost all women have taken to burqa or chador. There is 
scarcely any woman in the valley who would walk around in public 
places without covering her head14,. By and large girls in Kashmir no 
longer wear skirts or Jeans ~3. I enquired from my respondents about 
their opinions over the impact of diktats on the dress of Kashmiri 
\'omen. 44.5% women respondents said that purdah has become 
mandatory for women in Kashmir and 18% of the total respondents 
said that covering of heads has become compulsory after the issue of 
diktat. I lowever Respondents believed that there was no impact of 
diktats on the attire of women in Kashmir. 
'  Cheno\ Anuradha. 'Resources or Ss'mbolsT.. p. 184 
Manchanda 'Guns and Ruur<ga'. p.59 
Ibid pi 7 
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APPENDIX 111-A 
S l .\ l'f. \S ,\GGR[SSOR: 
A Report in the Newsletter of an NCO (2005) 
Zahida was killed by a Rashtriya Rifles soldier masked as a militant. 
whom he intended to rape, in the intervening night of 13 and 14 July 
2005 at around 1 II'M. The soldier had entered the house through 
windo\% after the inmates refused to allow him into the house. When 
the inmates screamed he fired at and stabbed Zahida, and fled from the 
house while spraying bullets at the chasing villagers. CRPF troopers 
manning in the paddy fields thought he was a militant and gunned him 
down. Later dead soldier was identilied as Baljinder Singh of 49 
Rashtriva Rifles. 
While talking to I "dices Unheard. the family members said that at 
1 1.05 PM on Wednesday night. They heard someone knocking at their 
door. ' We heard a knock at the door but did not respond to it. For we 
knew that, at this point of time no civilian would dare to move out of 
his home'. Ilo-, ever, he climbed a walnut tree adjacent to our house 
and jumped into our compound. His face was veiled. He was in 
civvies, said Muhammed Igbal, younger brother of Zahida. lqbal was 
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the first person to identify the veiled intruder as the RR personnel. The 
soldier was stationed adjacent to the victim's house on 12`' July when 
RR person cordoned the whole village. 
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APPENDIX III-13 
SR() 43: 
Application of Rules:-These rules shall apply to the Compassionate 
appointment of a person who is a family member of:- 
• i. a Government employee who dies in harness other than due to 
militancy related action: 
• ii. a Government employee who dies as a result of militancy 
related action and is not involved in militancy related activities; 
• iii. a civilian who dies as a result of militancy related action not 
involved in militancy related activities and total income of the 
family from all sources does not exceed Rs.3,500/- per month as 
assessed by the Revenue Officer not below the rank of an 
Assistant Commissioner; 
• k. A permanent resident Junior Commissioned Officer or non-
Commissioned Officer of the armed force or an Officer of 
equivalent rank of the Para military force who is killed in action 
connected \% ith law and order duties within the State of .Jammu 
and Kashmir or as a result of enemy action on the line of actual 
control. 
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Source: Office oithe Divisional Commissioner, Government of'J&K 
htt: kashinnirdivision.nir.in/about,'ser•vices/siro43a.litm 
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APPENDIX IIIC 
.1111U ANI) K; SIIM11t PUBLIC SAFETY ACT, 1978 (ACT 
M 
~ 	1 
NO. 6 OF 1978) 
('11.VTER I I'RI;1.1\11N.\Rv 
I.Short title and extent...... 
2. Definitions.... 
3. Prohibited places. 
(1 )l1 as respects any place the Government considers it necessary or 
expedient that special precautions should be taken to prevent the entry 
Of unauthorised persons, the Government may, by notitied order, 
declare that place to be a prohibited place. 
(2)\o person shall, without the permission of the Government or the 
authority specified b\ the Government, enter, or be on or in, or pass 
over, or loiter in the vicinity of, any prohibited place. 
(3 )Where in pursuance of sub-section (2) any person is granted 
permission to enter, or to be on or in, or to pass over, a prohibited 
place, that person shall, hile acting under such permission comply 
with such orders for regulating his conduct.as may he given by the 
Government or the authority specified by the Government. 
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(4 )Anv Police Officer, or any other person authorised in this behalf' by 
the Government, may search any person entering or seeking to enter 
or being on or in, or leaving a prohibited place, and any vehicle, 
aircraft or article brought in by such person. and may. for the purpose 
of the search, detain such person, vehicle, aircraft and article. 
Provided that no female shall be searched in pursuance of this sub-
section except by a female ............. 
4. Protected areas. 
(1 )11 the Government considers it necessary or expedient in the 
interests of the defence or security of the State to regulate the entry of 
person into any area, it may, by a notified order declare the area to be 
a protected area, and thereupon, for so long as the order is in force, 
such area shall be protected area Jor the purpose of this Act. 
(2 )!'he Government or the authority specified by the Government may 
regulate the entry of any person into a protected area. 
(3 )I1' any person is in a protected area in contravention of the 
provisions of any order passed under thin section then, without 
prejudice to any other proceedings which may be taken against him, 
he may be removed therefrom by or under the direction of any police 
officer not below the rank of'a Sub-Inspector. 
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(4)lf an person is in a protected area in contravention of any of 
provisions of this section. he shall be punishable with imprisonment 
fir a term which may extend to two months, or with fine, or with both. 
5. Forcing or evading a guard. 
Any person who effects or attempts to effect entry into a prohibited 
place or a protected area after taking precautions to conceal his entry 
or attempted entry from any person posted for the purpose of 
protecting or of preventing or controlling access to such place or area 
shall be punishable with imprisonment for term which may extend to 
three months, or with fine, or with both 
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6. Power to prohibit circulation within the State or entry into the 
State of certain documents. 
(1 )The Government, or any authority authorised by it in this behalf, if 
satisfied that such action is necessary for the purposes of preventing or 
combating any activity prejudicial to the maintenance of communal 
or sectarian, or regional harmony effecting or likely to affect public 
order, may, by notified order, regulate or restrict the circulation within 
the State, or prohibit or restrict the importation into the State, of any 
document............................................... 
(2)Any person who contravenes an order made under this section 
shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 
three months or with fine or with both.................................................... 
7.I emoval of doubts. 
S.Detention of certain persons. 
(1)fhe Government may - 
(a)if satisfied with respect to any person that with a view to preventing 
him from acting in any manner prejudicial to 
(i) the security of the State or the maintenance of the public order, or 
(ii)[deleted by J & K Act XII of 1988] 
(b)if satisfied with respect to any person who is - 
(i)a foreigner within the meaning of the Foreigners Act; 1946, or 
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( ii )a person residing in the area of the State under the occupation of 
Pakistan. 
that with a view to regulating his continued presence in the state or 
\%ith a view to making arrangements for his expulsion from the State, 
it is necessary so to do, make an order directing that such person be 
detained. 
(?)any of the following officers, namely - 
(i )Divisional Commissioners, 
(ii)I)istgict Magistrates, 
may, if satisfied as provided in sub-clauses (i) and (ii) of clause (a) of 
sub-section (1), exercise the powers conferred by the said sub-section. 
(3 )For the purposes of sub-section (1), - 
(a)Ideleted by J & K Act XII of' 1988] 
(h)acting in any manner prejudicial to the maintenance of public 
order" means 
(i )promoting, propagating, or attempting to create, feelings of enmity 
or hatred or disharmony on grounds of religion, race, caste, 
community, or region; 
(ii )making preparations fir using. or attempting its use, or using. or 
instigating, inciting, or otherwise abetting the use of force where such 
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preparation, using, attempting, instigating, inciting, provoking or 
abetting, disturbs or is likely to disturb public order; 
. 
(tiilI)atremptmg to commit, or commtttmg, or instigaling, inciting, 
provoking or otherwise abetting the commission of mischief within 
the meaning of section 425 of the Ranbir Penal Code where the 
commission of such mischief disturbs, or is likely to disturb public 
order; 
(iv)attempting to commit, or committing, or instigating, inciting, 
provoking or otherwise abetting the commission of an offence 
punishable with death or imprisonment for life or imprisonment for a 
term extending to seven years or more, where the commission of such 
offence disturbs, or is likely to disturb public order................................ 
9.Execution of detention orders. 
A detention order may be executed at any place in the manner 
provided for the execution of warrants of arrest under the Code. 
IO.Power to regulate place and conditions of detention. 
Any person in respect of whom a detention order has been made under 
section 8 shall be liable - 
(a)to be detained in such place and under such conditions including 
conditions as to the maintenance of discipline and punishment for 
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breaches of discipline as the Government may, by general or, special 
order, specify and, 
(b)to be removed li'om one place of detention to another place of 
detention in the State by order of the Government................................ 
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18.Maxitnum period of detention. 
(1 )"I'he maximum period fir which <in\, person may he detained in 
pursuuiicc of an detention order \\Bich has been confirmed under 
section 17. shall he - 
(a)twelve months from the date of detention in the case of persons 
acting in any manner prejudicial to the maintenance of public order or 
indulging in smuggling of timber; and 
(h)two y ears from the date of' detention in the case of persons acting in 
any manner prejudicial to the security of the State. 
(2)Nothin_t contained in this section shall affect the powers of the 
Government to revoke or modify the detention order at any earlier 
tithe, or extend the period of detention of' a foreigner in case his 
expulsion from the State has not been made possible. 
20.'I'emporan release of persons detained. 
(1)"I'he Government may, at any time, order that a person detained in 
pursuance of detention order may he released for any specified period 
either without conditions or upon such conditions specified in the 
direction as that person accepts and may, at any tinge, cancel his 
release. 
(2)In directing the release of any person under sub-section (1), the 
Government may require him to enter into a bond with or without 
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sureties for the due observance of' the conditions specified in the 
direction. 
(3 )Anv person released under sub-section (1), shall surrender himself 
at the time and place and to the authority, specified in the order 
directing his release or cancelling his release as the case may be. 
(4 )f f any person fails without sufficient cause to surrender himself in 
the manner specified in sub-section (3) be shall be punishable with 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years or with tine, 
or with both. 
(5)11 any person released under subsection (I) fails to fulfil any of' the 
conditions imposed upon him under the said sub-section or in. the 
bond entered into by him, the bond shall he declared to be forfeited 
and any person bound thereby shall be liable to the penalty thereof. 
6 )The period of release shall not count towards the total period of 
detention undergone by the person released under this section. 
Source: Laws of India 
littp:iV' llt'►t,.lcaysofinclia.org/statela%t-/6389/TheJarnmuanu/Koski nir•Pub 
(icSafetv:-1ct 1978.hmil 
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APPENDIX 111-U 
MOLESTATION OF WOMEN BY STATE AGENTS 
TIIROI'GII DRACONIAN ACTS: 
Reported by .lamniu and Kashmir Coalition of Civil Society 
(19911). 
Raria Sultana, Daughter of Raja Ali Maradan Khan Rio Booniyar 
Bali, Islamabad Razia is the eldest of the family of two sisters and one 
brother. On 13 May 1990 her father was allegedly picked up by 3" 
Sikh between the Check Post and fruit forest nursery. Eyewitnesses 
said that some gypsy borne security personnel in civvies picked him 
up. Since that day nothing was known of his whereabouts. Razia 
Sultania searched for him everywhere in almost all jails throughout 
India. After long search, she returned to Jammu she was asked by try 
again in Kote Balwal Jail. According to Razia after her persistant 
pleas, I)SP talked to SP on her behalf, but the SP refused to give her 
permission to meet her father. Later she also met IG police and some 
ministers, but nothing happened.' Five years later in 1995, 3S RR 
arrested her. 'I'he put her for five days in their custody. During these 
li' e days they tortured her and heated her ruthlessly in which she got 
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serious head injur\ for which she was stitched upon in the 38 RR 
dispensar\ . After torture they handed her over to police station 
(ITHtamuitah. from where she \\as sent to JIC Baramulla for 14 
months. There she was kept in a cell and tortured with electric shocks. 
Then after 14 months she was sent to Central Jail in Bararnulla under 
PSA toor 24 months. After the terns was over, she was realised for a 
brief period and then rearrested. She was tortured with electric shocks 
and verbal abuse. After her release three months later, she stayed at 
her maternal home as her husband deserted her after she got arrested. 
luring her detention her only brother got married and settled 
separately. Disillusioned and dispirited with no male support. Razia 
started her poultry farm. During her detention, her husband has also 
remarried rendering her dispirited. With all these sufferings she 
continued to live with her mother and two sisters. In April 2003. she 
was again arrested by. S 11  (Air Crago) Srinagar. She was ruthlessly 
tortured and the Inspector made her nude and beated one her legs and 
thighs. She was released on 21 June 2003. She was again arrested and 
rearrested on the charges of supporting militancy. Razia however 
stated that she had been persuaded by different intelligence agencies in 
Uri for working for them. which she always refused. 
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Sourer: Stale of IIrrWiun Rights in Jaanhnu unc! Kashmir 1990-2005 
Compiled and collated by Public Commission on Human Rights, 
edited by Parvez Imroz on behalf of Coalition of Civil Society, 
Srinagar (Uclhi: I lindustan Printers. 2005) 
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APPENDIX IIIE 
TUUE :ARMED FOR('ES (JAN NIt:.\\I) KASHMIR) SPECIAL. POWERS 
. ("I', 19911 
131: it enacted by Parliament in the Forty-first Year of the Republic of 
India as follows: 
1. Short title, extent and commencement. 
(1) This Act may be called the Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) 
Special Powers Act. 1990. 
(2') It extends to the whole of the State of Jammu and Kashmir. 
(3) It shall be deemed to have come into force on the 5 h` day of July, 
1990. 
l)ennitions. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,- 
(a) "armed forces" means the military forces and the air forces 
operating as land forces and includes any other armed forces of the 
lanion so operating (b) "disturbed area" means an area which is for the 
time being declared by notification under section 3 to be a disturbed 
area; 
(c) all other words and expressions 'used herein, but not defined and 
defined in the Air force Act, 1 9501 . or the Army Act, 19502, shall 
have the meanings respectively assigned to them in those Acts. 
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3. Power to declare areas to be disturbed areas. If, in relation to the 
State of Jammu and Kashmir, the Governor of that State or the Central 
Government, is of opinion that the whole or any part of the State is in 
such a disturbed and dangerous condition that the use of armed forces 
in aid of the civil power is necessary to prevent— 
(a) activities involving terrorist acts directed towards overawing the 
Government as by law established or striking terror in the people or 
any section of the people or alienating any section of the people or 
adversely affecting the harmony amongst different sections of the 
people; 
(b) activities directed towards disclaiming, questioning or disrupting 
the sovereignty and territorial integrity of India or bringing about 
cession of a part of the territory of India or secession of a part of the 
territory of India Front the Union or causing insult to the Indian 
National Flag, the Indian National Anthem and the Constitution of 
India, the Governor of the State or the Central Government, may. by 
notification in the Official Gazette, declare the whole or any part of 
the State to be a disturbed area. 
Explanation: In this section, "terrorist act" has the same meaning as in 
Explanation to article 248 of the Constitution of India as applicable to 
the State of Jammu and Kashmir. 
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4. Special powers of the armed forces. Any commissioned officer, 
\arrant officer, non-commissioned officer or any other person of 
equivalent rank in the armed forces may, in a disturbed area,- 
(a it' he is of opinion that it is necessary so to do for the maintenance 
of public order, after giving such due warning as he ma \ consider 
necessary, fire upon or otherwise use force, even to the causing of 
death, against any person who is acting in contravention of any law or 
order for the time being in force in the disturbed area prohibiting the 
assembly of five or more persons or the carrying of weapons or of 
things capable of being used as weapons or of firearms, ammunition 
or explosive substances: 
(h) if he is of opinion that it is necessary so to do. destroy any arms 
dump. prepared or fortified position or shelter from which armed 
attacks are made or are likely to be made or are attempted to be made, 
or any structure used as training camp for armed volunteers or utilized 
as a hide-out by armed gangs or absconders wanted for any offence, 
(c) arrest, without warrant, any persons who has committed a 
cognizable offence or against whom a reasonable suspicion exists that 
he has committed or is about to commit a cognizable offence and may 
use such force as may be necessary to effect the arrest, 
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(d) enter and search, without warrant, any premises to make any such 
arrest as aforesaid or to recover any person believed to be wrongful 
restrained or confined or any property reasonably suspected to be 
stolen property or any arms, ammunition or explosive substances 
believed to be unlawful kept in such premises, and may For that 
purpose use such force as may be necessary, and seize any such 
property, arms, ammunition or explosive substances; 
(e) stop, search and seize any vehicle or vessel reasonably suspected 
to be carrying any person who is a proclaimed offender, or any 
persons who has committed a non-cognizable offence, or against 
whom a reasonable suspicion exists that he has committed or is about 
to commit a non-cognizable offence, or any person who is carrying 
an arms, ammunition or explosive substance believed to be 
unla\% fully held by him, and niav, for that purpose, use such force as 
may be necessary to effect such stoppage, search or seizure, as the 
case may be. 
S. Power of search to include powers to break open locks. etc. Every 
person making a search under this Act shall have the power to break 
open the lock of any door, ahnirah, sale, box, cupboard, drawer. 
package or other thing, if the key thereof is withheld. 
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(. Arrested persons and seized property to be made over to the police. 
An person arrested and taken into custody under this Act and ever% 
property. arms. ammunition or explosive substance or any vehicle or 
vessel seized under this Act, shall be made over to the officer-in 
charge of the nearest police station with the least possible delay, 
together with a report of the circumstances occasioning the arrest, or 
as the case may he, occasioning the seizure of such property, arms, 
ammunition or explosive substance or any vehicle or vessel, as the 
case may be. 
7. Protection of persons acting in good faith under this Act. No 
prosecution, suit or other legal proceeding shall be instituted, except 
with the previous sanction of the Central Government, against any 
person in respect of anything done or purported to be done in exercise 
of the powers conferred by this Act. 8. Repeal and saving. ( I ) The 
Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) Special Powers Ordinance, 
19903. is hereby repealed. (2) Notwithstanding such repeal, anything 
clone or any action taken under the said Ordinance shall he deemed to 
have been done or taken under the corresponding provisions of this 
Oct. 
Source: l'he Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II-Section 1, 1990 
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IV WOMEN'S ROLE IN THE 
POLITICS OF RESISTANCE 
IN KASHMIR 
CHAPTER IV 
\VOMIEN'S ROLE; IN Tl1E POLITICS OF RESISTANCE IN 
KASHMIR 
\\ onmen's Agene-, 
Sociolo.tical theories usually deal with stable societies, and while 
sociologists study ' iolence as a social problem, they rarely engage 
with societies where people sufTer violence in almost everyday. 
routine forms. Most sociological concepts turn out to be inadequate in 
dealing with conflict-ridden societies, where violence is an almost 
daily occurrence. Sociologists who have studied conflict-ridden 
societies usually treat women as passive, inert victims of violence. 
While it is indeed true that in situations of violent conflicts women are 
systematically targeted. and suffer far more than men, they also 
exercise considerable agency in such situations. 
In situations of conflicts and armed struggles, it is often their 
reproductive and nurturing roles that are politicised. Rita Manchanda 
rightly points out that the political activities of' ordinary women arise 
li-om their everyday experiences, of affirming concern for the safety of' 
their family and the sustenance ot• their community. 'l'he populist 
demands of the struggle created the social space for women to come 
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out of their domestic seclusion'. Se%oral Studies have shown that in 
situations of conflict 	omen take on new independent roles and 
demonstrate capacities for decision making with implications for at 
least, equal involvement of women in community management, peace 
process and reconstruction activities'. 
While challenging the notion of victimhood in the midst of war, the 
women of Kashmir are engaged in reconstructing their devastated 
lives. As Rita Manchanda holds, in war, the dominant image of 
women as losers - as victims, has grave consequences for a true 
awareness of the differential impact of conflict on women's and men's 
lives and the creative strategies that women forge for the survival of 
their families and communities. The hardships and struggles for 
sure ival pushes them into assuming 	decision- making roles, 
sometimes as participants in peace negotiations and other times, as 
active agents in the armed conflicts. The challenge is to shore up the 
Pains' 	rought by conflict in the experiences of both civilian and 
combatant women to strengthen women as agents of social 
transformation. It is a paradox that even as armed conflicts cause 
rvlanchanda Ritated.), 11'onten. liar euul I'eace in .Suurh Asia: /Jcvund I'ictrinhood to lgenet'. 
Sage Publications. Nei% t)clhi.2001 
pp 5; 
Manchanda Rita. 'Women's A ,,enc> in Peace building: Gender Relations in Post-Contlict 
Consiructiun. F.Cofu» flit• and Political Week'.• ,- Vol.40. No.44/45. (Oct 29 -Nov 4) 2005.p. 1431 
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immense pain and sufferings to women, these conflicts creates spaces 
for women to assert their agency, and actively reshape their personal 
and social relationships, and political commitments.' 
Women of Kashmir came out from their homes, in the early days of 
1990 protesting against the atrocities of the state, and to shield men 
Irons the Tzethis of the forces. They would sit on daily e/lurd?as in large 
groups at the city's jails to pressurise the security forces to free the 
boys who had been picked up, often arbitrarily by the forces. Women 
seized the democratic space for popular protest and would march to 
the tiN office, out in front, shielding the men, braving lathi blows and 
tear gas. It was an activism rooted in their cultural role as mothers. 
wives and sisters". Rita Manchanda argues that domestic activism rests 
on the 'Stretched roles of women's everyday lives as caregivers and 
nurtures and is often ignored in the narratives of political struggles. 
Women develop the habit of listening to the news and staying 
connected to the informal grapevine,. 	Consciousness leads to 
activism, and as they become politically conscious, they are 
constrained to involve themselves in public and political spaces as 
well. The popular demand for .4 ach or the Kashmir intifad i, created 
Ibid p.4738 
Manchanda Rita. 'Guns and Burga' IN {t'onlcn and {{'cu- in .Sorilh Asia. p. 51 
Manchanda. ELW11 » niit' and Political It'cekh•, p.4739 
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an ambi~LIuous space for omen's assertion. While old and young men, 
fearinu crackdo~w-ns, shoot-outs and torture withdrew from the public 
eye, women captured the public centre-stage to ensure the survival of 
their families. They learnt to negotiate power for the safety of their 
families and to secure in the release of their men. In an unusual 
'stretching' of domestic roles, women assumed political roles, and 
actively participated with forces of political resistance. Even though 
women gain agency, aimed conflict emasculates society and 
reinforces sexist roles. 	As observed by scholars studying in 
Palestine, armed conflicts leads to the blurring of the boundaries that 
separate the home from the front, and collapses distinctions between 
feminine and masculine spaces in contlict. The continuous violation of 
the home-the violent entries, searches and demolitions, sieges and 
massacre of civilians cast aside notions of home as a space distant 
from the conflict. As observed by Seema Kazi, the Kashmiri 
women's engagement with the Movement for Audi derives from their 
own understanding and lived experience of the situation that testifies 
to not just a keen political understanding of the crisis, but their 
[3hawana Khajooria. 'Political Roles of Women in Kashmir' IN, Malashri Lal. Sukrita Paul 
Kumar (ed.) II'  omen 's sluclies in India .co tours of chwtge. Indian Institute of advanced study. 
Shimla 2002. p. 270 
Julie Peteet. 'Icons and Militants: Mothering in the Danger 'Lone'. IN, Therese. Carolyn. Allen. 
(ed.l Op.cit 138 
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multiple roles within it. She further argues that these multiple roles of 
omen have preserved family and community, and greatly tacilitatcd 
the general resistance against state hegemony.H 
Domestic activism of women is vital, for, the sustenance of the 
conflict. It is women who keep intact the fabric of the family and 
community which enables the men to go on fighting. There were 
hundreds ordinary women who organised food supply lines during the 
months of' unbroken curfew. in 1991, there was an uninterrupted 
curlew1i>r 190 da\ s` and In the 2008 2009 and the 2010 uprisings"' in 
Kashmir. it was %%omen %\ hu were actually managing the families and 
e'en struggling against the arrests of youth in Kashmir during what 
as termed as 'new Kashmir inti/ada'. At the same time they 
participated in stone pelting, and gave moral support to the boys to 
carry on the tight with stones. Women thus again took to the streets in 
large numbers, walking alongside the men, raising pro-Kashmiri 
independence slogans, in deliance of' the security forces that 
surrounded them 
Kati Seema. Bens e n Dcinocraev and ,Vaiu,n-Gender and .t/ililari=Minn in Kashmir, Women 
Unlimited. tie Delhi 2005. p. 142 
Manchanda Rita.'Guns and Burqa' . p.52 
In 2008. 2009, 2010. Violent Conflicts, Kashmir N% as shut for months together 
Arundhati Ro\. "Land and Freedom.- The Guardian. 22 August 2008; Lydia Polkreen. "2 
Killings Stroke Kashmiri Rage at Indian Force. " the .Vewsw York Tines. 15 August 2009, Parvaiz 
I3ukhari. -Kashmir 2010: The Year of Killing Youth." The Nation,22 September 2010. 
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In the face of continued violence, women have made efforts to break 
the silence. calling for accountability, disarmament and restoration of 
peace. While Women were not active combatants, many supported the 
Movement in the l 990's.' 1 Their support for the armed struggle has 
drastically diminished in the recent decades and given way to peaceful 
protests and consciousness-raisin, activities. Women in Kashmir 
organised demonstrations and marches to protest the arrest or 
disappearance of their sons and husbands. Akin to what has been 
observed in Palestine, they were, through demonstrations actually 
protesting against the disruption and chaos of everyday domestic life 
occasioned by the disappearance of loved ones as well as concern for 
their well-being.' The unflinching courage of marginalised women 
like Parveena Aharigar. in their tight for justice symbolises the self-
actualisation of Kashmiri women, in the face of continued violence 
and suffering. Her activism lead to the formation of an organisation, in 
1994, named Association of Parents of Disappeared persons (APDP). 
Parveena Ahangar became the founding member of APDP and was 
chosen as its president. It comprised of the parents of individuals 
subjected to enforced disappearances. APDI' now has members from 
' see e.g: L-r\ashi Batalia. S/ ,'akrng Peace . IW'onmen's voices from Kashmir, Kali for Women. 
No% Delhi. 2002 
'  Julie Peteet 'Icons and Militants: Mothering in a Danger Zone',p. 139 
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150 families. Women constitute 60% of membership, have 50% 
representation on the executive board (5 out of 10 rotating members 
are women) and at least 50% representation during monthly public 
protests' ¶ 
Recently. APDP fo_md the graves of 1,000 unidentified corpses, 
unceremoniously dug, in graveyards across Uri, the de-facto frontier 
region that divides Indian and Pakistani controlled Kashmir. Despite 
its meagre sources APDP has made strong case for an independent 
international scientific investigation.'' On the occasion of the 
International Day of the Disappeared (Aug 30), APDP came out with 
a paper that contained contradictory statements of the ministers as 
well as chief ministers issued from time to time about the number of 
the persons who had disappeared in the state since 198916. According 
to APDP's own records 8000 to 10,000 people have been subjected to 
enforced disappearances during different regimes.17  
" Half Widow-Half life. Kespondingto Gendered Violence in Kashmir, A report by Association 
of Parents of Disappeared persons. htrp e/kvfi(aback,,pfiles-nordpress. cony/2011/OZ/holJ-widuw-
hrdJ-wife-apdp.reporepd/ accessed on 20th August, 2011 
hap://wune_grealei Kashina cotnhtews/2O08/Mm'/31/grave-concern-23. asp Accessed on March 
10,2010 
"' According to the document, one minister had slated that 3,184 persons disappeared from 1989 to 
July 2002. Then, the former chief minister had declared that 3744 persons were missing during the 
year 2000. 2001, and 2002. The statement that was made in the legislative assembly at Jammu 
said, that '.553 persons disappeared in 2000. 1.586 in 2001 and 605 iu 2002. Again the 1limier 
Chief Minister Multi Sayed during a joint press conference with former Prime Minister or India 
Atal nihari Vajpai at Siinagar. in April 2003. declared only 60 persons have disappeared, the 
document further quoted Chairman or National Panthers Party (NPP) Shim Singh seying that 
4000 persons disappeared persons are lodged in Jammu jails. 
'' Afsana Rashid, Wailing/or JaeVice- Half-widmvs P.1S-19 
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As service provider women also run orphanages, self help groups in 
the conflict torn Kashmir. Nighat Pandit (born 1961) stepped out of a 
comfortable home to address the pain and trauma of people caught in 
the conflict. Braving physical danger and other risks. Pandit and her 
organisation FIELI (human efforts for love and peace)"' and inter-
communal harmony. At a time when very few Kashmiri women were 
responding to the crisis in their midst. Pandit was the first woman to 
start an orphanage (in 1997) for homeless children. Pandit makes 
personal visits to violence-affected areas and interviews the people. 
She also orks with groups to organise income-generating projects. 
Miss Anjuun Zamruda IIabib, who heads a Women's organisation in 
Kashmir. after spending live years of vigorous Jail term, on release 
bonded the Association of Kashmiri Prisoners (AFKP). AFKP 
pro\ ides psycho-social support to the families of Kashmiri prisoners 
held in Indian jails, as well as tracking and documenting their cases20 
" I II I_P fiwndation orks to provide relief to tho'e %%orst affected by the conflict The main 
activities of the organisations are the education and upbringing of orphans, the rehabilitation of 
%vido\%s. mental health counselling for women and children, and the rehabilitation ofphysicall - 
and %isuall\ challenged children. She runs '.Shah/ar'. an orphanage and her own school and 
counselling centre. I ler children had to leave the valley at a voting age because they were 
threatened \%ith kidnapping. 
Bhadhuri Aditi. Creating \e\\ Lives In Kashmir's Conflict "Lone. Social we//are August 2009. 
56(5) p.24-25. also see. Fearless Nighat. Social lf'elfare. September 2007 p.12 
The militant in her: Women and Resistance 
http://www. aliazeera. com/i.ndepth/spotlight/koshmirtheforgottenconf/ict/2011/07/2011731995 
821770.html 
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No peace Movement in the world has succeeded without women's 
activism. Women in several conflict areas have played a pivotal role in 
giving, a much needed push to the peace process. Even in south Asian 
conflicts, such as Srilanka, women are creating their own niche trying 
to propel the peace process forward.2l 
One of' the interesting developments in Kashmir has been the 
appropriation of literary space by women to push forward the agenda 
of' peace. Women in Kashmir have unsuccessfully tried their hand in 
literar. activism. One such attempt was made by a group of women 
activists 'Kashmiri Women's Initiative for Peace and disarmament 
(KWb'IPD)' who used to chronicle women's narratives in a quarterly 
nc\\ sletter 'Voices l nheard'-". It was focused mainly on the 
ictimhood. In another of ort Saima Farhad and Shceha Masoodi 
Launched a women's Magazine named 'Sl-IE'. In the inaugural issue 
of SI II;. the editors explained that the magazine would be an effort to 
unravel the talent and courage of women in Kashmir. They also 
claimed that this would provide the women a platform to discuss about 
IIaII Wido s-I lalf Iite. Responding to Gendered Violence in Kashmir. A Report by Association 
of Parents of Disappeared persons. /rttp ;; kati/uhurkr~p tiles. t urdpress. com '(11 /: 0' ha//-widow-
had/-u itr- i/)dp rc'pnrl. pc// 
2. JKCCS Pays Tribute to Asia on her First Death Anniversary, Voices Unheard, Vol:10, April-June 
2005, P.2 also see, http://www.Kashmirglobol.com/2011/09/Half-Widow-Holt-Wife-APDP. full-
report. pd f, 
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their rights'I. Both the attempts have failed, apparently, due to 
insufficient resources available to them. 
Women in secessionist/political and militant Movements: 
Studies on Kashmir show that Women's Movements in Kashmir is 
deeply entangled with, either aligned with or engaged with the 
secessionist Movements. As has been argued by Alison and Miranda, 
the ethno-nationalist political Movements everywhere impinge on 
gender roles, and crucially shape the experiences and aspirations of 
women. It has been suggested in several important works on separatist 
and/or secessionist Movements, anti-state Movements generally 
provide greater ideological and political spaces for women to 
articulate their political agency, and even participate as combatants 
than do institutionalised state or prostate nationalism21. Several 
studies, and press reports reveal that in the initial years of rnilitancy in 
Kashmir, women joined militants and acted as couriers for them. Little 
suspected by the armed forces, they were initially, at least, a crucial 
asset to the militants. But once the armed forces came to know that 
these women were facilitating safe passage for militants and their 
VV She is first to hit the news stand, Greater Kashmir, 09,Apri1, 2006, Also see: silent awakening 
among Ka shill ri women 
w. exp-rsrindia. co.0/nest's id/story php?newafd°9l8?8 
a Alison Merinda 'Women as Agents of Political Violence. Gendering Security', Security O,alogue, 
35, 447-463, 2004 
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ammunition, the coercive arm of the state did not spare them, and 
security forces have routinely targeted them, raping, molesting, and 
eliminating them. l he 'rage of the state', as it were, has not spared 
innocent women either, and the violence perpetrated by the armed 
forces has showed a remarkable indifference in distinguishing the 
aggressors and the victim. The pressure from militants, assisted by 
the violence of the state, has led to the emergence of several political 
vlo% enlents anion . women, and a few among them, indeed, do seem 
to enjoy a wide social base.26 Several feminist scholars have argued 
that tcminism has had a difficult relationship with wars'. In conllict-
ridden regions in India, such as Nagaland and Manipur, women cadres 
are present in significant numbers in most of the insurgent and 
national liberation groups2Y . In Kashmir, on the other hand, some 
women's organisations defending extremist positions exist, but 
Women are not represented in the existing political organisations of 
Magbool Sahil, Tehreke Mazahamat Mein Khuwatein ka Role -1', IN, Tonazoaye Kashmir Vol-1 
p.384 
1t' Ibid p. 385 
2f Cooke, Mariam and Angela Woolacott (ed. 1993) Gendering War Talk Princeton New Jersey; 
Princeton 
University Press) p. 181 
Chenoy Anuradha.M., 'Resources or symbols? Women and Armed conflicts in India' IN Ava 
Darshan Shrestha and Rita Thapa(ed.), The Impact of Armed Conflicts on Women In South Asia 
Manohar, 2007, P.  194 
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the militants. These organisations are fed by intolerant religious 
ideologies, and routinely propagate jihad against India'' 
1I uslim Kh(1+'atcchtt-c'-:Mark(Z 
,1lus/i,n Klnvatec'n-c-.~Iarku (MKMM1). is being headed by Lamruda 
I labib and Yasmeen Raja. In late 1980's , as an organisation it was, 
during this period of its inception, linked to the Islamic Students 
League, a puritan Movement 	based the ideology of religious 
revivalism.' 
/amruda Ilabib was a lecturer at 1-ianfia College Anantnag (also 
kno\\n as Islamabad) when she formed a group of like- minded 
educated women, named 'Women's Association', perhaps the first of 
its kind alter independence from Dogra Rule. Led by educated 
women, the association represented the interests and aspirations of 
middle class women in Kashmir 
The constitution of \IKM (See Appendices IVA and IVB) was framed 
by Ms. Jamruda I labib and her associate Zaheer-u-Din. 
l'he Constitution of the MKM, in its Part second (clause 5), sets 
following aims and objectives of the party. 
2, Ibid, P.196 
Magbool Sahil 'Tehreke-Mazahamat me Khwateen ka role-i' p. 389 
'` ibid 
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II 	It shall be the duty of MKM to strive for a solution of' the 
Kashmir Issue. The political aspirations of Kashmiri's should 
he fulfilled in accordance with the Charter of International 
II 	Rights. 
11) It shall struggle for the political, economic, social, legal, 
educational, cultural and religious rights of the Women in 
Jammu and Kashmir. 
a) It shall patronise and encourage in the field of art and 
education. 
b) It shall focus on the problems of women from backward 
classes in the valley and work for their upliftment. 
NIKN1 proposes a democratic republic structure for the party, limiting 
its membership to 51. The constitution also directs the party to set-up 
municipal and village committees. Block committees and halga 
committees in order to reach out at the grass roots level. 
Uuk/,1(1 rail e-V1illat 
When the conflict broke in Kashmir in 1990, Asiya Andrabi came in 
the lore front with her women's organisation called Dukhturane-,nillat 
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(Dc\1)'-. The main objectives of DeM, as claimed" by Asiya 
Andrabi's, are: 
1. 10 make Muslim women aware of their rights in Islam 
2. To support the separatist Movements in-order to carve an 
Islamic state or accede to Pakistan so that an Islamic Sharia be 
enacted on all Muslim Men and Women of the state. 
l'he 1)ev1 strongl\ advocates and campaigns for the establishment of 
Islamic State in Kashmir'. Asiya says. 'I don't believe in Kashmivivat 
for me there are only two communities one Muslim and other non-
Muslim'.' Thus the essence of Kashmiriyat has no place in Andrabi's 
Pan-Islamist World view. She clearly rejects the notions of Indian or 
even Pakistani nationality. 
l here are other organisations, which did not survive and little is 
known about them. The IIizbul-Mt>iahidin (1-IM), one of the major 
militant outfits, also established a women's wing, the 13inat-ul-Islam, 
3' Born in 1962 and brought up in Srinagar, she did her graduation in Home science from Kashmir 
University in 1981. She dreamt of becoming a scientist and wanted to go for higher education 
outside the state. Her elder brother denied her the permission to go for higher studies outside 
Kashmir32 and she was forced to remain in the four walls of her home. Incidentally Asiya's eyes 
once fell on a book ' Khwoteen ke dilon ki batein'. The book was about the rights of Muslim 
women and after reading this book, Asiya's life changed forever. She later decided to live her life 
according to the Shariat laws and struggle for the rights of Muslim women in Kashmir. As a result. 
she founded 'DeM'. Cited from Sahil Maqbool, Tehreke-Mazohomot me Khwateen Ka role 
It has not been possible for the researcher to get a copy of their constitution as it has been 
banned since 2002 
i' Prahar Swati, Gender Jihad Jingoism; Women as perpetrators, planners and patrons of 
militancy in Kashmir, Studies in Conflict Terrorism, Volume:34, issue:4, TAYLOR & FRANCIS, 2011,   
p.303  
Maqbool Sahil, 'Tehreke-Mazahamt me Khwateen ka role-1', p. 386 
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led by Umi-Arifa. Members of this group would visit families of slain 
militants and assist them rehabilitation and relief 3 '. Another lesser 
known militant women's organisation was, Banaat-e-Aaiyesha. This 
organisation was an offshoot of Jaishe-e.Mohammed, and claimed to 
represent women s interests within the militant organisation 37. 
MKM and DeM have a political mandate professing separation from 
India while, in addition, carrying out social and Human Rights 
activism. 
It has been argued by several feminist scholars, in particular, Swati 
Prahar, that the organisations such as DeM have served to provide 
political agency to women in Kashmir. While this is certainly true to 
an extent, we should not ignore the fact that women's agency is often 
involved to serve ends that are anti-women and deeply patriarchal. To 
take the case of DeM, it is a women's organisation avowedly 
concerned with women's issues in Kashmir. At the same-time, it is not 
averse to rely on coercion and force to impose its world view-
fundamentalist and Puritan-on the women in Kashmir. Furthermore, 
its agenda for reforms of women is deeply entangled with patriarchal 
i° MuremmiI laleeI spawning Militancy. "I he Rise OfI Iizbul 22 May 2003 The Indian Express 
hap '-/w,rw jamrnu-Kashmir couVmchives/m'chives2003zKos!rmIr2O070)lld hun! 
bad. 
Prahar Swati, Gender jihad jingoism' p. 304 
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values, and emphasizes segregation for women. It is to take recourse 
to lorce to pressurise women to adopt veil and Im rdah in their lives. 
like other right wing. fundamentalist organisations, members of DeM 
are actively involved in moral policing activities. In their role as moral 
policewomen, women in DeM have often targeted locations they see 
as 'centres of immoral activities'. The list of places deemed 'immoral' 
is, of course, quite large, and over expanding, it includes cafes, 
restaurants, liquor Shops, hotels. Internet cafes and even gift shops'`' 
the ideology of l)eNI actually serves to reinforce gender inequities, 
and gender division of labour. The leaders of DeM admit to the 
subordinate position o omen, and see the role of women to lie in the 
ortanisation of families, procreation and child-bearing activities. At 
the same time, DeM is actively involved in political activities, and 
vigorously campaign for the creation of new political order in 
Kashmir based on their version of Islam". One clearly notices a 
paradox here, one that several scholars have noticed in other women's 
militant social outfits-the push towards political activism goes hand-
in-hand with the normative privileging of the place of women in the 
Ibid 303 
M.Mazharul Haque, 'Profile: Aisya Andrabi: Warrior in Veil,' The Milli Gazette 3(17) (1-15 
September 2002). www.miligozette.com/archives/01092002/0109200264.htm 
4. See Maqbool Sahil, 7ehreke-Mozahamohot me Khwoteen ka role vol-1 
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Ihmily'household. Indeed, as has been suggested b\ Swati Prahar. 
militant Movements everywhere succeed in mobilising, even 
incorporating, certain varieties of women's Movement, particularly 
those that are based on forms of religious identifications. 
Rahat (;har 
Rahat Ghar is a state supported women's organisation, established 
with the support of the Sxvadhar Scheme of the Department of Women 
and Child Development. Govt. of India. Unlike DeM and MKM, 
Rahat Cihar is apolitical. "l'he organisation provides to Widows and 
children, shelter Food, clothing„ medical aid, educational opportunities 
and vocational training a, 
Rahat Ghar is the only home of its kind in the valley, that supports and 
maintains widows and the children of the militants in Kahsmir. 
\Vidowws and orphans of militants as well as civilians caught in the 
crossfire are both provided support and sustenance. O er 80 widows 
and their children have started their new lives at the Rahat Ghar, run 
by Guild of Service under the leadership of Mohini Giri. Trying to 
retain the family Structure, each mother looks after six children. Many 
of the children go to the government school and the guild provides the 
Prahar Swati, Gender Jihad and Jingoism, 
°% Official website of Guild of Service Delhi, www.guildofservice.org/projects.php#.roahotghor 
uniforms and books to them.°''. Four women run the Rahat Ghar and 
Dr. Gitja Dhar, heads its advisory committee. These women are 
constantly trying to access the various welfare schemes for widows 
and their children to make them available for Kashmiri widows and 
orphans". The women are provided with simple skill like weaving and 
embroidery, while school education is given to the children46. 
Jammu and Kashmir women's development corporation 
Jammu & Kashmir State Women's Development Corporation "was 
incorporated in the year 1991 as State Chanellising Agency and has 
been functioning since 1994. The Corporation is implementing a 
number of Developmental Schemes of State as well as Central 
Government for Socio- Economic Upliftment of Women with a 
special focus on the families living Below Poverty Line (BPL) & 
Women belonging to Minorities, Backward & Other Classes°J. The 
objectives of the organisation are as follows; 
1. Identification and promotion of women entrepreneurs. 
2. Conducting awareness camps and identifying women for various 
activities by which they can be empowered. 
Usha Rai, The Healing Touch of Rahat Ghar, The Hindu, 08-oct-2006 
Ibid 
"OT,cial website of Guild of Service Delhi. www.gviidofservice.org 
°' Official Website of Jammu Kashmir Women's Development Cooperation, wwwJKWDCcom 
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3. To empower women by helping them to establish income 
generating units by providing soft loan at a very low rate of 
interest. 
4. Identification ol % ocation, and trades that women can undertake on 
their own and be self-reliant. 
5. "l To empower women by framing Self 1-1elp Groups and Block Level 
Societies who shall work independently as NGOs/ Cooperative 
Societies In a particular Block 
Conclusion 
Scholars like Tanika Sarkar have shown that in the wake of 
globalization of Indian economy and society there has not only been a 
resurgence of' militarism but also an increase in the participation of 
\\omen in these militant activities. This chapter has shown the 
relevance of thesis in the case of Kashmir, where there has been, since 
the 1980's, increased involvement of women in militant political 
activities. I have argued that militant women, indeed, reproduce 
patriarchal ideologies, but their participation has also served to 
enhance spaces of dialogue and communication in the political spaces. 
Furthermore, in the culture of militancy and violence, women, in the 
both formal and informal ways, have applied the healing touch, 
providing crucial services to individuals and families destroyed by 
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ioIcnce, this chapter also highlighted the role of women in peace-
building operations. Even as there are instances of women 
participating/supportimz militancy, however, there is also evidence of 
\%omen confronting militancy, as tell. In either cases, indeed, the 
women in Kashmir have been vehemently asserting their presence in 
the political domains. 
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APPENDIX IV A 
CONSTITUTION 01 JA,MMU AND KASHMIR aiLSLI M1 
Kl]fVATEEN' A ARKA7_ 
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APPENDIX- 1VI3 
CONS"P1'l'l'7FION OF .IAMMU AND KASHMIR MUSLIM 
KI IWW ATEEN-E-M ARKAZ (EN(;LISH TRANSLATION) 
Declaration 
...... In order to bring peace in the valley we the women of Jammu 
and Kashmir recounise that there is a need of consistent struggle for 
which we hereby declare the creation of a new party-Muslin 
Khw ateen Markaz. The constitution of Muslim Klnvateen-e-Marka: 
(herein after referred as \IKM) has following postulates. 
Part — I 
Introduction 
1. Title: It shall be called as the 'constitution of MKM'. 
2. Name of the party/Organisation; Muslim Khwateen-Markaz. 
3. Symhol; A flag with a sky-blue field which has a green portion and 
a white crescent. 
4. the head-office and its area of' influence: The head-office of this 
party shall be in Srinagar and the activities shall be carried out as 
per the constitutional provisions. 
Part- 
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Aims and Objectives. 
5. NIKN1 proposes an immediate solution to the Kashmir dispute for 
which it emphasises need for a dialogue through tri-party 
conference constituted by the members from India. Pakistan and 
Kashmir. which will strive to find a possible way to facilitate the 
use of rights of self-determination by the people of J&K, under the 
international charter of human Rights. 
6. It shall strive tier the protection of political, economical, legal, 
educational, cultural and religious rights of women of Jammu and 
Kashmir. 
a) It shall promote women artists and intellectuals. 
b) It shall recognise the problems of tribal and backward class 
women of valley and strive for their solution and work for their 
upliftement. 
Part 3 
7. Membership ; An}- woman, above 18 years of age, irrespective of 
caste, class or religion, who accepts the constitution and has paid 
all the membership fees can become a member of MKM. 
8. Structure; 
a) ,tlit/ial/a yuc/alu committee 
h) llalga committee 
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c) Block Committee 
d) Zonal committee 
C'/ ReYc1Sat l Maj/ise-~1 U111 /U 
1) General Council 
Part 5. 
ending 
9. Funding sources 
The organisation may generate Funds in following ways; 
I) 	Membership Fund 
1I) 	Donation 
III) 	Charity 
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CONCLUSION 
CONCLUSION 
one of the primary concerns of this work was to examine the effects 
of violence and armed conflict on women in Kashmir. Hopefully, this 
study has re\ Baled that women have been the greatest victims of the 
violence in Kashmir. Looking at the major indices of development-
health, education, employment and property rights-this study has 
shown that the militancy and armed conflict in Kashmir have had 
extremely destructive effects on the lives of women. The routinised 
cycles of violence in Kashmir have also affected the family and the 
household and more importantly the place of women in the families. 
as yell. Similarly the community-kin networks have been profoundly 
affected by the recurring cycles of violence, and since women are the 
primary markers of community identities, they have been the worst 
aftccted by the disruption of community and kin ties. 
The second important concern of this work was to unravel the agency 
of \\ omen in Kashmir. The effort was to look at women's subjectivity 
in the face of routinised violence to see how women shaped their lives, 
organised their families and maintained social ties in the wake of' 
disruptions caused by deaths, violence and conflicts. 
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This studs has hopefull\ shown that women have had the most 
constructive engagement with the society in Kashmir. It has examined 
the role of women's organisations and movements in the realisation of 
the political goals and the fulfilment of social and cultural ideals. 
Indeed, this study has found ambiguities in the political roles of 
\%omen's movements with some women's organisations siding with 
militants and the others opposing them. At the same time, women's 
movements in Kashmir have apparently opened up spaces of 
constructive dia[oaue and communication in the tumultuous Kashmiri 
society. Women's organisations have also played a crucial role in 
reconstructing lives and families destroyed by violence providing not 
only monetary support and maintenance but also emotional 
reassurance as well. 
The present study began with a historical overview of the position of 
women under the I)ogra rule. The first chapter of the thesis looks at 
the historical background and examines the impressive role of women 
in the independence movement. I have argued that the women in 
Kashmir were active political agents in the period before 
independence as well and fought alongside men against the oppressive 
rule of Uogra rule. l'hey participated in processions, organised 
marches, rallies, and even took up arms against [)ogra rulers. While 
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examining the historical background. I have also examined the 
position of marginalised women under the Dogra rule. M,, study has 
shown that the Dogra rulers exploited the marginalised women, in 
particular. the prostitutes, to raise revenue for the state. Perhaps 
Kashmir was the only state in the pre-independence period where 
prostitution was both legalised and encouraged by the state. Prostitutes 
were registered, and the state derived considerable revenues by taxing 
them. The Prostitution Rules of 1921 required the prostitutes to 
register with the state. The Act clearl}- was an important instrument of 
state surveillance, and brought the prostitutes within the ambit of state 
permitting it to stake a claim over their income and resources. The 
independence of India in 1947 has not ruptured the deep structured 
alliance between the state and patriarchal forces, but has certainly 
substantially modified it. 
l'he second chapter looks at the position of women in family and 
community life. My study has shown that the family size in Kashmir if 
cluite modest, and the trend of large families living together is 
exceptionally rare in the region. Even as women are excepted to 
manage the household, they enjoy an 'impressive presence in the 
public spaces, as well. The activities of women are not confined to the 
domestic sphere, but include active participation, in economic and 
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political activities, in the outside world, as well. The continual 
violence in Kashmir has forced parents to keep their girls away From 
schools, and this is reflected in the fall in literacy rate, in the post-
insurgency period. My work also reveals that the health facilities for 
women are quite deficient, and this is reflected in the high Maternal 
Mortality Rate (MMR) in Kashmir. fly study has revealed that about 
35% of women's career choices were constrained by their families. 
Women's seclusion has also increased in the wake of the militant 
movement. but the rate of their seclusion, as it appears from my data, 
is higher in urban areas. and far more widespread among the upper 
and middle class women, as well. My study reveals that women in 
Kashmir are largely denied their inheritable rights in property. Only 
22.5°/o among my respondents had received some property from their 
natal families. A correlation between the secessionist violence and the 
position of women in Kashmir is depicted by the decline in sex-ratio 
in post-insurgency period. My study has shown the wide prevalence of 
Purdah among women in Kashmir. While my work suggests that 73% 
of women observe 1)w-dah in Kashmir, it is only 49% among them, 
who actually don the burga. My study reveals that the marriages are 
mostly arranged by the families and very few women marry according 
to their choice. The family system in Kashmir serves to sub-ordinate 
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women and ensure their subjugated position in family and community 
lilC. \l\ study also showed the prevalence of dowry, domestic 
violence. etc. in Kashmiri families. 1-lowever I have also made an 
eflort to unravel the routinised. evervdav forms through which women 
challenged, resisted and negotiated the condition of their social 
marginalisation. Clearly the family and household were patriarchal 
institutions that ensured subservience of women and their subordinate 
position in society. The women in Kashmir, however, did manage to 
turn it into a resource through which they constrained the patriarchal 
lorces to minimum disadvantage. 
Chapters III and I V are concerned with the impact of violence on 
,omen's lives in Kashmir, focussing in particular, their involvement 
in the political domain. The study has shown that women have been 
the prime targets of violence in Kashmir. Women in Kashmir suffer 
violence not only from the external forces `the outsiders' but also from 
their own kin-community members. They have been forced to don 
veil, and their movements have come under strict surveillance and 
male control. "I'hev have been forced to conform to strict dress codes 
and the infractions are met with severe, often violent consequences. 
l his is because women in Kashmir are viewed as markers of cultural 
identity, and purit\ of the community rests on their chaste and refined 
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comportment and behaviour. At the same time women have shown 
tremendous resilience in combating the culture of violence, organising 
themselves in movements and organisations through which they 
participate in the political process and create spaces for constructive 
political communication. The study has looked at the role oi'women in 
social and cultural domains and has highlighted the role of women's 
organisations in rebuilding lives destroyed by violence. The study has 
also looked at political initiatives undertaken by the women's 
movements. This study has noticed that there are indeed several 
women's movements which support the militants and their patriarchal 
ideologies. At the same time, these movements have not succeeded in 
monopolising the entire political space, and there are other movements 
among women who denounce them and their culture of' violence. 
there are a large number of women's bodies which oppose violence 
and work to create democratic spaces in the dominant political culture 
in the region. Women's movements occupy an important place in the 
political process in Kashmir. They have been instrumental in 
enlarging the spaces for consensus and consent in the political process 
in Kashmir. More importantly, these movements have served to 
protect the rights of women in Kashmir and have challenged and 
restricted the ideologies of patriarchal domination. 
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Glossary 
'place holding'. In Kashmir, Jagir was a type 
to*nnrl LASS o mnnnrrk In o in..dnl c. •nnrn ..fir ,.__ - i. 
Bhangi 
Hanji 
Dholak 
Hash 
Nosh 
Zaam 
Baikakiney 
Watals 
Taranga 
Qasaba 	 n 
Manzim Yor 	 Go-between, one who arranges marriages 
Nabad Nishain 	 Betrothal, engagement ceremony 
Nikah Nishain 	 Kind of betrothal in which Nikah is also ceremonised 
Azadi 	 Freedom 
Phiran 	 A long loose garment worn by men and women of Kashmir 
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